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Abstract 

 

Energy is one of the most important factors for the survival of humanity. It 

provides the fuel of the economy, heat, light and mobility. The country‘s economic growth 

depends on adequate, reliable and affordable supplies of energy. Key foreign policy 

objectives, including support for democracy, trade, sustainable economic development, 

poverty reduction and environmental protection rely on the provision of safe, reliable and 

affordable energy supplies. 

North East Asia is an important region in terms of its economic and political value. 

With a population of 1,7 billion people, and containing the world's second and third largest 

economies, it is a region of enormous political, economic and cultural significance. 

Russia, a major exporter of hydro carbonates and uranium, is one of the world‘s 

leaders of nuclear plant operating technology. China and Japan are the main actors in NEA 

and highly depend on the import of energy resources. Moreover, Russia‘s close proximity to 

China and Japan enables a fast and a reliably efficient supply of oil and gas. These attributes 

highlight and emphasize the excellent opportunities for energy cooperation between these 

countries.  

Russia‘s strength in this field allows them to fortify their position in NEA as it 

aspires to become a regional super power.  

The goal of this research is to study Russian energy relations with China and Japan 

and how it affects the positions of the country in the region. The author would adopt the 

main assumptions of the Geopolitics, theory of ―Strategic manipulation‖ and the concept of 

―Regional Security Complex‖ to analyze the content and consequences of Russian energy 

relations with China and Japan and its impact on the situation in the region. 

The framework of the research is illustrated as follows: chapter one  gives the 

background, goals and methodology of the research; chapter two provides the detailed 

analysis of Russian oil, natural gas, nuclear power reserves, the country‘s energy strategy 

and its theoretical implications; chapter three focuses on energy demand, energy diplomacy 

and strategy of China, the content, development, problems of Russo-Chinese energy 

cooperation and its theoretical evaluation; chapter four focuses on energy demand, energy 

diplomacy and strategy of Japan, the content, development, problems of Russo-Japanese 

energy cooperation and its theoretical evaluation; chapter five is devoted to the comparative 

study of Russian energy relations with China and Japan at the example of ESPO 

constructing, its results and implications; and chapter six concludes with  responses to 
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research goals, evaluation of energy relations between Russia, China and Japan and 

recommendations for Russian energy policy in North East Asia.  

Key words: Russia, China, Japan, Energy diplomacy, Oil, Gas, Nuclear energy, 

Geopolitics, Strategic manipulation, Regional Security Complex. 
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摘要 

 

能源是攸關人類生存的一大課題，它提供熱能、照明和運輸，而且是經濟發

展不可或缺的帶動因素。國家的經濟成長需仰賴充足可靠且價格合理的能源供應。對

外政策重大議題尤其需要依賴安全可靠且價格合理的能源供應，像是民主、貿易、替

代能源發展、消弭貧窮和環保等等相關發展支援計劃。 

東北亞是具有高度經濟與政治價值的重要區域。在此區域內約有 17 億人口以

及世界第二、第三大經濟體，不論在政治、經濟和文化上皆有莫大影響力。 

俄罗斯是世界上碳酸氫化合物與鈾的主要出口國，也擁有名列前茅的核能發

電廠運作技術。中國和日本不論在東北亞與世界都佔有重要地位，且高度依賴能源進

口。而俄罗斯鄰近中國和日本，可以快速有效提供石油和天然氣等能源。故而俄罗斯

與中日兩國在能源供應合作上顯然具有極高的發展潛力。 

掌握能源供應的俄罗斯可以鞏固其東北亞的地位，進而成為該區域的超級強

權。 

研究目標在於解讀俄罗斯對中日兩國的能源關係以及對東北亞情勢的影響。

筆者將採用地緣政治學中的「策略性操縱」理論和「區域安全複合體」的概念作為主

要假設，分析俄罗斯與中日兩國能源關係的內容與後續走向，以及對區域情勢所造成

的影響。 

研究架構如下：第一章是本研究的背景、目標及方法；第二章詳細分析俄罗

斯的石油、天然氣與核能燃料蘊藏量、該國的能源策略及其理論上的影響範圍；第三

章的焦點為中國的能源需求、能源政策和外交，俄罗斯與中國能源供應合作的內容、

發展與問題以及理論方面的評估；第四章探討日本的能源需求、能源政策和外交，俄

罗斯與日本能源供應合作的內容、發展與問題以及理論方面的評估；第五章就俄罗斯

對中國及對日本的能源關係進行比較分析，以 ESPO 的建設為例，探討其結果及影

響；第六章則是回應研究目標、評估俄罗斯與中日兩國的能源關係，並且對俄罗斯在

東北亞的能源政策提出建議。 

 

關鍵字：俄罗斯、中國、日本、能源政策、石油、天然氣、核能、地緣政治

學、策略性操縱、區域安全複合體。 
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Russia’s Energy Relations with China and Japan (1991 – 2011) 

 

Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

1.1. The research stimulus 

Energy is one of the most important factors for the survival of humanity. It 

provides heat, light and mobility, the fuel of the economy. This is why the possession of 

energy is a dominant issue in the politics of every country. Mr. Matt J. Matthews made a 

good description of the importance of energy in the world: ―Energy is the lifeblood of 

economies around the world. Global economic growth depends on adequate, reliable and 

affordable supplies of energy. Key foreign policy objectives, including support for 

democracy, trade, sustainable economic development, poverty reduction and environmental 

protection rely on the provision of safe, reliable and affordable energy supplies‖
1
.  

To demonstrate the importance of energy factor it is worth to remind the simple 

historical fact that oil prices were stable for most of the 100 years before 1973 at well under 

5 USD  per barrel. Almost three quarters of last century have been passed together with 

very stable prices for energy resources together with booming development of industry and 

increased demand for energy. Thus, the jump of the oil price to 13 USD in 1973 and then to 

37 USD in 1980 
2
  was the conceptual shock for the whole world‘s political and economic 

system. 

In 21
st
 century, with the tremendously growing population and energy 

consumption, the energy related issues have risen to the top in the national and international 

agendas of the states. Global energy market is increasingly influenced by the location of the 

resources and the political and economic environment; growing demand from the 

developing world, particularly from China and India; climate change, manipulation of 

resources for non-energy foreign policy objectives; and others.  

Because of the non-proportional distribution of energy resources there is a 

competition for the energy supply and markets in the world arena. Countries have to 

diversify import sources and fuels to increase storage capacity and to protect the supplying 

infrastructure. Countries of the Middle East and Africa are the major suppliers of oil, but 

                                                 
1
 Matthews Matt J.,  ―Energy competition and international relations‖, International Journal of Global Energy 

Issues,  Vol. 29 Iss. 4, 2008.  p. 371. 

2
 The historical crude oil prices (table). Retrieved September 2, 2010 from 

http://www.inflationdata.com/inflation/Inflation_Rate/Historical_Oil_Prices_Table.asp. 
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political conflicts in this countries and high transportation risks in the Malacca Strait raise 

concerns of energy security for importers. Thus, the question of diversification of energy 

import is the key question at the energy policy agenda in importing countries.  

 Tremendous economic development of China and India is the most discussed 

phenomenon nowadays. India and China have been witnessing a steady increase in their 

energy consumption for many years. Increasing economic growth characterized by high 

industrial activity has been the main reason behind it. Though consumption of coal accounts 

for a major share of the total energy use, imported petroleum takes an irreplaceable position 

in the energy mix of both India and China. According to the International Energy Agency, 

in 2009 China overtook USA as the world‘s biggest energy user last year. China consumed 

2,252 million metric tons of oil equivalents in 2009 in the form of crude, coal, natural gas, 

nuclear power and renewable sources that exceeded the 2,170 million tons used by USA
3
.  

In 2009, India was the fourth largest oil consumer in the world, after the China, the U.S. and 

Japan. Despite the global financial crisis, India‘s energy demand continues to rise
4
. Thus, 

the world‘s energy supply balance is highly affected by those two countries and sharpens 

the competition at the global energy arena. 

Climate change also plays a great impact on global energy relations. With the 

alarming evidences of global warming and its impact on humans and the ecosystems, 

climate change has become one of the new and increasingly important issues to be handled 

globally. 

The term "global climate change" usually refers to changes to the earth's climate 

brought about by a wide array of human activities. Because of predictions of a steady rise in 

average world-wide temperatures, global climate change is often referred to as "global 

warming." Regardless of which term is used, different methods of electricity production can 

impact the earth's climate in ways that raise extraordinary environmental issues. There is 

increasing scientific evidence showing that human enterprises - especially burning fossil 

fuels such as coal, oil and natural gas - are altering the earth's climate. Burning fossil fuels 

releases carbon that has previously been locked up in coal, oil and natural gas for millions 

of years. The carbon in these fossil fuels is transformed into carbon dioxide (CO2), the 

predominant gas contributing to the "greenhouse effect," during the combustion process. 

                                                 
3
 U.S. Energy Information Administration, “International Energy Outlook 2010”.  Retrieved September 2, 

2010 from http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/ieo/highlights.html.  

4
 U.S. Energy Information Administration, “India Energy Data, Statistics and Analysis”.  Retrieved 

September 2, 2010  http://www.eia.doe.gov/cabs/India/Full.html. 
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Jumps in emissions of CO2 and other gases, such as methane, traced to fossil fuel burning 

and other human endeavours, boost heat trapping processes in the atmosphere, gradually 

raising average world-wide temperatures. The US Environmental Protection Agency 

observes that the surface temperature this century is as warm or warmer than any other 

century since at least 1400 AD. The ten warmest years on record have all occurred since 

1980. The warmest year so far on record was 1998
5
. The release of vast stores of fossilized 

carbon threaten to raise average global temperatures at an accelerated pace. Scientists have 

observed that the earth's surface warmed by approximately 1 degree Fahrenheit during the 

20th century. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), the scientific 

advisory body created by the United Nations to analyze the science of global climate change, 

reports that unless the world takes drastic and immediate steps to reduce the emissions of 

gases that are creating a magnified greenhouse effect, global temperatures could rise 

another 1,6 to 6,3 degrees Fahrenheit by the year 2100. This would represent the fastest rate 

of warming since the end of the last ice age more than 10,000 years ago
6
. The 4th report of 

IPC has identified human economic activities as the main reason of the climate change
7
. 

CO2 emissions from fossil fuels cause unprecedented global warming. The consequences of 

climate change are devastating: 1) it poses a major threat to human health by way of 

increased infectious diseases; 2) as global temperatures rise, sea levels will also rise. Much 

of the world's population, especially the poorer people of the world, live at or close to sea 

level, areas vulnerable to the lethal combination of rising sea level and increasingly severe 

ocean storms; 3) forest ecosystems evolve slowly in response to gradual natural climate 

cycles. Many tree species may be unable to survive at their present sites due to higher 

temperatures. Increased drought, more pests and disease attacks, and higher frequency of 

forest fires, are all projected to occur at spots throughout the globe; 4) agriculture depends 

on rainfall, which impacts how to manage crop production, the types of seeds planted, and 

investments in irrigation systems. Changing weather patterns associated with changing 

global climate patterns pose major challenges for the farmers, who feed the world's growing 

population.  

                                                 
5
 “Electricity and climate change”. Retrieved August 20, 2010 from 

http://www.powerscorecard.org/issue_detail.cfm?issue_id=1 

6
 Ibid 

7
 For more details refer to: Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change http://www.ipcc.ch/ipccreports/ar4-

wg1.htm ( Retrieved August 22, 2010). 
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To slow down the global warming trends the use of fossil fuels needs to be 

drastically reduced or changed to the use of alternative kinds of energy in the nearest future. 

The most important the consumption of coil shall be gradually reduced in favour to natural 

gas and later to other alternative kinds of energy. The usage of such alternative kinds of 

energy as nuclear, wind or solar energy also will help to resolve the problem of 

overdependence on import of oil and gas from non stable countries and change the political 

situation in the world. That is why the great efforts must be given to the development of 

alternative kinds of energy.   

Together with the search for effective response to traditional and new threats to 

international security and stability, the importance of global energy balance has been 

significantly increased. Energy resources have the crucial value for providing the life 

quality and development of every state. The effective, stable and safe energy supply for fair 

market prices is one of the most important questions for all global society.   

The energy policy between states, or ―energy diplomacy‖, as it is called by the 

specialists, is one of the most important components of international relations and one of the 

most discussed agenda among policy makers and planners. Thus, the professional 

researches devoted to the studies of energy relations between states and in the whole world 

have the essential practical importance for the strategic planning and implementation.  

 This current research is focuses on the study of energy relations of Russia with 

China and Japan and its impact to the international relations in the North East Asia.  

North East Asia (NEA) is a very important region in terms of its economic and 

political value. With a population of 1,7 billion people, and containing the world's second 

and third largest economies, it is a region of enormous political, economic and cultural 

significance
8
. Developments in the region, including the rise of China and ongoing efforts 

to resolve the crisis created by the last remaining corner of the Cold War have global 

implications. ―No other region in the world may be as confused or as significant for the 

coming decades of global security and integration‖
9
.   

                                                 
8
 There is no ultimate definition about which countries constitutes NEA. The author supports the interpretation 

of Gilbert Rozman ―Northeast Asia is not easy to define because it is a region still in the process of formation. 

At its core are China, Japan, South Korea, and… North Korea. Present geographically and discussed as a 

factor in regionalism is the Russian Far East plus Eastern Siberia‖. USA, Mongolia, Taiwan and Hong Kong 

would be excluded from the analysis.  

9
 Gilbert Rozman.  Northeast Asia‟s Stunted Regionalism: Bilateral Distrust in the Shadow of 

Globalization (Cambridge University Press, 2004 ), p.3.  
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Northeast Asia (NEA) has been one of the fastest growing markets and economy 

over the past 30 years.  Thus, the problem of energy security in the region, primarily the 

stable energy demand and supply, has risen dramatically in recent years and this trend will 

persist in the foreseeable future at a higher rate than in other parts of the world.  Despite the 

political and economic importance of NEA in whole, the energy diplomacy in the region is 

also substantial, because the world‘s biggest energy supplier and the world‘s second and 

third energy consumers are located there.  

Russia is a major player in the global energy market. The country holds the 

world's largest natural gas reserves, the second largest coal reserves, and the eighth largest 

oil reserves. Russia is also the world's largest exporter of natural gas, the second largest oil 

exporter 
10

. Russia's gas export in 2009 reached 168,3 billion cubic meters
11

 and oil exports 

was 247,4 million tons in 2009
12

. In addition, the country is rich with uranium 
13

 and is one 

of the world‘s leaders on nuclear plants operating technology. Russia is a member of a 

nuclear club which offers huge future benefits. First, the country holds the secrets of 

building state-of-the-art and reliable power plants. Second, it possesses uranium enrichment 

technology. And third, it produces fuel for nuclear power plants. Russian companies 

provide the entire cycle of production, from uranium mining to nuclear power plants 

construction. According to British leading newspaper The Telegraph ―Russia accounts for 

40 pc of the world‘s uranium enrichment facilities, 17 pc of the international fuel market, 28 

pc of NPP building capacity and 8pc of uranium mining‖
14

.  

Traditionally, Russia was considered as the energy supplier to the western 

countries, but since 1990s Russia is trying to diversify its energy supply, and NEA is a huge 

market for Russian energy. Also, after the collapse of the Soviet Union, Moscow decided to 

increase its involvement in NEA and to restore its role as one of the major player in the 

                                                 
10

 U.S. Energy Information Administration , “Russia‟s Energy profile‖. Retrieved August 22, 2010 from 

http://tonto.eia.doe.gov/country/country_energy_data.cfm?fips=RS. 

11
 Golos Rossii, ―Eksport gaza is Rossii ypal na 13,9percent”, Retrieved September 4, 2010 from 

http://rus.ruvr.ru/2010/02/03/4112100.html. 

12
  Rosstat, “ Rosstat: Rossia v 2009 godu uvelichila eksport nefti na 1,8percent”. Retrieved August 26, 2010 

from  http://rosfincom.ru/news/552639.html. 

13
 According to World Nuclear Association ―Russia has substantial economic resources of uranium, with  

about 10percent of world reasonably assured resources plus inferred resources….and 31 operating reactors‖. 

Retrieved December 12, 2010 from http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/inf45.html#Present_nuclear_capacity_. 

14
 Telegraph ―Russia now – welcome to the nuclear club”. Retrieved October 4, 2010 from 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/sponsored/russianow/6261620/Russia-Now-Welcome-to-the-nuclear-club.html. 
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region. Thus, the supply of energy could be considered as a ―trump card‖ in achieving the 

abovementioned goal. According to the Russian Energy Strategy for the period up to 2020 

adopted in 2003, NEA was considered as a key destination for future Russian energy export. 

The target of the strategy was to provide 30 percent of the oil and 15 percent of the natural 

gas to the NEA market
15

. In accordance with the recent trends, in 2009 the energy strategy 

of Russia was revised to the Russian Energy Strategy up to 2030 and the share of Russian 

oil at the NEA market is forecasted to be 22-25 percent and the share of natural gas to 

increase till 19-20 percent 
16

.  Thus, it is visible, that Russia considers NEA as an important 

region for its energy export in a long perspective. 

China is one of the most rapidly developing country in the world with registered 

average growth of 10 percent between 2000 and 2008, but even during the harsh year of 

global economic crisis in 2009 it managed to maintain the high rate of economic growth  of 

8,7 percent 
17

. Together with economic development the demand for energy supply is 

accordingly increasing. China has emerged from being a net oil exporter in the early 1990s 

to become the world‘s third-largest net importer of oil in 2006. Natural gas usage in China 

has also increased rapidly in recent years, and China has looked to raise natural gas imports 

via pipeline and liquefied natural gas (LNG). That makes Chine to be an important player in 

world energy markets. As it is predicted by Erica Downs: ―Oil demand is projected to grow 

at an average annual rate of 3,8 percent …, increasing its consumption to 8,8 million barrels 

per day till 2020‖ 
18

. The demand for natural gas will also grow ―at an average annual rate 

of 11,7 percent, increasing the consummation to 9,5 trillion cubic feet 
1920

‖. The increase of 

the natural gas consumption can be explained by the decision of Chinese government to 

decline the use of coal.  Demand for nuclear energy and alternative sources of energy will 

                                                 
15

 Jenergeticheskaya strategia Rossii do 2030”. Retrieved May 15, 2010 from 

http://minenergo.gov.ru/aboutminen/energostrategy. 

16
 Ibid. 

17
 The National Bureau of Statistics of China, “The Contribution of Three Major Demands to GDP Growth in 

2009”. Retrieved September 14, 2010 from  

http://www.stats.gov.cn/english/newsandcomingevents/t20100203_402619228.htm. 

18
 Downs Erica S., ―China‟s Quest for Energy Security”. Retrieved January 15, 2010 from 

http://www.rand.org/pubs/monograph_reports/MR1244/MR1244.ch2.pdf. 

19
 Some statistic about gas is provided in tcf (trillion cubic feet). 1 cubic meter is equal to 35.3cubic feet.  

20
 Downs Erica S., ―China‟s Quest for Energy Security”. Retrieved January 15, 2010 from 

http://www.rand.org/pubs/monograph_reports/MR1244/MR1244.ch2.pdf..  
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also increase, but they could not to take the considerable part in energy consumption 

because of financial, technological and ecological constraints
21

. 

Japan with its world‘s third largest economy is the second biggest oil and the third 

biggest gas importer. Including nuclear power, Japan is still only 16 percent energy self-

sufficient. Before March 2011, Japan was the third largest consumer of nuclear power in the 

world, after the United States and France. Hydroelectric power and renewable energy 

account for a relatively small percentage of total energy consumption in the 

country
22

.According to the Business Monitor International: ―between 2009 and 2019, we 

are forecasting a reduction in Japanese oil consumption of 7,22 percent, with demand 

slipping steadily to the end of the period and the country using 4,05 million barrels per day  

by 2019. Gas consumption is expected to rise from an estimated 92,5 billion cubic meters in 

2009 to a possible 106,3 billion cubic meters by 2019. All of Japan‘s gas will continue to be 

imported in the form of LNG 
23

‖. Even there is a decrease of the crude oil consumption; the 

total required amount is formidable
24

.  

Japan and China have similar interests in their energy policies: to diversify and 

secure energy supply to the country and, in future, to find out and develop alternative 

energy recourses. 

NEA countries heavily depend on oil import from the non stable Middle East. In 

addition to the possibility of supply interruption, these countries also have to pay the ―Asian 

premium‖ for imported oil than buyers from other regions
25

.  Asian dependence on import 

of energy resources is expected to increase in the future.  Long term projections for China‘s 

economic growth, the possible unification of Korea, not stable political situation at the 

                                                 
21

 According to Erica Downs the ―Demand for nuclear energy is projected to grow at an average annual rate of 

9,2 percent between 1996 and 2020, and its share of primary energy consumption is expected to increase.. to 

1,1 percent in 2020…Renewable sources of energy is expected to remain around 5percent in 2020‖.  

22
 U.S. Energy Information Administration. “Japan: Energy Data, Statistics and Analysis‖.  Retrieved 

September 14, 2010 from  http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/cabs/Japan/Background.html. 

23
 Business Monitor International, ―Japan Oil and Gas Report Q2 2010”. Retrieved August 12, 2010 from  

http://www.mindbranch.com/Japan-Oil-Gas-R302-9942. 

24
 According to China Oil and Gas Report Q2 2010  ―China‘s demand for crude oil would therefore be about 

6.53mn b/d by 2014‖. Retrieved august 15, 2010 from  http://www.companiesandmarkets.com/Summary-

Market-Report/china-oil-and-gas-report-q2-2010-271636.asp. 

25
 Seung Jick Yoo, in his article “ Issues in Climate Change and Energy Security in Northeast Asia” 

mentioned that the countries in Northeast Asia have paid about $ 1/bbl more for oil imported from the Middle 

East in comparison with other importers. Retrieved March 4, 2011 from 

http://www.nautilus.org/projects/seoul/workshop-papers/Climate_Change_and_Energy_Security.pdf. 
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current oil exporting countries   and overall growing energy consumption lead Northeast 

Asian countries to consider that diversification of their energy supplies is inevitable.  In this 

regard, development of energy projects in Central Asia and the Russian Far East provide 

Northeast Asian states with good options for securing their energy.  Moreover, the potential 

for extensive environmental deterioration caused by coal burning in China promotes the 

incentive to look at nearer and more competitive sources of natural gas in the Russian Far 

East.  Regional demand for this efficient, plentiful, and clean-burning fuel is substantially 

increasing the momentum to produce, trade, and utilize natural gas.  The demand for cross-

border sale and purchase by both pipeline and Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) by ships is 

spreading in the region
26

.  For example, demand for natural gas has been rising at 9,3 

percent per year since 1970 in this region
27

.  Northeast Asia is a net importer of gas, and 

imports could potentially increase sharply in the 2010-2020 period
28

.  For example, three 

countries in the Pacific Basin – Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan – accounted for 68 percent 

of global LNG imports in 2002
29

.  Many experts also predict that the growth of the demand 

for gas will be particularly strong in China and Korea.  In Korea, for example, demand for 

natural gas will double, increasing from 25 billion cubic meters in 2003 to almost 50 billion 

cubic meters by 2020, whereas demand in China is forecast to increase five fold from 30 

billion cubic meters in 2003 to more than 160 billion cubic meters by 2020
30

.   

In this regard, Russia, as the world‘s biggest natural gas and second oil exporting 

country, becomes an energy solution for NEA countries.  In particular, Russia‘s natural gas 

could provide an alternative to coal and oil for power generation.  As a fuel, it is cleaner 

than oil and coal, since it produces no sulphuric discharges and much less carbon dioxide
31

.  

                                                 
26

 Ross Peter, ―Gas Pricing‖, Workshop by Director, Wimbledon Energy for 11
th

 Annual Seminar on Gas 

Pricing at Kuala Lumpur. 8-10, December 2003. 

27
 Cleary Peter, ―Development of East Siberian Gas for Export to China and Korea Markets‖, Presentation by 

President, BP Gas Power & Renewables Korea for Sakhalin & North Asia Oil, Gas & Pipelines 2003,  Seoul, 

Korea, 12-13 November, 2003. 

28
 Asia Pacific Energy Research Center, ―APEC Energy Demand and Supply Outlook 2002‖, Asia Pacific 

Energy Research Center,  2002, p. 5.    

29
 U.S. Energy Information Administration , “Global Liquefied Natural Gas Markets: Status and Outlook/ 

LNG Importers, Retrieved September 7, 2010 from 

http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/analysispaper/global/importers.html. 

30
 U.S. Energy Information Administration. “Global Liquefied Natural Gas Markets: Status and Outlook/ 

LNG Importers, Retrieved September 7, 2010 from 

http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/analysispaper/global/importers.html. 

31
  Ibid. 
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Thus the oil and natural gas pipeline projects on which Russia is currently engaged in 

Northeast Asia have great strategic importance for enhancing not only Russia‘s economic 

and energy security, but also for whole NEA.  Regional energy cooperation would facilitate 

a reconfiguration of political and economic ties, with the Russia‘s move into a position of 

advantage.   

Specifically, Russia‘s export of energy could facilitate the investment of Chinese 

and Japanese capital and technology in Russia‘s oil and gas sector too.   For example, the 

Kovykta gas project, one of Russia‘s biggest and most far-reaching projects, is approached 

its final stage.  The project‘s ambitious goals are to develop a new East Siberian gas 

pipeline in the region and tap new markets in East Asia.  On the energy demand side, the 

access to Kovykta, East Siberia Pacific Ocean (ESPO) pipeline and Sakhalin oil and natural 

gas is crucial for enhancing energy security of each of the NEA states
32

.  Japan and China 

have a vested interest in diversifying their energy supply sources, and its proximity to the 

Russian Far East would lead to a drop in the cost of transporting energy sources. 

The high energy demand in both China and Japan and dependence on stable 

energy supply from Russia leads to the important question about the future of Sino-Japanese 

relations: will China and Japan be engaged in the energy cooperation and under which 

conditions or it will result in fierce competition over the energy supply? How the energy 

interdependence inside the triangle Russia-China-Japan could affect the stability and 

development in NEA?  

 Energy relations ―are an especially interesting aspect of Sino-Japanese 

relationship because they are the powerful ―double-edged sword, with the potential to 

sharply leverage either cooperation or conflicts between these two giants‖ 
33

.  So, here two 

opposite opinions of the present and future essence of Sino-Japanese energy relations, and 

each of them are supported by considerable factors and studies
34

.  

From the history we know many wars happen for the obsession of energy 

resources. Energy plays an important role in the national security of any given country as a 

fuel to power the economic engine. According to national interests of any states it is vital to 

                                                 
32

 “The CIA World fact book: Global oil consumption and production”. Retrieved October 2, 2010 from 

http://www.marktaw.com/culture_and_media/politics/GlobalOil.html. 

33
 Calder Kent E., ―Sino-Japanese energy relations: prospects for deepening strategic competition‖. Retrieved 

April 12, 2011 from http://eastasianstudies.research.yale.edu/japanworld/calder.pdf. 

34
 The analysis of related literature and sources supported both points of view will be provide at the chapter 

Literature review.  
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have a reliable and stable energy supply, and, because of the shortage nature of the 

recourses, the competition is inevitable. Because of China and Japan are one of the most 

energy consuming countries, the conflicts over the energy supply are forecasted. Despite the 

booming increase of economic relations between China and Japan, theirs geopolitical 

relations are still very complicated. From the history both countries have been enemies and 

theirs relations started to improve just few decades before. China and Japan both have many 

conflicts of interest as in their bilateral relations as in the region and the whole in the world.  

Although the direct Sino- Japanese energy competition have been constrained, it is still a 

big possibility that in future it will result in sharp and direct confrontation.   Recently, we 

could observe the tension over the reserves in the East China Sea
35

. Both countries are keen 

to possess huge reserves of oil and gas and claim to rights to possess them in their own.  

The competition over the oil pipe line from the Russian Far East was another 

factor lead to the tension intensification in the bilateral relations. Chinese side was very 

irritated by the interference of the Japanese side to the negotiations with Russia and finally 

the failure of Chinese plan.  

China and Japan have similar confrontational interests not only in Russia, but also 

in Iran, Persian Gulf and other countries. 

So, there are clearly deepening competitive prospects in Sino-Japanese relations 

that could be exacerbated by other disputable issues, as, for example, territorial disputes.But, 

there are also many supporters that China and Japan could develop stable and efficient 

energy cooperation and ―cooperation, rather then rivalry, will be essential not only to the 

development of bilateral relationship, but also to regional stability and energy cooperation 

in East Asia‖
36

. 

The normalization of Sino-Japanese relations in 1970s has gradually removed 

obstacles to the cooperation between both countries. Thus, it became possible to find and 

develop cooperative norms and principles not only in economic, but in political and 

strategic issues. Despite many factors which stipulate the conflicts over energy resources, 

benefits from the bilateral energy cooperation could prevail
37

.   

                                                 
35

 In September 2005 China even sent its warships to the region and since then started to pump oil and gas 

there, despite protests from Japanese side.   

36
 Xuanli Liao, ―The driving forces behind the Sino-Japanese energy competition‖, Harvard Asia Pacific 

Review,  Vol.8, Iss. 1,  p. 11. 

37
 Shoichi Itoh in his article ―China‘s Surging Energy Demand: Trigger for Conflict or Cooperation with 

Japan?‖ explains both the possible benefits from conflict and cooperation between Japan and China.    
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In general, it is important to cooperate for the neighbour countries in energy 

related issues because of the same factors, such as big volumes of import crude oil, the same 

transportation passageway of oil imported, and sources imported. But, in Sino-Japanese 

energy interdependence there are other factors promoting the energy interdependence 

between two countries: both states are paying a great concern on energy conservation, 

renewable energy and clean technologies. For example, Beijing is very anxious to build a 

more energy saving and clean country, and Japan, being known as a world‘s more energy 

efficient country, has found a lot of business opportunities to transfer such technologies to 

China. Thus, in general, there are several factors promoting the bilateral energy cooperation 

as:  

1) 1) China and Japan both are interesting to promote the regional stability in order to 

maintain an uninterrupted flow of energy resources;  

2) Cooperation would make it more possible to influence the energy supplying 

countries not to bargain and to promote the understanding between consumers 

based on all parties understanding of their mutual interdependency; 

3) Collective measures could secure the energy shipping routes. So far shipping 

routs from the Middle East to Asia remains the most economically effective and convenient 

way. Providing bilateral secure measures and sharing the transportation costs could be 

beneficial to both countries; 

4) Cooperation in the sphere of nuclear energy will also favour to solve 

problems of energy security and global warming. 

Both of these two approaches have their own support and logic. Sino-Japanese 

energy relations are greatly influenced by the political, strategic and economic factors. The 

Sino-Japanese competition for oil reserves could be exacerbated by shortage of supply and 

energy prices increase and current unresolved disputes in East China Sea and other 

territorial disputes. Both countries need to build more political trust and atmosphere. It 

could be not easy, but possible, because the benefits from common actions and mutual 

assistance could prevail over the possible outcome of conflicts. Thus, Russia‘s role in Sino-

Japanese energy cooperation is dual: it would be the catalyst of the related conflict over its 

energy supplies or it would stipulate the energy cooperation between these two countries. 

All will depend on countries interests, goals and final strategies. 
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1.2 The research goals and questions 

The goal of the research is to analyze the content and trends of Russian energy 

relations with China and Japan and how do they affect the Russian positions and 

international relations in the region . In order to comply with the research goal the author 

has to reply the following questions:  

1) What are the stimulus for energy cooperation between Russia, China, Japan; 

2) What is the current energy export situation in Russia and its perspectives; 

what are the main components and directionsof energy strategy in Russia; 

3) How big is the Chinese energy demand, main trends and perspectives? What 

is Chinese energy strategy and energy security? What are the trends of bilateral energy 

relations and Russian approach towards energy cooperation with China?  

4) How big us the Japanese energy demand, main trends and perspectives? 

What is Japanese energy strategy and energy security? What are the trends of bilateral 

energy relations and Russian approach towards energy cooperation with Japan? 

5) What is current situation of energy relations between Russia, China and 

Japan? How does Russia pursue its own energy policy within the triangle Russia-China-

Japan and its implications for energy relations between these countries? 

6)     How to define the energy relations between Russia, China and Japan and 

what kind of implications it imposes for the Russian policy in the region.  

Providing the profound and detailed analysis of these questions the author could 

reach the goal of the research. In order to provide the relevant scientific research the 

following theoretical and research methods will be implied.  

 

1.3 The research methods and theories 

 It is crucial to choose the proper research methods and theoretical approaches in 

order to conduct the proper research. According to Robert Merton: ―The scientific method 

or methodology provides a systematic, organized series of steps that insures maximum 

objectivity and consistency in researching a problem. It provides a shared basis for 

discussion and analysis, and helps to promote reliability and validity (consistency and 

accuracy). The information provided through this method, the patterns and 

interrelationships are then explained through the Theoretical analysis. Theory directs 

research and research informs theory‖
38

. 

 

                                                 
38

 Merton Robert. The Sociology of Science (The University of Chicago Press, 1973), p.8. 
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1.3.1 Research methods 

 

 The first research method that the author is going to implement is the Document 

Analysis Method.  

Document analysis is a systematic procedure for reviewing or evaluating 

documents. Like other analytical method in qualitative research, document analysis requires 

that data be examined and interpreted in order to elicit meaning, gain understanding and 

develop empirical knowledge. As a research method, document analysis is particularly 

applicable to qualitative case studies – intensive studies producing rich descriptions of a 

single phenomenon, event, organization or program
39

. 

 Documents can serve a variety of purposes as a part of research undertaking. First 

of all, documents can provide data and background information on the context within the 

research operates. Second, information contained in documents can suggest some questions 

that need to be asked and situations that need to be observed as a part of the research. Third, 

documents provide supplementary research data. Information and insights derived from 

documents can be valuable additions to the knowledge base. Fourth, documents provide a 

means of tracking changes and development. Where various drafts of particular documents 

are accessible, the research can compare them to identify the changes. Also the examination 

of periodic and final reports (if available) helps to get a clear picture of the phenomenon 

development. Fifth, documents can be analyzed as a way to verify findings or corroborate 

evidence from other source.  If the documentary evidence is contradictory rather then 

corroboratory, the researcher is expected to investigate further. When there is a convergence 

of information from different sources, readers of the research usually have greater 

confidence in the credibility of findings.  

In sum, documents provide background and context, additional questions to be 

asked, supplementary data, a means of tracking change and development, and verification 

of findings from other data sources. Moreover, documents may be the most effective means 

of gathering data then events can not longer be observed or when informants have forgotten 

the details.   

The author is going to use the following types of documents in this research: 

bilateral and multilateral agreements and declarations in energy sphere; statements of 

leaders and high-ranking officials of Russia, China and Japan related to energy cooperation; 

                                                 
39

 More information about the implementation of the Document Analysis Method in scientific research is 

provided by Bowen G, ―Document Analysis as a Qualitative Research Method”, Qualitative Research Journal, 

Vol.9, No.2, 2009,  pp. 27 – 40. 
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key documents stated the energy strategy and development of the states; publications of 

specialists; mass media reports and discussions in related forums, etc.  

The Policy Analysis and Strategic Approach is applicable to study the energy 

policies as the approach provides the framework for policy evaluation and strategic 

assessment of related processes.  

Good analysis relies on accurate statements, verification of problems and relevant 

information. 

The policy analysis and strategic approach includes six kinds of research processes 

that will finally let the researcher to monitor and evaluate the policy
40
.  

Using this approach the author will gradually analyze the policy of states in energy 

related area, find out the alternative decisions and verify them and, finally, will evaluate the 

current policy and provide the alternative solutions if any. 

 

Picture 1. The process of policy analysis 

 

   Source: Patton Carl V. and Sawick David S. ―Basic Methods of Policy Analysis and Planning‖   

(Pentice Hall. 1993),  p. 14.               
 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
40
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1.3.2 The research theories 

The theory plays a very important role in research. Theory is formalized 

conceptualization between variables, generalized explanatory principle
41

.  The theory 

provides tentative explanation of the observed phenomenon, logical explanation based on 

currently available evidences, creditability of the research‘s findings and a context for 

predictions. The proper research theory must comply with several features:  

1) Falsifiability:  the theory must make sufficiently precise predictions that  we 

can at least imagine evidence that would contradict the theory; 

2) Parsimony: the best theory is the one that makes a fewer number of 

assumptions;  

3) Generativity: the theory must not only explain results that have been found, 

but also generate predictions that can be tested;  

4)  Precision: the theory must make precise predictions, not be ambiguous;  

5)  Good track record: the theory must have research results; studies have tested 

the hypotheses and have provided support
42

. 

But, each theory has its own limitations and shortages, that‘s why for explanation 

of complex events and phenomenon few theories could be applied. These theories must be 

consistent and to provide the comprehensive framework for the research.  

In this research the following theories will be used:  

1) Geopolitical theory (Geopolitics) 

Geopolitics is the art and practice of using political power over a given territory. 

Traditionally, the term has applied primarily to the impact of geography on politics, but its 

usage has evolved over the past century to encompass a wider connotation.   

One of the key aspects of the geopolitical theory is that it facilitates an 

understanding of the relations between geography and the states. It helps to understand the 

world as a whole and outline strategic options for the future. Geopolitics is ―the connecting 

bridge between geography and international relations…is the study of international relations 

from spatial perspectives with strategic implications…the main directions of the strategy 

                                                 
41

 Scientific Research Glossary. Retrieved January 18, 2011 from  

http://lamar.colostate.edu/~hallahan/hglossary.htm. 

42
 The features was extracted from the book written by London Herbert I. Social Science Theory: Structure 

and Application (New York: New York University Press, 1975). 
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can be deduced from an understanding of the overreaching spatial relations between 

political actors‖
43

. 

Geopolitics provides an attractive discourse for strategic thinkers. First, 

geopolitical discourse deals with questions of power and danger in world politics, 

geopolitics is involved in world affairs, is not separate commentary on it. Second, 

geopolitics explains ―a great deal in simple words‖
44

. Geopolitical discourse offers 

comprehensive vision of global affairs. It provides the framework where ―local events in 

one place can be related to a large political picture‖
45

.  And, finally, geopolitics provides 

insights into the future directions of the global affairs, the coming shape of the political 

global map. Geopolitics helps politicians to attain their political goals. According to Karl 

Haushofer geopolitics presents ―…the scientific equipment of concrete facts and proven 

laws to help… to see political situations as they really are‖
46

. If before Geopolitics was 

studied only in terms of geographic locations, sea and land terms, but since the industrial 

revolution the geopolitics of energy – who supplies it, and securing reliable access to those 

supplies – have been a driving factors in global prosperity and security.  

The world's diminishing sources of energy are radically changing the international 

balance of power. There is an increasing competition between nation-states for non-

renewable resources, particularly (but not only) for hydrocarbons (oil and gas). This 

competition seems to be increasing in intensity and shows worrying signs that it may 

develop into a new kind of cold-war, with potentially disastrous consequences for our 

global future (even if war is avoided, the cost of military build-up to service conventional 

energy security needs will strip the resources needed for a transition to sustainability). Over 

the coming decades, energy politics will determine the survival of the planet. 

The last decade of 20 century is the period of the fundamental shift at the 

international arena. The country, which used to hold ―the Heartland‖
47

 position has 

                                                 
43

 Goeff Solan, ―Classical Geopolitical Theory: Does it Still Matter?”, Journal of Global Competitiveness. Vol. 

13, Iss.1/2, 2005, p 38.   

44
 Tuathail Gearoid O. (1998) The Geopolitics Reader. In  Tuathail Gearoid O, Dalby Simon and Routledge 

Paul (Eds.), Thinking Critically about Geopolitics (pp. 2-12), p. 2 

45
 Ibid.  

46
 Haushofer Karl. (1998) The Geopolitics Reader. In  Tuathail Gearoid O, Dalby Simon and Routledge Paul 

(Eds.), Why Geopolitik? (40-42), p. 41.  

47
 The geopolitical conception of ―the Heartland‖ was developed by Halford John Mackinder in Democratic 

Ideals and Reality (Greenwood Press, 1981). 
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disappeared from the Eurasian political map. This phenomenon resulted in the change of all 

basic geopolitical definitions at the Eurasian continent. The dissolution of the Soviet Union 

changed the geographic contours of the Russian Federation and brought new goals for the 

country – to elaborate and implement new policy in the international arena in the totally 

new historical conditions.   

One of the most effective ways to define and maintain the county‘s position in the 

world is the energy factor. It forms new political and economic centers which, in theirs own 

turn, form new balance of the international interests.  

What are the main characteristics of the world‘s energy state?  

First of all, the state which claims to hold the status of the world‘s energy power 

shall implement the relevant energy policy in the international arena. Second, the state shall 

implement the proper formation of the juridical basic and mechanisms of the realization its 

energy diplomacy: one of the most important instruments here is the Energy Strategy of the 

state as well as the import of technologies, investments, entrance to the new energy markets, 

development of the energy projects. Third, the country shall implement proper mechanisms 

to develop the image of the world‘s energy states which aimed at modernization and 

restructuring the technological basic of its energy complex and the change of the demand 

and relocation of its energy resources.   Thus, the energy factors play crucial role in the 

foreign policy of the country.  

The energy policy is the multicomponent concept which includes geopolitical, 

economic, financial, ecological and other aspects of the energy policy of the country. The 

geopolitical component shall be analyzed from the point of view of the transformation of 

systemic characteristics of the world‘s order in the new century
48

. Definitely, the geopolitics 

can not abstract from the territorial issues and the location of the countries, which it is its 

classic component and content. But in 21 century, the main object of geopolitics is ―main 

structures and subjects, global and strategic directions, important mechanisms or principles 

of functioning and evolution of the modern world‘s society‖
49

.   Many experts agree that in 

21 century oil and gas will have leading importance in the energy balance of the world‘s 

economy.  

Foreign policy of every state is closely depended on energy security. Constantly 

increasing importance of the energy resources leads to the latent and obvious political 

                                                 

48
Gadzhiev K.S. Geopoliticheskie gorizonty Rossii (konturi novogo miroporyadka) (M.: Ekonomika, 2007).  

49
 Zhiznin S.Z. Jenergeticjeskaya diplomatia (M.: MGIMO (U) MID Rossii, 2002), p. 19. 
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struggle over them among major states.  The energy production and supply is one of the 

most profitable businesses, this is why it affects all actors involved into the energy 

diplomacy. It concerns companies and whole states as well. Also, energy is one of the main 

industries for many states in economics, social security and politics.   The energy security of 

every state is defined by its role at the world‘s energy market. Energy resources are not 

proportionally distributed, some countries have abundant energy recourses, and others are 

lack of them. Thus, the fierce competition for the access to the energy recourses and control 

of theirs supply define the foreign policy and energy diplomacy of many states. The 

importance of the energy factor in the world‘s politics has resulted in the formation of the 

energy politics and energy diplomacy of the countries as important element of the foreign 

policy.  

Russia, China and Japan are active participants of the global resource 

competition.Although Russia does not need to import oil and natural gas to satisfy its 

domestic requirements, it seeks to dominate the supply and the transportation of energy. 

This is an alarming factor, the supply of energy recourses could help Russia to restore its 

great-power status and its growing control over the distribution of oil and gas in Eurasia 

will undercut influence of other countries in the region and in the world. In response to the 

Russian energy drive other countries will wish to undertaking countermoves, for example to 

encourage the establishment of oil and gas pipelines that bypass Russia, thereby 

diminishing its control over the flow of energy. 

The rising demand for energy recourses in China stipulates the enhance of 

capacity for "power projection" in areas that provide them with critical raw materials, 

especially fossil fuels, and that such efforts would pose a significant threat to security 

interests of other countries. At a time when world supplies of oil, natural gas, uranium and 

key industrial minerals are beginning to shrink and the demand for them is exploding, the 

major industrial powers are becoming more desperate in their drive to gain control over 

these recourses
50

 . These efforts typically entail intense bidding wars for supplies on 

international markets (as we can see record high prices for all these commodities on market).  

But they also take military form, as arms transfers and the deployment of overseas missions 

and bases, or supply of weapon to developing countries- exporters of oil and gas, as China 

does in Africa.  

For Japan the stable supply of energy is also the question of survival. Being 

geographically located close to China and being also one of the biggest energy importers 
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Japan could by any means compete with China for the energy supply from Russia, and this 

could dramatically affect the relations between these two countries and in the region in the 

whole.  

Thus, the research must be analyzed with the implementation of basic assumptions 

of geopolitical theory. And these assumptions are provided in two collateral theories: the 

theory of ―Strategic Manipulation‖ and the theory of ―Region Security Complex‖. 

2) The theory of “Strategic Manipulation”. 

The difficulty of defining the concept of ―strategic manipulation‖ lies in the fact 

that there is no individual theory in political science that would precisely deal with that 

notion. Instead of that, various adjoining theories superficially touch upon this concept 

within another theory as a complementary explanatory tool of particular postulates (for 

instance, rational choice, game theory or prospect theories). Those mechanisms were 

superficially mentioned by George Akerlof on the level of micro-agents within various 

types of markets, Robert Putnam that observed influence occurring in two-level games in 

domestic politics and Zeev Maoz who observed the phenomena of manipulation within 

group decision-making
51

. 

The issue becomes even more complicated from the theoretical perspective when 

applying ―strategic manipulation‖ to the level of state and the energy sphere, especially to 

Russian energy recourses as the main tool for such manipulations. It appears that the only 

author that explored the issue of ―soft‖ dimensions of international security on the example 

of oil, gas and nuclear energy was Adam Stulberg
52

. He examined Russia‘s success at 

influencing energy advantages in Eurasia in the 10-year period of 1992-2002. Through the 

usability of ―soft-power‖, indirect market and regulatory mechanisms, Russia managed to 

alter the behaviour of sub-national and foreign actors according to its individual needs in the 

last decade. 

Starting from the theoretical insight, it is widely acknowledged that in the process 

of international policy-making states often try to influence the decisions of other political 

actors. Observing the practice of statecraft, Stulberg characterizes it as a ―unilateral 

                                                 
51
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attempt‖ by a government to affect the decisions of another that would otherwise behave 

differently‖
53

. Modifying and extrapolating his case study examples of Central Asian states 

in today‘s Russian gas reality, it might be possible to analyze Russia‘s gas energy resources 

leverage on other countries, including China and Japan. 

 The theoretical assumptions of ―strategic manipulation‖ developed by Stulberg 

derive the beginning from the idea that decisions involve risk and uncertain outcomes with 

known probabilities. Thus a state can affect another one by changing the amount of risk of 

compliance (by eliminating it) and influence the probability for loses and gains for the 

manipulated country. The countries that were skilfully manipulated were given options 

whether to comply, oppose or mutually cooperate with the ―manipulator‖. There are two 

evident ways how to reach the necessary outcome – through the direct violence and 

persuasions as a mechanisms of pressure notably used during the crises times (coercive 

diplomacy), and ―soft-power‖
54

 sophisticated technique – strategic manipulation. According 

to Stulberg, strategic manipulation entails policy instruments of influencing the strategic 

choices of another state and reorganization of the decision by the alignment of alternatives, 

and decreasing risks of compliance to maximize profitable ends or to diminish unfavourable 

results. Such an indirect method of ―directing‖ the decision-making of the states is 

commonly used in today‘s global political non-crisis environment. 

Several aspects of ―strategic manipulation‖, which are based on the existence of 

important conditions for the manipulation to occur should be considered (among which are 

information asymmetry meaning the advantage of the manipulator of having more complete 

information; opportunity to entail the rule by having more relative power in the global 

market; exogenous factors). However, the energy sphere has its peculiarities and above 

mentioned factors might be important but not fundamentally determining for the likelihood 

of the evolvement of manipulation. The border line between framing states as a strategic 

manipulator through energy means 
55

 and just a rational actor performing on the 

international arena is often blurred and it is frequently not important to distinguish these two. 
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It is up to the researcher to decide what he/she considers essential, depending on the case, 

the aim of the research, the ability to interpret the information and other determinants. 

Some of the most important conditions identified in the Russian energy policy-

making are the following. 

 Firstly, manipulation and its results can be estimated only if both parties are aware 

that the manipulation takes place. Thus, the analysis of Russian manipulating energy 

policies proceeds from that assumption that such awareness exists within both sides. But 

strategic manipulation can be perceived as a success if the manipulated state perceives the 

compliance to the policy of the other state as more beneficial than other alternatives rather 

than an enforcement that starts contradictions. The consequence of successful manipulation 

is affecting the situation in which the state accounts for the swap of strategically important 

goods and estimates the value of the transaction. For the manipulated state its vulnerability 

will be calculated as the net value that the manipulated state is ready to pay for the 

commodity. So if the manipulated state estimates the value of the exchange as high or the 

possible loses as incredibly high, the vulnerability of that state is proportionally high as well. 

Such a direct relation works the same way in the opposite direction – with low estimations
56

. 

In the case of Russian energy, the vulnerability depends greatly on the accessibility of the 

necessary amount of energy recourses and the variation in the price of such recourses that is 

bounded to the oil prices nowadays through a special formula. The manipulative state has 

an advantage a-priori due to recourses endowments. 

Secondly, the state should have a weight on the global market in the energy 

sector
57

. This is implicitly applicable to the Russian dominant position on the global energy 

market as the one of the largest world‘s exporter, the owner of a wide pipeline network and 

other energy assets in many countries. Naturally, it provides more chances to ―impose‖ its 

will on countries, which are dependent on Russian supplies, have no other alternatives due 

to its geopolitical location and already constructed pipelines. But as Stulberg points out, the 

relations between the manipulator and another state are not static as the manipulated state 

often takes action to redirect or eliminate the potential outcomes of coercive threats. Thus, 

the vulnerability does not inevitably lead to compliance as the manipulated state can 

increase the costs of the manipulator‘s policy or manoeuvre its own risk domain: raise its 
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risk-taking domain if the prospected losses are lower or the gains are higher in a higher risk 

position
58

.  

Thirdly, a state should be confident that domestic energy companies (that have 

some kind of control over external energy markets) act in line with the main state‘s policies 

to maximize the statecraft. It should ―function within clear regulatory framework at home‖, 

when it can shape political and commercial decision-making context, so that strategically to 

comply with state‘s policy becomes more beneficially than not to comply
59

. In Russia, 

having Gazprom as the main state-own company, there are no apprehensions that this actor 

can create problems in strategically important state‘s gas policy-decisions and minimize the 

statecraft.  

Russia‘s actions in energy relations can be adjusted to almost all those conditions 

that justify the evolvement of incentives to strategically manipulate other states. Thus, the 

further analysis will proceed from the assumption that Russia uses the strategy of 

manipulation as the main tool of its ―soft-power‖ foreign policy and will explore main 

Russia‘s approaches to the use of strategic manipulation. 

3) The theory of “Regional Security Complex” 

Energy security as a concept is widely used in the media and in academic 

research, but its definitions are vague and often limited only to the economic aspects of the 

phenomena. For instance, energy security could be defined as an attempt by energy 

customers to protect themselves from interruptions that could endanger supply of energy as 

a result of an accident, terrorism, insufficient investment in energy infrastructure or 

insufficient organization of the energy markets
60

. Energy security definitions often 

emphasize the need to secure sufficient supply and reasonable price for energy However, 

the political aspects of energy security, shall be also taken into account. Energy security 

analysis should be able to capture and combine both economic and political aspects of 

energy security as well as the perspectives of both energy producers and customers.   

The theory of Regional Security Complex (RSC) introduced by Barry Buzan in 

―People, States & Fear‖
61

 analyses the phenomenon of energy security. Its key concept of 
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securitization, was advanced by Buzan, Ole Wæver and Jaap de Wilde in ―Security: A 

New Framework for Analysis―
62

. 

Buzan and Wæver have defined regional security complexes as follows: ―The 

central idea in the theory of RSCT is that, since most threats travel more easily over short 

distances than long ones, security interdependence is normally into regionally based clusters: 

security complexes. Process of securitization and thus the degree of security 

interdependence are more intense between actors inside such complexes than they are 

between actors inside the complex and outside of it‖.In other words, the regional security 

complexes can be seen as a group of security dilemmas concentrated into certain 

geographical area, where essential threat perceptions by states (or other actors) are so 

interlinked and create such strong security interdependence, that security of a one state 

cannot be easily separated from security of another. Two components with different 

dynamics define security complexes. Distribution of power between the states in specific 

geographical area and historical amity and enmity patterns of these states 
63

. 

The regional energy security complexes are formed by energy related interaction 

between two or more states in a limited geographical area, which includes an energy 

dependency relationship between the states involved and perception of this dependency as a 

threat (securitization). Russia, China and Japan are located within one region that is why 

this theory is applicable to research the core of energy relations among those countries.The 

energy interaction includes transactions such as production (export), purchasing (import) 

and transit of energy. The threats arising from energy dependencies are usually more intense 

between states in close geographical proximity. In order to outline an energy security 

complex one needs to evaluate the relative strength of energy dependencies by measuring 

such factors as energy trade balance, level of domestic energy resources and possibilities for 

energy diversification.  

Energy resource wise, the natural gas appears as the most likely candidate for 

being used for political purposes. Unlike the crude oil, the natural gas doesn‘t have a global 

market or a global price, both of which are regionalising factors. However, the recent 

initiative by Iranian Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei to Vladimir Putin to establish a natural 

gas cartel similar to the OPEC in the oil sector could challenge the isolation of these local 
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markets in the future. If the initiative becomes materialized, the coordinated actions of the 

major gas producers and possible gas price regulation could link fragmented local gas 

markets to something approaching embryonic world gas market
64

. Until then, the natural gas 

prices are negotiated locally and quite often the prices are not made public and this lack of 

transparency provides for more opportunities to securitization. Moreover, the transportation 

of the natural gas is for large degree still pipeline dependent and therefore possibilities for 

rapid adjustment in importing and exporting patterns of the natural gas are much more 

inflexible than in crude oil, which can be transported by large tankers from several different 

producers around the globe. Naturally, the oil import diversification options available for the 

landlocked states are limited as well. Developments in the shipment techniques of the LNG 

can also challenge the dominance of the pipelines as the main export system for the natural 

gas.  

In the beginning of 1990‘s LNG‘s share of the global gas trade was just mere 4 

percent, but by 2020 this share is expected to rise to 14-17 percent. As a result, increasingly 

global LNG market will emerge, with more closely linked natural gas prices between 

different regions
65

. However, critics denounce these estimates as over optimistic. First of all, 

LNG as a substance is much more difficult and expensive to transport than crude oil, since 

extra transport distances add notably to the overall transport costs. Secondly, construction of 

the LNG delivery and liquefaction infrastructure is also expensive and volatility of the gas 

market is an additional risk factor for the potential long term investor. As a result, short 

distance regional LNG markets are more likely to emergence than an oil-like integrated 

global market for LNG. If this holds true, the LNG may not offer a solution to the 

regionalizing security qualities of the pipelined natural gas. Furthermore, LNG facilities and 

large LNG vessels have been securitized as attractive targets for the terrorists, which has for 

its part delayed introduction of the LNG technology in many countries
66

. 

The renewable energy sources (solar energy, wind power and hydroelectric power) 

on the other hand are the least likely energy sources to be used for political pressure 

purposes. The renewables are usually domestically produced energy sources, which by 

definition possess less capacity to create dependency patterns that could be utilized 
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politically by outside actors. In military terms, renewable energy sources could be regarded 

as ―defensive‖, since they substitute the reliance on hydrocarbons and thereby mitigate 

possible accompanied political dependencies. Again, at least in theory and in very particular 

circumstances the natural gas could be labelled as potentially ―offensive‖ energy resource. If 

the natural gas pipelines could be regarded as political pressure instruments then they would 

contain following features: longer the gas pipeline and more countries connected to it (i.e. 

more international borders pipeline has to cross), longer the ―range‖ of the political effects, 

but less the ―accuracy‖, because it is technically difficult if not impossible to target the gas 

cut offs to just one out of several countries connected to the pipeline. Same logic functions 

also the other way around: shorter the pipeline and less countries connected to it, better the 

―accuracy‖, but shorter the ―range‖ and geographically more limited political effects. 

Structure of the Security Complex. 
 
Structure of the security complex can change as a result of changes in the regional 

balance of power or as a result of change in historical amity and enmity patterns. Four 

structural options available for security complex are: 

1) Status quo, where changes in distribution of power or amity/enmity patterns 

have not transformed the essential structure of the security complex; 

2) Internal transformation, where structure of the security complex changes within 

the existing boundaries of the complex as a result of changes in those two factors; 

3) External transformation, where outer boundary of the security complex is 

changed, because new states move into the complex or states move away from the complex. 

This usually implies redefining more than one security complex; 

4) Overlay, which in military security means overwhelming military presence by 

more powerful state in the area of weaker state(s) that suppress functioning of normal 

security dynamics of the region
67

. 

Structure of the energy security complex may change as a result of relative 

changes in the energy dependency  or as a result of shifts in the perceptions of the energy 

dependency to energy interdependency or vice versa. Building a new power plant by one 

state, for example, could decrease its energy dependency, but this might not be enough to 

alter the existing regional energy dependency patterns and therefore the structural status quo 

of the energy security complex. Internal transformation would occur when regional energy 

projects are significant enough to change the dependency patterns within the region. 
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External transformation can occur as a result of major strategic energy infrastructure 

undertakings, such as new oil and gas pipelines, that bring substantial amount of additional 

energy resources to the complex from outside, change the energy dependency patterns and 

link new states to the complex. By extension, this might shift the boundaries of more than 

one energy security complex. Overlay in the energy security complex could be viewed as a 

(almost) total dependency on a one energy supplier (or a customer) in the region. Overlay 

could also occur if one state has a monopoly position in energy transportation.  

Rough hypothesis on energy security complex structure polarity could be the 

following: more the structure of the complex is tilted towards unipolarity more the degree of 

dependency within the complex, where as more the structure is towards multipolarity the 

more degree of interdependency within the complex. This formulation is simplification that 

is open to criticism on grounds that interdependency is equalled with less conflict prone in 

state to state relations. For example Waltz has argued that: ―mutuality of dependence, which 

is a feature of multipolar systems, compels each state to observe others with suspicion‖ and 

as Mearsheimer has argued: ―if interdependence is high, there are many occasions in which 

the states can come into conflict‖
68

. But, on the other hand, states equal more diversification 

in energy issues to more energy security and, therefore, in this respect energy security seems 

to differ from the neorealist understanding of security. 

 

1.4 The scope of the research and limitations 

The research is devoted to the analysis of energy relations between Russia, China 

and Japan and their impact on Russian position and international relations in NEA region.  

In order to provide the full analysis the following content shall be thoroughly 

studied: the energy potential of Russia and the energy demand of China and Japan; energy 

strategies and interests of these countries, the content of energy interactions between Russia, 

China and Japan, the analysis of such interactions from the theoretical point of view and 

how it results in Russian policy and the situation in the region, and, finally, the author will 

provide some forecasts and policies considerations.  

But, there are few limitations for providing the comprehensive analysis, and they 

have to be taken into consideration.  

Time frames limitation 
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Time frame of the research will be limited from 1991 to 2011. Since 1991, after 

the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russian Federation became an independent country and 

started to implement independent policy. Thus, the energy relations between Russia, China 

and Japan countries before the collapse of the Soviet Union is excluded from this research, 

even there were few projects in energy related sphere between USSR, China and Japan.     

 Scope limitation   

According to the energy glossary, there are many kinds of energy recourses. They 

―are discovered to be hydro, solar, wind, biomass, geothermal, coal, crude oil, natural gas, 

and ocean-wave motion and are used to produce power‖
69

. Russia has almost all kinds of 

above-specified recourses, but in current research only three kinds of energy recourses will 

be studied: crude oil, natural gas and nuclear energy.  

China and Japan are mostly interested in these recourses which are the main focus 

of energy dialog between the specified countries. The structure of energy consumption in 

China and Japan is following:  

Picture 2. Total Energy Consumption in China, by type (2006) 

 

 

Source: EIA Energy Information Administration. http://www.eia.doe.gov/cabs/China/Background.html. 

(Retrieved August 12, 2010). 
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Coal is still the preliminary energy recourse in China, but China is almost self-

efficient in coal supply and restricts the import of coal to 10 tons per year
70

. But Beijing 

targeted to decrease consumption of coal and replace it with natural gas and alternative 

kinds of energy, like nuclear. Thus, according to the International Energy Outlook 2009 the 

natural gas consumption raises rapidly in China, growing by 5,2 percent in average per 2006 

to 2030 
71

 .  

China‘s oil consumption is increasing together with country‘s economic 

development. At the beginning of 2010 the IEA reported that ―China is experiencing 

"astonishing" growth in oil demand this (2010) year to match its economic rise while 

consumption in developed economies is falling‖
72

. 

Thought, the consumption of nuclear energy is very minor on China, but it has 

large development room in China. It is an important energy option for optimizing energy 

supply in the country. According to the Vice Chairman of China Atomic Energy Authority 

Xu Yuming “additional reactors are planned, including some of the world's most advanced, 

to give a six fold increase in nuclear capacity to at least 60 GWe (GW – electric) or possibly 

more by 2020, and then a further substantial increase to 160 GWe by 2030‖ 
73

. Thus, the 

cooperation between China and Russia in nuclear energy has good perspectives. 

 The situation over energy consumption in Japan also favours cooperation with 

Russia on crude oil, natural gas and nuclear energy.  
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Picture 3. Total Energy Consumption in Japan, by type (2005) 

 

Source: EIA Energy Information Administration. 

http://www.eia.doe.gov/cabs/Japan/Background.html. (Retrieved August 6, 2010). 

 

Oil is the primary energy recourse in Japan. The coal stands substantial part in 

energy consumption in the country, but Tokyo wants to diminish the usage of coal and 

totally change it to environment – friendly resources as gas and alternative energy recourses. 

It is obvious that Russia and Japan has a great space to cooperate not only on oil and natural 

gas sphere, but also in nuclear energy. Russia could be a major supplier of uranium and 

technologies for Japanese nuclear plants.  

Resources limitation 

The best way to study the state policy is through the analysis of its official 

documents: memorandum, agreements, treaties, statements, etc. But some of these 

documents are classified and, thus, the access to them is limited.  

When the primary information is not available the relevant reports and reviews 

made in mass media are useful, but also in some countries governments strictly control 

information which reveals nation policy in sensitive areas, and thus, the information found 

could not always be relevant or updated. 

The energy related issues affects the nation policy and economic developments, for 

example, the investments flow, thus, there are difficulties to find the updated figures or 

information about the same matter from different sources can also differ. 

In order to overcome these constraints the author will use and compare statistical 

information from different sources and revises the ―secondary information‖ about important 

events: reports and reviews in specialized journals and editions, related issues discussed in 
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foreign academic structures, institutes, organizations, statistics published by transnational 

energy corporations, etc.   

The author will analyze materials and information from primary sources in English, 

Russian and Chinese; Japanese materials will be studied in translation, mostly in English. 

 

1.5 Literature and materials review 

The literature and materials used in this research could be divided into 4 categories:  

1) Official documents 

2) Scholars‘ researches: books, related publications of professional journals, 

discussions at specialized forums, etc. 

3) Materials published in mass media : reports in journals, newspapers and web 

sources; 

4) Statistical information. 

 

Official documents 

Official documents are the statistical and normative background of the research.  

They are documents, issued by the governmental authorities of Russia, China and Japan 

related to energy strategies of the countries; reports, resolutions and statements on energy 

situation, treaties and declarations on energy cooperation between countries and other 

treaties related to energy cooperation issues.  

 The following documents are analyzed and used in the research:  

The energy strategy of Russia for the period up to 2020; 

The energy strategy of Russia for the period up to 2030;   

Japan‘s white paper on International economy and trade;  

 China‘s energy conditions and policies; 

Japan‘s new national energy strategy; 

China-Japan Joint Statement on All-round Promotion of Strategic Relationship of Mutual 

Benefit (2008); 

Joint Statement Between The People's Republic of China and the Russian Federation (2007); 

Initiative on strengthening Russian-Japanese cooperation in Far East region and East Siberia 

(2007);    

Agreement between the government of Japan and the government of Russian Federation 

concerning the promotion and protection of investments (1998); 
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Joint Statement between the Government of Japan and the Government of the People's 

Republic of China on Comprehensive Promotion of a "Mutually Beneficial Relationship 

Based on Common Strategic Interests (2008); 

Mutual intergovernmental agreements in energy cooperation between governments of 

Russia, China and Japan.  

Scholars’ researches 

The energy cooperation between Russia, China and Japan and related issues are 

actively discussed by international relations scholars and strategy researches. However, 

there is no complete research on energy relations between these three countries and its 

impact on international relations in NEA. But, there are numerous studies devoted to 

bilateral Russo-Chinese, Russo-Japanese, Sino-Japanese energy cooperation, energy 

cooperation in NEA, study of energy policies of these countries and studies about the 

condition of regional and world energy  in a whole.  

Researches conducted by local Russian, Chinese or Japanese scholars have 

particular importance as they reflect the issues from the country‘s perspectives, but 

researches made by specialists in the area of energy cooperation are also very valuable as 

they describe the phenomenon of energy diplomacy from the comprehensive point of view 

and provide objective opinion. Studies on world and regional energy situation provide the 

understanding of the importance of the energy in the world, interstates relations and 

strategic imperatives of energy diplomacy. 

The comprehensive explanation of the phenomenon of energy diplomacy, its goals, 

strategy, components and importance is provided in the book of Russian energy specialist 

Zhiznin Stanislav ―Jenergeticheskaya diplomatiya‖. It was the first book of Russian 

researcher devoted not only to the analysis of Russian energy policy, but to the phenomenon 

of the energy diplomacy. The main processes of global and Russian energy are studied in 

this book and the author provides his own evaluations of Russian position in international 

energy market as well as geopolitical and economic backgrounds of the formation of 

Russian energy diplomacy. The main argument which author proves is that Russia tries to 

enter into the world politics using energy as a main argument in global economic and 

political life, thus the authors supports the conceptions of strategic manipulation theory. 

Another valuable endowment of this book is the research of the practical relations of Russia 

with leading actors of the world‘s energy policy on global, regional and country level.  

Another research devoted to the study of the global energy policy is the ―Global 

Energy Governance‖ edited by Andreas Goldthau and Jan Martin Witte. Adopting an 
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institutionalist perspective on global energy, the edited volume assesses the key areas in 

which existing governance structures need to adapt to meet the challenges of the 21st 

century in terms of security of supply at affordable prices, environmental sustainability and 

good governance. This approach fills an obvious gap in current analyses on energy security, 

and, at the same time, addresses a highly relevant policy area. Consequently, this book 

complements applied analyses with comments from decision-makers representing industry, 

government and civil society.  

Douglas R. Bohi, Michael A. Toman, Margaret A. Walls at their book ―The 

Economics of Energy Security‖ expands on analysis of this topic, examining the assessment 

of energy security externalities for policy purpose and the wisdom of using energy security 

as an argument for government intervention in energy markets. Compilation of the book 

was funded by the American Petroleum Institute with much of the original research funded 

by the U.S. Department of Energy or Resources for the Future. Although their funding 

source causes the authors to focus on oil and the US, many of their theoretical arguments 

apply equally well to other energy products and other countries.  

The problems of energy security and stability are also discusses by Hugo 

McPherson, W. Duncan Wood, Derek M. Robinson in the book ―Emerging Threats to 

Energy Security and Stability‖ which is a compendium of papers from the 2004 NATO 

Workshop and include works of representatives from 20 countries; including experts and 

policy makers from key governments, international organizations and the private sector. 

The authors examine strengths and vulnerabilities of global energy infrastructure, assessing 

emerging threats to energy security, and developing recommendations for energy security 

strategies to counter the threats posed by supply imbalance, regional instability and 

terrorism. Aimed at those involved in infrastructure security as well as the Energy Sector, 

the publication also includes background papers on the World Energy Market, covering 

such issues as the Geo-Political Future of the Gulf, China and OPEC. 

Energy security means different things to different countries based on their 

geographic location, their endowment of resources their strategic and economic conditions. 

In the book ―Energy Security Challenges for the 21st Century: A Reference Handbook‖ Gal 

Luft and Anne Korin (with the help of twenty leading experts) provide an overview of the 

world's energy system and its vulnerabilities that underlay growing concern over energy 

security. It delves into the various approaches selected producers, consumers and transit 

states have toward energy security and examine the domestic and foreign policy tradeoffs 

required to ensure safe and affordable energy supply. Also, the book explains the various 
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pathways to energy security and the tradeoffs among them and demonstrates how all these 

factors can be integrated in a larger foreign and domestic policy framework. The book 

explores the future of nuclear power as well, the complex relations between energy security 

and environmental concerns and the role for decentralized energy as a way to enhance 

energy security. 

These researches were an empirical basis to understand the importance of the 

energy for the states policy and in international relations; main problems and goals of 

energy cooperation, recent trends and future developments.  

As for analysis of energy policy of particular states the books described below 

were studied. 

 There are many publications on Russian energy policy and its content, these 

books are written by Russian and foreign authors. The most authoritative and 

comprehensive work of Russian scholars are ― Russian energy diplomacy‖ by Stanislav 

Zhiznin who  provides the definition of energy policy in Russia, explanation of problems of 

Russian energy dialog with other countries, analyzes the backgrounds of diplomatic 

activities of Russia in energy area as in global as in regional level and ―Russian energy 

policy at the turn of century‖ by Vitaliy Bushuev, the director of the Institute of Russian 

energy strategy, which devotes to the formation of the energy policy in Russia at the turn of 

the century, provides the detailed description of the energy policy and energy strategy 

formation since the collapse of Soviet Union till nowadays.  

Foreign researcher Robert E. Ebel in his book ―Energy choices in Russia‖ 

examines overall energy situation in Russia with reference to different types of primary 

energy sources: oil, gas, nuclear power and coal. The author painted a sober picture of 

Russia's oil and gas industry: while Russia might currently be the world's leading oil 

producer, this is mainly due to Saudi Arabia's production cuts under OPEC agreements. In 

fact, currently Russia is overproducing. Western technology that was brought in is rapidly 

depleting the fields that are currently on stream. At the same time, there is a lack of 

exploratory development. In terms of gas, Ebel expects additional production capacity to 

come less from Gazprom than smaller regional producers.  

As the author pointed out, Russia's energy policy is turning to the East for two reasons: First, 

most of Russia's energy is in the East (in Eastern Siberia and offshore). Second, Russia's 

growth markets in terms of customers are in the East: Japan, India, China, South East Asia. 

Bringing the new reserves to the market is technologically challenging and needs enormous 

up-front investments and cooperation with Eastern companies.  
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Kevin Rosner provides case study of Russian energy sector at the example of 

Gazprom, the world's single largest producer of natural gas, which according to the author 

long acknowledged as a state-within-a-state. In his book ―Gazprom and the Russian State‖ 

Kevin Rosner answers to such questions as: what are the recent movements in Russian 

energy sector? What will be the impact of state control over Gazprom on domestic and 

foreign shareholders? And what do these changes portend for the future of natural gas 

exploitation, production, distribution and the ultimate export of Russian gas to downstream 

consumers? And what will these changes mean to world? According to the author Russian 

energy policy is symbiotic of Gazprom‘s desire to re-establish control over the former 

Soviet energy grid. If successful Russia can extend its economic and political reach into 

regions lost as a result of dissolution of the former Soviet Union. Hense, Gazpom‘s 

influence vis-à-vis its existent structure and powerbase is enormous. Rosner considers that 

then Russians like to talk about energy efficiency, new sources of power generations, but 

however Russian energy policy is all about oil and gas. Another defining quality of Russian 

energy policy is one of maintaining monolithic structures under  the government‘s authority 

and control with proceeds flowing back to the Russian state. Russian energy policy 

considers to support the exclusive right of Gazprom as Russia‘s exclusive exporter of gas 

and will continue to reject demonopolization. So, author defines Russian energy policy as 

autocratic governmental intervention in the energy sector.  

Marshall I. Goldman focuses on another aspect of Russian energy policy – the 

personal influence of Vladimir Putin (actually Gazprom operates under his protectorate) on 

energy policy of Russian Federation and recent challenges under his governance. In the 

aftermath of the financial collapse of August 1998, it looked as if Russia's day as a 

superpower had come and gone. That it should recover and reassert itself after less than a 

decade is nothing short of an economic and political miracle. 

Based on extensive research, including several interviews with Vladimir Putin, this 

revealing book chronicles Russia's dramatic re-emergence on the world stage, illuminating 

the key reason for its rebirth: the use of its ever-expanding energy wealth to reassert its 

traditional great power ambitions. In his deft, informative narrative, Marshall Goldman 

traces how this has come to be, and how Russia is using its oil-based power as a lever in 

world politics. The book provides an informative overview of oil in Russia, traces Vladimir 

Putin's determined effort to reign in the upstart oil oligarchs who had risen to power in the 

post-Soviet era, and describes Putin's efforts to renationalize and refashion Russia's 

industries into state companies and his vaunted "national champions" corporations like 
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Gazprom, largely owned by the state, who do the bidding of the state. Goldman shows how 

Russia paid off its international debt and has gone on to accumulate the world's third largest 

holdings of foreign currency reserves--all by becoming the world's largest producer of 

petroleum and the world's second largest exporter. Today, Vladimir Putin and his cohort 

have stabilized the Russian economy and recentralized power in Moscow, and fossil fuels 

(oil and natural gas) have made it all possible.  

One of the most distinguished Chinese scholar in energy politics is Lo Bobo  

In his book ―Axis of Convenience: Moscow, Beijing and the New Geopolitics‖ analyses the 

nature of Sino-Russian energy cooperation and tried to find the answers are those relations 

―strategic partnership‖ or not. Official rhetoric portrays Sino-Russian relations as the very 

model of international cooperation: Moscow and Beijing claim that ties are closer and 

warmer than at any time in history. In reality, to the author‘s opinion, the picture is highly 

ambiguous. While both sides are committed to multifaceted engagement, cooperation is 

complicated by historical suspicions, cultural prejudices, geopolitical rivalries, and 

competing priorities. For Russia, China is at once the focus of a genuine convergence of 

interests and the greatest long-term threat to its national security. For China, Russia is a key 

supplier of energy and weapons, but is frequently dismissed as a self-important power 

whose rhetoric far outstrips its real influence. "Axis of Convenience" cuts through the 

mythmaking and examines the Sino-Russian partnership on its own merits. It steers between 

the overblown interpretation of an anti-Western (particularly, anti American) alliance and 

the complacent assumption that past animosities and competing agendas must always divide 

the two nations. Their relationship reflects a new geopolitics, one that eschews formal 

alliances in favour of more flexible and opportunistic arrangements. Ultimately, it is an axis 

of convenience driven by cold-eyed perceptions of the national interest. In evaluating the 

current state and future prospects of the relationship, Lo Bobo assesses its impact on the 

evolving strategic environments in Central and East Asia. He also analyzes the global 

implications of rapprochement between Moscow and Beijing, focusing in particular on the 

geopolitics of energy and Russia-China-U.S. triangularism. 

Another Chinese researchers, Xue Jundu and Lu Nanquan, who studied Sino-

Russian energy cooperation, analyze in details the importance of Siberia and Russian Far 

East in energy policy towards China. Authors consider Siberia and Russian Far East as one 

of the most important factors in China‘s rapprochement towards Russia. China pays a great 

interest to the immense natural resources of those regions and is eager to stipulate energy 

cooperation with Russia in order to obtain them.   In the book ―Eluosi xiboliaya yu 
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dongyuan – guoji zhengzhi jingji guanxi de fazhan‖ authors describes the perspectives for 

Siberia and the Far East regions in 21 century and emphasise the following three trends 

need to be done to stimulate development of these regions: one is to accelerate the process 

of development and opening up; second, to boost the process of economic 

internationalization that will open the regions to cooperation with other countries, and the 

third, there must be the active participation of the international capital, thus the regions 

could become the main driver of the Russian economics.  

 Qi Wenhai in his book ―Zhong e nengyuan hezuo zhanlue yu duice‖ expands the 

study of Sino-Russian cooperation and provides the comprehensive analysis of Russian 

energy recourses and the energy demand of China analyses many aspects of Sino-Russian 

energy cooperation. According to the scholar the energy sector is the mainstay of the 

strategic partnership. But, however, Russia‘s share of China‘s oil imports is about 6 percent. 

Even if Russia fulfils its obligation to annually provide 15 million tonnes of oil through the 

ESPO pipeline, it will remain a minor oil supplier because of China‘s soaring demand for 

imported oil and intense efforts to diversify supply. In the gas sector, Russia‘s negotiating 

position has been seriously weakened by China‘s success in finding other partners, 

especially in Central Asia. China has diversified its sources of imported natural gas and is 

preparing to invest heavily in exploration of domestic and foreign shale gas reserves. This 

has moved China to its strongest position to date in its more than decade-long price 

negotiations over Russian gas that would be supplied by two prospective pipelines. Such an 

initiative, like any that decreases China‘s coal dependency, would benefit the environment. 

But the author concludes that unfortunately, the prospects for all-embracing China–Russia 

gas cooperation remain dim. 

One of the most competent analysis of China‘s policy in order to enhance own 

energy security is presented in the book ―China‘s Quest for Energy‖ written by Erica S. 

Downs. The author argues that the immense economic growth made China to look for 

measures to secure its own energy policy, so the energy security activities are a response to 

the country's growing need for foreign sources of energy. China's recent shift from a net oil 

exporter to a net oil importer is a matter of great concern to the Chinese leadership, who 

regard oil imports as a strategic vulnerability that could be exploited by foreign powers. The 

United States is currently the most powerful country in the world and is perceived by many 

in China as uncomfortable with China's rising power. As a result, the Chinese government 

views the United States as the primary threat to China's energy security. So, the scholar 

considers that the Chinese government's keen interest in the development of Russian oil 
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reserves and the construction of a pipeline to transport oil from Russia to China can be 

explained by the desire of Chinese planners to secure an oil supply that avoids the 

American-controlled sea-lanes. 

The Chinese energy policy analysis at the scope of the global energy crisis is 

provided by Tatsu Kambara, Christopher Howe in their recent book ―China and the global 

energy crisis: development and prospects for China‘s oil and natural gas‖. China's purchases 

in the international oil market had a destabilizing effect, raising questions about its future 

impact. Chief author Kambara, a Japanese authority on the Chinese petroleum industry, and 

Howe, a British Sinologist who publishes frequently on the Chinese economy, survey the 

origin and development of China's oil and gas industry, and examine the geological basis of 

onshore and offshore deposits. They discuss the changing pattern of administration from a 

state petroleum corporation to three competing firms: PetroChina, SINOPEC, and CNOOC. 

They analyze problems of refining and distribution, and address the new role that natural 

gas is playing in meeting China's energy needs. Also, they consider the gradual opening of 

China's oil and gas exploration and development activities to multinational energy 

corporations. Overall, the authors find that China's oil demand of three million barrels a day 

represents just 6 percent of globally traded oil and that even with a projected demand of five 

million barrels a day by 2020; it is not likely to destabilize the world's oil market. 

Also the energy policy of China and its regulations is described by Philip 

Andrews-Speed who is Director of the Centre for Energy, Petroleum and Mineral Law and 

Policy at the University of Dundee, Scotland. His book ―Energy policy and regulation in the 

Republic of China‖ provides an overview of the formulation and implementation of energy 

policy in China in historic perspective. It examines the background information on China's 

energy sector, the nature of China's energy policy and of the policy-making process, with 

examples drawn from the coal and natural gas sectors, as well as from the government's 

drive to promote energy conservation and energy efficiency. According to Mr. Andrews-

Speed, China faces two pressing sets of energy policy‘s challenges. The first relates to the 

immediate need to improve management and coordination of the nation’s energy supply. 

The second set of challenges is longer-term in nature and concerns the continuing inability 

of China’s government to formulate a coherent energy policy which could provide the basis 

for the effective management of the energy sector and its environmental consequences.  

China‘s energy sector has a number of intrinsic weaknesses. These include a 

shortage of domestic oil and gas reserves relative to current and future demand, and a 

geographic mismatch between the location of primary energy resources and the main 
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centers of demand. These deficiencies are being addressed by increasing the level of energy 

imports and by building long-distance energy transmission infrastructure.  

The author presumes that Beijing needs to keep energy policy at or near the top of 

its agenda, and not allow it to be replaced by other pressing priorities once the crisis has 

passed. The energy sector in any country is highly politicized. If China‘s leaders really wish 

to change the way their energy is produced and used, then sustained political commitment 

will be required for many years. 

There researches provided by Chinese authors have special scientific value, 

because they reflect the point of view inside the country, but the evidences and conclusions 

provided shall be treated objectively. 

The book ―Zhongguo nengyuan fazhan zhanlue yu zhengce yanjiu‖ prepared by 

the research group on study of China‘s National Energy Development contains rich material 

database from official sources and statistics about Chinese energy policy that is why is also 

important material to research the energy policy of China.  

Zhou Fengqi and Zhou Dadi in the book ―Zhongguo changqi nengyuan zhanlue‖ 

provide analysis of the Chinese energy policy  and try to trace the possible development 

trends and structural changes in China in accordance with its increasing demand for energy 

resources. The scholars argues that facing ineffective and inefficient energy institutions, a 

chronic problem of energy shortage, increasing dependence on foreign energy sources, and 

deteriorating environment caused by heavy reliance on coal and oil, China‘s energy policies 

shall be targeted at four areas: pricing reform, energy conservation, environmental 

protection and renewable energy.  

Japanese researcher Nishimura Hirofumi in his ―Japan‘s energy supply security‖ 

thoroughly studies the concept of the country‘s energy security. He observes that as in many 

other mixed economies, the Japanese government has been increasingly concerned with the 

management of energy supply and demand in the volatile energy market. Like many of its 

counterparts in industrialized economies, Japan largely relies on market mechanisms as the 

prime instrument of supply and demand management. The author point out two major 

problems of Japan‘s energy security: first, Japan lacks sufficient indigenous energy sources, 

it consumes much more than it produces; the second problem is that the Japanese economy 

continues to be highly dependent on oil. In order to correspond to these problems, Japan‘s 

energy strategy shall provide security of supply, reasonable prices, the diversification of 

energy sources by its type, geographical diversification of the supply of energy and energy 

conservation. 
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The Australian scholars Sam Hester, Vivek Tulpule and Kevin Burns in the report 

―Japan‘s energy future‖ prepared for the Australian Government Department of Industry, 

Tourism and Resources study the Japan‘s energy sector: its current conditions and future 

prospects up to 2015. According to them, despite a decade of slow economic growth, Japan 

remains a giant on world energy markets. However, Japan is currently confronting a number 

of important policy challenges that cast significant uncertainty over projections of its future 

energy demand. The first of these challenges is the perceived need to accelerate economic 

restructuring in order to achieve continued economic growth in the face of a rapidly aging 

population. The second major challenge relates to Japan‘s ratification of the Kyoto Protocol. 

The authors consider Japan‘s traditional concerns over energy security, which 

have been a key driver of its energy policy, are likely to strengthen and broaden beyond oil, 

the extent to which Japan can successfully reform its economy is potentially the major 

determinant of its energy consumption growth over the period 2001–15, particularly for 

natural gas and coal. These fuels are found to be best suited to meeting the increased 

electricity demand resulting from reform.  

The results from this study indicate that, unless Japan can accelerate its economic 

reform program, its current policy settings are likely to lead to slow growth in energy 

consumption till 2015. 

The perspectives of Sino-Japanese relations in 21 century are examined by Jiang 

Lifeng, Yao Wenli, Lin Chang in their book ― Ershiyi shijie zhong ri guanxi fazhan‖. The 

big chapter of the book is devoted to the competition and cooperation in energy related 

issued between two countries. The authors describe Japan as very active in pursing its 

energy interests in international arena and NEA region, there could be the clash of interests 

with China. But, according to authors, the cooperation between China and Japan in energy 

issues is favourable for both countries and can stipulate the economy cooperation in whole.  

The discussion about Sino-Japanese relations in continued by Peter Drysdale, 

Dong Dong Zhang in their book ―Japan and China: rivalry or cooperation in East Asia?‖ 

This book is an edited version of papers presented at a conference held immediately after 

the formation of strategic partnership between the U.S. and China. Although the book points 

out several underlying problems between Japan and China, the authors tend to state rather 

optimistic views of Japan-China relations because of a tacit consensus, i.e. despite problems 

related to different historical perceptions and Taiwanese issues, Japan and China would not 

and cannot afford to confront each other from the viewpoint of economic rationality. 
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Within the scope of Asian-Pacific regionalism, both Japan and China chose to 

maintain the status quo in spite of conflicts of interests, as the matter is ―geopolitics‖ and 

not an emotional issue. The authors presume that Japan-China relations will continue to be a 

major factor in the international affairs of the Asian-Pacific region. Multilateral economic 

interdependence will make headway in the Asian-Pacific region with Japan-China at the 

helm. This will serve as the basis for cooperative relations. As the book indicates, 

enhancement of economic relations is the foundation for Japan-China relations, but at the 

same time, there may be potential new political problems stemming from it. In any rate, 

Japan-China relations weigh heavily in the international relations of Asian-Pacific region. 

Despite the numerous books on energy related issues, there is lack of researches 

on national energy policy of countries and up-to-dated information. The author will cover it 

by exploring the publications in authoritative journals related to energy diplomacy of the 

countries and domestic energy related issues, material of forums and conferences, and 

online published reports and news related to the research.  The author used the publication 

in following journals. 

Journals in English 

Asian Affairs, Asian Perspective, Asia Survey, Atomic Energy, China and World 

Economy, China Oil & Gas Report, East Asia: An International Quarterly, Energy Business 

Journal, Energy Forecast World, Energy Economics, Energy Policy, Far Eastern Economic 

Review, Foreign Affairs, Foreign Policy, Foreign Policy Bulletin, Japan and the World 

Economy, Japanese Economic Review, Japan Forum, Japan Oil & Gas Report, Japan 

Quarterly, Japanese Journal of Political Science, Journal of Global Business Issues,  Journal 

of International Relations and Developments, Harvard Asia Pacific Review, International 

Affairs, International Asian Forum: International Quarterly for Asian Studies,  International 

Journal of Energy Sector Management, International Journal of Global Energy, 

International Relations of the Asia Pacific, North East Asia Energy Focus, OPEC Review, 

Pacific Review, Policy Review, Russian Economic Trends, Russia Oil & Gas Report, 

Russian Review, Social Science Japan Journal, The China Journal, The China Quarterly, 

The Journal of Contemporary China, The Washington Quarterly, World Politics.  

Journals in Russian 

Vostok, Daln‘iy Vostok Rossii: jekonomika, investitsi, kon‘yunktura; 

Diplomaticheskiy vestnik, Mezhdunarodnaya zhizn‘, Mezhdunarodnye protsessi, Mirovaya 

jekonomika i mezhdunarodnye otnosheniya, Mirovaya jenergetika, Problemy Dal[nego 
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Vostoka, Rossiya v global‘noy politike, Truboprovodnyi transport nefti, Jenergeticheskaya 

Diplomatiya.  

Journals in Chinese 

Dongbeya luntan, Guoji jingji pinglun, Guoji wenti yanjiu, Guoji shiyou jingji, 

Zhongguo nengyuan, Eluosi zhongya dongou shichang, Eluosi yanjiu, Riben yanjiu, Riben 

wenti yanjiu, Shijie jingji yanjiu, Zhongguo nengyuan.   

  Statistical information 

  The sources of statistic information will be related reports and surveys, issued by 

different research centers and institutes, the statistic materials published at official 

governmental web sites of Russia, China, Japan and international and domestic energy 

companies, web sites of official news agencies, etc.  

Reports and reviews: A Survey of Asia Energy Prices, APEC Energy Overview, 

China Energy Report, China Energy Outlook, China Report: economic affairs, Economic 

Outlook, Japan, Energy in Japan, International Energy Annual, Japan Report, Russia Energy 

Survey, Survey of Energy Recourses, The Energy Report, The Russia Report, World 

Energy Survey.  

Internet resources with statistics and official information
74

. 

                    

1.6 The structure of the research 

In order to comply with research goals the dissertation will be divided into 6 

chapters.  

Chapter 1. Introduction 

In the Introduction the author will explain research stimulus, research goals, the 

scope and limitation of the research, research approaches and theories, provide analysis of 

literature and materials and, finally, the  structure of the research .  

Chapter 2. The analysis of Russian energy resources and energy strategy of 

Russia. 

This chapter will analyse in details Russian oil, natural gas, nuclear power 

reserves, the country‘s energy strategy and its theoretical implications. 

Chapter 3. Russo-Chinese Energy Relations 

The chapter will provide the analysis of energy demand, energy policy and 

strategy of China, the content, development, the history and current tends of Russo-Chinese 

                                                 
74

 Websites are indicated in bibliography in ―Internet resources‖ chapter. 
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energy relations, the Russian approach towards energy cooperation with China, problems of 

Russo-Chinese energy cooperation and its theoretical evaluation.  

Chapter 4. Russo-Japanese Energy Relations 

The chapter will provide the analysis of energy demand, energy policy and 

strategy of Japan, the content, development, the history and current tends of Russo-Japanese 

energy relations, the Russian approach towards energy cooperation with China problems of 

Russo-Japanese energy cooperation and its theoretical evaluation.  

Chapter V. The implications of the energy relations between Russia, China 

and Japan. 

The chapter will provide the comparative study of Russian energy relations within 

the triangle of Russia-China-Japan by analyzing the case studies of ESPO project and recent 

gas deals, its results and implications for Russian energy diplomacy in the region.  

Chapter VI. Conclusion 

The chapter will provide responses to research goals, evaluation of energy 

relations between Russia, China and Japan and recommendations for Russian energy policy 

in North East Asia.  
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Chapter 2. The analysis of Russian energy recourses and energy strategy of 

Russia 

 

2.1 The analysis of the supply of natural reserves in Russia 

The main basis of Russian energy diplomacy is the energy recourses of the country. 

Naturally, the pocess of energy recources and its volumes defines the behaviour of states at 

the energy arena : from supplier to the customer and national interests.  

                Russian reserves of oil 

 Russia has huge territory and geological conditions for oil are favourable. Thus, 

there many spacious oil basins.  There many different estimates about current Russian oil 

reserves. In 2005 John D. Grace in his book ―Russian oil supply: performance and 

prospects‖ provides several most weighty estimates (in billion barrels). 

Oil & Gas Journal                                     60 (proven SPE)  

John Grace                                              68 (proven SPE)  

World Oil                                                  69 (proven SPE)  

British Petroleum                                      72 (proven SPE)  

10 largest Russian Oil Companies            82 (ABC1)  

E Khartukov (Russian Oil Expert)           110 (ABC1)  

United States Geological Survey              116 (proven SPE)  

Ray Leonard (MOL)                                 119 (ABC1)  

Wood Mackenzie                                      120 (proven SPE)  

IHS Energy                                               120 (ABC1)  

M. Khodorkovsky (former Yukos)           150  

Brunswick UBS (consultants)                   180 (proven, P50, P5 SPE)  

DeGolyer & MacNaughton (audit)                                                   150 to 200 (proven SPE?)  

According to the Oil and Gas Journal, Russia‘s proven oil reserves were 60 

billion barrels as of the beginning of 2010 
75

.  

There are seven oil-bearing basins in Russia, but three of them are the largest. 

 

 

                                                 
75

 U.S. Energy Information Administration. Retrieved April 15, 2010 from 

http://www.eia.doe.gov/cabs/Russia/Oil.html. 
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Picture 4. Oil basins in Russia 

 

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration. 

http://www.eia.gov/emeu/cabs/Russia/oil_exports.html. (Retrieved September 2, 2010) 

 

The Western Siberia Basin.  

Recently, almost all of Russia's production increases have come from the Western 

Siberia basin in the Khanty-Mansiysk Okrug region. 75 percent of Russia‘s oil production 

comes from this region and 2/3 of Russia‘s oil reserves are located there 
76

.  The region 

consists from Tomsk and Tyumen regions and there are 270 other fields in this vast region. 

The most important oil fields are Samator, Ust-Balyk and Salym 
77

. Pipelines transfer oil for 

export to the Black sea, Baltic sea and Pacific coast. 

                                                 
76

 Retrieved April 15, 2010 from http://websurveys.ru/regio/rure97.htm. 

77
 Ivanenko V., ―Rol‘ jenergoresursov vo vneshney politike Rossii‖, Rossia v  global‟noy politike, No. 5, 2007, 

p.20. 
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The Volga - Ural Basin. 

The basin is located along Yaik (Ural) and Volga rivers. It is also known as 

―Second Baku‖ and has an area of around 70 million square kilometers. The building of the 

basin was first started during World War II and from the mid 1950s to mid 1970s; it was the 

largest oil production area in the USSR. From an exploration point, the basin is much 

matured. Since 1960s only two oil fields with reserves of more then a million barrels of 

recoverable oil were found. Before that time there were seven with more then 2 billions 

barrels each, and the largest – Romashkino field with stocks of more then 17 billion 

barrels
78

.   From 1978, the West Siberian basin took leading position and the oil production 

in Volga/Ural basin decreased year by year.  But still the basin holds reserves of 1,2–1,5 

million tons and this accounts for 1/5 of all oil production in Russia.   

The basin is located in economically developed regions; therefore, crude oil 

processing and petrochemical industry are also very developed there. There are more then 

10 refineries with total processing capacity of 150 million tons of crude oil per year. The 

developed pipes infrastructure allows the crude oil to be transported to other regions of 

Russia and for export
79

.  

Timan – Pechora Basin. 

The basin is located in the Northeast European part of Russia. It is difficult to 

estimate the total oil resources of the above-mentioned basin, because some of the areas are 

still in the early stages of exploration, but according to the information provided by Russian 

oil giant – Lukoil, the total reserves in 2000 were 10,7 billion of crude oil and by 2015, the 

explored reserves are estimated to be 20 – 25 billion of crude oil 
80

. 

The Timan-Pechora basin is considered as the third biggest oil producer of Russia, 

and there is great development potential in the area. According to the information provided 

by the Science Communications – Arctic Center about the reserves of Timan – Pechora 

basin ―if the …oil reserves are compared world-wide, they are equivalent to Norway‘s 

North Sea reserves‖ 
81

. During the past few years, the region has attracted the interest of 

several western oil companies.  

In 2010, Russia was the world's largest oil producer with production of 10,1 

million barrels daily amounting to 12,9 percent of the world‘s total oil production. The 

                                                 
78

 John D. Grace. Russian oil supply: performance and prospects ( Oxford University Press, 2005), p 19.  
79

 Ibid. p 22. 
80

 Fedun Leonid, “Prezentatsiya komapnii Lukoil na konferentsii Neft‟ I gaz 2001: Novye Perspektivy‖.  

Retrieved May 1, 2010 from  http://lukoil.ru/materials/docs/presentations/2001/LUKOIL_OIL_Company.ppt. 
81

 “Oil and Gas Reserves in North West Russia”. Retrieved May 5, 2010 from 

http://arcticcentre.ulapland.fi/barentsinfo/economic/02/03.html. 
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figure was 2,2 percent higher than in the previous year, 2009. The annual average share of 

oil export was 42,5percent in 2010 
82

. Russia's exports of crude oil and refined products in 

2010 totaled about 7,5 million barrels per day, up from 6,7 million barrels per day in 2008; 

6,5 million barrels per day in 2007 and 6,35 million barrels per day August 2006. This is 

compared with 5,05 million barrels daily in August 2002; 3,425 million barrels daily in 

August 1998 and 2,35 million barrels daily in September 1994. The rise in 2010 is due to an 

increase in the capacity of Russia's export outlets and increased production of crude oil and 

condensate
83

. 

According to the governmental document called ―Energy Strategy of Russia for 

the period up to 2030‖, which analyzes the future energy development of the country, 

exports of crude oil, condensate and refined petroleum products are expected to rise to 530 - 

535 million tons per year
84

. 

As for oil reserves Russia holds 8
th

 place in the world. In 2009, British Petroleum 

(BP) in its annual report estimated Russian oil reserves as 10,2 billion tons which amount to 

5,6 percent of the world‘s oil reserves,  Saudi Arabia (19,8 percent), Iran (10,3 percent) and 

Iraq (8,6 percent) are the three countries with the largest oil reserves in the world.  

It was calculated that if Russia maintains its existing production volumes, proven 

oil reserves will peter out within 21,3 years and reserves of natural gas, within 81 years.  

BP report found that all the data about oil and natural gas reserves are independent 

evaluations based on available information.  Official information about reserves of Russian 

hydrocarbon raw materials is classified as secret information. According to Article 5, item 2 

of Russian Federation Law #54-85-1 ―About State Secret‖ dated 21
st
 of July 1993 all 

information about reserves, extraction, production and consumption of strategic raw 

materials in the Russian Federation, including balanced oil reserves is classified as a State 

Secret
85

. 

BP‘s report received a negative response in Russia. In Russia there is no common 

opinion about the evaluation of oil reserves. Different sources provide different prognosis.  

                                                 
82

  “ Rosstat. Sostoyanie rynka nefti v pervom polugodii 2009”. Retrieved November 17, 2010 from 

http://rosfincom.ru/news/531328.html. 

83
 APS Review of oil market trends. August 30, 2010.  

84
 “JJenergeticheskaya strategia Rossii do 2030”. Retrieved May 15, 2010 from 

http://minenergo.gov.ru/aboutminen/energostrategy. 

85
 The full text of the Law in Russian can be found at 

 http://g-inform.ru/docs/O-gosudarstvennoj-tajne-Zakon-RF-ot-21071993-g-5485-1 (Retrieved March 11, 

2011). 
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According to some specialitsts, who know the situation in Russia well, the 

evaluation provided by BP is based only on the surface layers of oil. Auditors of the 

company ―DeGolyer & MacNaughton‖
86

 made an analysis of proven reserves in Russia and 

their figures showed 150 – 200 billion barrels
87

. Head of Russian Ministry of Energy, 

Sergey Smatko also opposed the information published by BP. He said that current 

industrial reserves of oil are 22 billion tons which guarantees the existing production level 

for 40 years
88

. The main reason for such different evaluations is that geologically proven 

reserves and the volume of reserves that can be commercially extracted differ a lot.  

Russian companies have gradually started to implement new technologies of oil 

extraction, for example, horizontal boreholes and computerized systems of reservoirs‘ 

management. Thus, the evaluations of extractable oil reserves keep changing. Because of 

new technologies that allow oil to be extracted even from depleted oil fields, Russian oil 

companies managed to increase oil extraction for 50 percent. According to Martin 

Viverovsky, senior Vice President of Moscow‘s representative office of ―DeGolver & 

MacNaughton‖, ―the most important is that new technologies started to be implemented in 

Western Siberia. Results are already very obvious‖ 
89

.According to the company 

evaluations of ―DeGolver & MacNaughton‖ in 2012, in Western Siberia, oil production can 

reach 10 million barrels per day. With the development of new technologies the oil 

production in Western Siberia will increase accordingly. Also the volume of proven oil 

reserves will grow together with exploration of new regions such as The Arctic, Caspian 

Sea and mostly Eastern Siberia.  

Aside from this, the Russian and Western methods of estimation and classification 

of reserves are different. The Russian experts have divided the oil and gas resources into six 

classes: A, B, C1, C2, D1 and D2. Class A represents proven reserves and B provable 

reserves. C1 represents the reserves estimated by means of drillings and individual tests, and 

C2 is estimated by means of seismic exploration. Classes D1 and D2 represent hypothetical 

and speculative reserves. The distribution of ABC1 and C2 reserves in Russia is shown at 

the Table 1 and 2.  

                                                 
86

 The company is registered in Dallas, USA. Among its clients were Gazprom and former Yukos. 

87
 Promyshlennye vedomosti, “Neft: kakimi zapasami raspolagaet Rossia”. Retreived august 18, 2010 from 

http://www.promved.ru/articles/article.phtml?id=290. 

88
 Vzglyad, “Zapasov hvatit”. Retreived January 19, 2011 from 

http://www.vz.ru/economy/2010/10/29/443388.htm. 

89
 Neft Rossii, “Kakimi zapasami nefti Rossia raspolagaet v deyistvitel‟nosti?”. Retreived February 2, 2011 

from http://www.oilru.com/articles/read/61. 
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Table 1. The regional distribution of ABC1 oil reserves in Russia 

 

Region percent 

West Siberia 74 

Volga – Ural 10 

Timan – Pechora 7 

East Siberia 4 

Far East 2 

Other regions 3 

Source：Struktura neftedobichi v Rossii. http://www.energypolicy.ru/files/Milov-Sep29 2006.ppt  . 

(Retrieved February 6, 2011). 

 

Table 2. The regional distribution of C2 oil reserves in Russia 

 

Region percent 

West Siberia 61 

Volga – Ural 14 

Timan – Pechora 14 

East Siberia 5 

Far East 3 

Other regions 3 

Source：Struktura neftedobichi v Rossii. http://www.energypolicy.ru/files/Milov-Sep29 2006.ppt  . 

(Retrieved February 6, 2011). 

 

According to the Energy Strategy of Russia for the period up to 2020, which was 

first adopted by the Russian government in 2003, trends and basic indexes of oil exploration 

were the following: ―In perspective the levels of oil exploration in Russia are mainly 

defined by the following factors: demand for liquid fuel and world‘s prices, development of 

transport infrastructure, tax conditions, technological achievements and the quality of 

proven raw materials base. Long-term volumes of oil production in Russia will substantially 

differ in accordance with socio-economic development of the country. With favorable 

conditions and under good socio-economic situations, oil production in Russia can reach 

490 million tons in 2010 and grow to 520 million tons in 2020. With moderate variation of 

socio-economic development of the country, the predicted level of oil production in 2020 
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will be 450 million tons. With negative situation the growth of oil production, it will 

increase for only 1- 2 years, and after will decline to 360 million tons in 2010 and to 315 

million tons in 2020. Nevertheless, with any dynamics of oil production the strategic targets 

of the industry will be the provision of necessary reserves, gradual increase of production 

with its stabilization for long-term prospective‖
90

. As the development of the real situation 

has demonstrated, for the 7 years since the Strategy 2020 was implemented, the production 

of oil in Russia has grown in 2009 from 421 million tons to 494 million tons. Even the oil 

prices were very favorable during this period - such growth can not be possible without 

sufficient reserves.  

In November 2009, the new energy strategy of the Russian Federation for the 

period up to 2030 was adopted. The new document was made in accordance with ―current 

trends and new systematic changes of energy development‖ 
91

. This document shows that 

oil production in Russia will develop with positive trends. At the first stage (2013–2015) it 

is planned to produce 486-495 million tons of crude oil, at the second stage (2020–2022) to 

produce 505-525 million tons and at the third stage ( till 2030)  to produce 530–535 million 

tons. The increase of oil reserves shall be accordingly 1854, 5597 and 5122 million 

tons
92

.The project ―Strategies of oil industry development in Russia for coming decades‖ 

presented by Russian oil experts Kozhurbaev, Eder and Sokolova in 2008, provided analysis 

of four possible scenarios of oil production development in the country. According to the 

authors, ―the oil production in Russia can reach 510 million tons in 2010 and then increase 

to 582-590 million tons in 2020. The oil production will reach its maximum in 2021-2025 

and will slightly decrease in 2030. In 2030 it could reach 591 million tons (optimistic 

scenario) and 560 million tons (favorable scenario)‖
93

. Conditions to such substantial 

                                                 
90

 European Commission, “The Summary of the Energy Strategy of Russia for the period of up to 2020”. 

Retrieved May 14, 2010  from  http://ec.europa.eu/energy/russia/events/doc/2003_strategy_2020_en.pdf. 

Accessed December 7, 2011.  

91
 “Jenergeticheskaya strategia Rossii do 2030”. Retrieved May 15, 2010 from 

http://minenergo.gov.ru/aboutminen/energostrategy 

92
 Kozhurbaev A.G., Eder L.V., Sokolova I.A., ―Strategiya razvitiya neftyanogo kompleksa Rossii na 

blizhaishee desyatiletie‖, Problemi razvitiya jekonimiki I ypravlenia neftegazovim kopmleksom, No. 6, 2008, 

pp. 4 -12.  

93
 Kozhurbaev A.G., Eder L.V., Sokolova I.A., ―Strategiya razvitiya neftyanogo kompleksa Rossii na 

blizhaishee desyatiletie‖, Problemi razvitiya jekonimiki I ypravlenia neftegazovim kopmleksom, No. 6, 2008, 

pp. 4 -12. 
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increase of oil production shall be the increase of geological works (deep drilling, 

geophysics) by 4-5 times.  

Because the historical maximum of oil production, of 624 million tons was 

reached in Soviet Union in 1988 (565 million tons was produced in Russia), the prognosis 

about the production in 2025 looks very optimistic. Other specialists consider that it is 

possible to produce 540 million tons of oil in 2020 and then keep this volume to 2050. This 

forecast is based on the calculation of oil production in different basins and oil fields in the 

country till 2050.  

Oil production in the Volga – Ural basin will decrease. Oil production in the East 

Siberia and Republic Sakha will increase from 17 percent to 30 percent of the total 

country‘s oil production in 2050.  West Siberia will keep the leading position and will be 

the main oil production region for the long term perspective. In West Siberia, Volga – Ural, 

Timan – Pechora, North Caucasus, East Siberia and Republic Sakha could produce up to 

19,3 billion tons of crude oil till 2050. This will be achieved not only at the expense of 

already proven reserves, but also provable and estimated reserves. In order to maintain the 

oil production level of 520-540 million tons per year, provable and estimated reserves shall 

be involved in production after 2020.  

In conclusion it is worth mentioning that different estimations and prognosis about 

oil reserves are based on current geological, economic, technological and political 

factors.Calculations provided in this section are done in accordance with real situation at the 

first decade of the 21
st
 century. Nowadays, the condition of potential reserves of oil in 

Russia means that they could afford to maintain production of more then 500 million tons 

annually until the middle of the century.  

In order to achieve this figure it is necessary to implement new ways to search and 

explore new oil fields, improve current technology and technical base, etc. Such measures 

will require substantial state and private investments and improvement of the current 

legislation. If Russia could successfully achieve the above mentioned goals the country will 

get the great strategic importance in enhancing the world‘s energy security. The country still 

holds substantial oil reserves and with a well-considered approach to oil production, will 

keep playing a lead in the oil supplying role for decades. 

                 Russian reserves of natural gas 

According to the International Energy Agency in 2030, the consumption of natural 

gas will be 90 percent more than it is now, and gas will be the second most important 

energy recourse after coal. Thus, the portion of natural gas for the world‘s energy structure 
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will increase from 21percent in 2005 to 25percent in 2030.  Russia has very developed gas 

production capabilities, one of the longest pipe routes and thus can be call as the ―Gas 

Empire‖. According to the Oil and Gas Journal, Russia holds the world‘s largest natural gas 

reserves, with 1680 trillion cubic feet, and Russia‘s reserves account for about a quarter of 

the world‘s total proven reserves. The World‘s top proven natural gas holders are indicated 

at Table 3. 

Table 3. World’s top proven natural gas holders 

 

 

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration. 

http://www.eia.doe.gov/cabs/Russia/NaturalGas.html. (Retrieved November 16, 2010) 

 

Russia is not only the holder of the biggest gas resources, it is also the biggest 

exporter in the world, contributing more than 40 percent of the overall world‘s gas 

export.Initial summarized gas reserves in Russia are estimated as 248,6 trillion cubic meters, 

land reserves are 174,8 trillion cubic meters, shelf reserves 73,8 trillion cubic meters.  The 

most substantial reserves are located in West Siberia (132,2 trillion cubic meters), East 

Siberia (37,9 trillion cubic meters), Far East (14,5 trillion cubic meters), and North-East 

region of Russia (26,4 trillion cubic meters) 
94

.  

 

                                                 
94

 Energyland.Info, ―General‟naya shema razvitiya gazovoi otrasli Rossii na period do 2030 goda”. Retrieved 

December 12, 2010 from http://www.energyland.info/library-show-2928.  
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Picture 5. The resource base of Russian gas industry 

 

 

Sourse: General‘naya shema razvitiya gazovoy otrasli Rossii na period do 2030 goda. 

http://www.energyland.info/files/library/112008/7579b56758481da282dd7e0a4de05fd1.pdf. (Retrieved 

December 14, 2010). 

 

              Russia owns two-thirds of largest gas fields in the world. The list and reserves of 

these fields are shown in the Table 4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.energyland.info/files/library/112008/7579b56758481da282dd7e0a4de05fd1.pdf
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Table 4. Largest gas fields in the world  

 

Resource: Energy Tribune. Russia: A Critical Evaluation of its Natural Gas Resources.  

http://www.energytribune.com/articles.cfm/379/Russia-A-Critical-Evaluation-of-its-Natural-

Gas-Resources. 
95

 (Retrieved January 10, 2011). 

 

The majority of these reserves are located in Siberia, with the Yamburg, Urengoy, 

and Medvezhye fields alone accounting for about 45 percent of Russia‘s total reserves. 

More than half of all reserves are located in Siberia. Significant reserves are also located in 

northern Russia. The detailed analysis of each of these fields will be provided below.  

Urengoy gas field 

The Urengoy gas field in the northern West Siberia Basin is the world's second 

largest natural gas field after South Pars / North Dom Gas-Condensate field. The gas field 

has over ten trillion cubic meters in total deposits. It lies in Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous 

Okrug in Tyumen Oblast of Russia, just south of the Arctic Circle and was named after the 

settlement of Urengoy. The field was open in June 1966 and production started in 1978. 

From January 1984, gas from Urengoy field started to be exported to Western Europe.  

Yamburg gas field 

The Yamburg gas field is the world's third largest natural gas field located 

148,5 kilometers north of the Arctic Circle in the Tazovsky and Nadymsky districts 

in Yamalo-Nenets Autonomous Okrug, Tyumen Oblast, Russia. The Yamburg gas field was 

discovered in 1969. Development of the field started in 1980 and production in 1986. The 

total geological reserves are estimated at 8,2 trillion cubic meters of natural gas. Gas from 

                                                 
95

 There is a typing mistake in the table. Kharasevey oil field shall be read as Kharasavey, 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Largest_Gas_Fields
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_gas_field
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arctic_Circle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nadymsky_District
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yamalo-Nenets_Autonomous_Okrug
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tyumen_Oblast
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russia
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the field started to be exported to Western Europe in January 1984. It continues to produce 

over two hundred billion cubic meters of gas per year. 

Orenburg gas field 

This field was discovered in the Volga-Urals region in 1967 and is the largest 

Russian gas field outside of West Siberia. It had initial reserves of 1,77 trillion cubic meters 

of gas and is now under production. 

Shtokman gas field 

The Shtokman gas field was discovered in 1988 to the east of Murmansk. It lies 

555 kilometers from land, in 350 meters of water. The field covers an area of 1,400 square 

meters and lies inside the Arctic.  The estimated reserves of the field are 3,8 trillion cubic 

meters, and it will be the main source for the Nord Stream, a gas pipeline to link Russia and 

the European Union via the Baltic Sea.  

Shtokman Development AG was set up in February 2008 (Swiss registered) and 

the ownership is divided as follows: Gazprom (51 percent), Total (25 percent) and Statoil 

Hydro (24 percent). When Phase One is complete, Total and Statoil Hydro are expected to 

transfer their shares to Gazprom. Shtokman gas field was expected to come on-stream by 

2013-15. The first gas was expected in 2013 and first LNG was expected in 2014. However, 

in February 2010, the project development schedule was postponed for three years due to a 

decrease in demand for gas in European markets. Gas production from the field will now 

start in 2016. The first LNG production has also been postponed until 2017 due to changes 

in the targeted US LNG market
96

. 

Zapolyarnoe gas field.  

Zapolyarnoe gas field was discovered in 1965 and lays at Yamalo-Nenets 

Autonomous Okrug, 80 kilometers to the east of Urengoy gas field. It has 2,6 trillion cubic 

meters of gas reserves. It is the fifth largest gas field in the world 
97

. Zapolyarnoe gas field 

is one of the most successful projects of Gazprom. The field reached the project capacity of 

100 billion cubic meters of gas per year in 2004
98

 and this substantially increases the total 

gas production in Russia.   

                                                 
96

 ―Shtokilometersan Gas Project, Russia‖.  Retrieved January 11, 2011 from  

http://www.hydrocarbons-technology.com/projects/shtokilometersan_gas_project. 

97
 Ministerstvo Jenergeticheskogo Razvitiya Rossiyskoy Federatsii, ―Zapolyarnoe”. Retrieved January 11, 

2011from  http://minenergo.gov.ru/activity/oilgas/oildirection/dobycha/gas_mesto/866.html. 

98
 Gazprom, “Dobycha Yamburg”. Retrieved January 11, 2011 from 

http://www.yamburg.ru/manufacture/polar-fields. 
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Kharasavey gas field.  

Kharasavey gas field is located at the west coast of Yamal peninsula and one third 

of its area lies under the water. Proven reserves of the field are 1,9 trillion cubic meters, but 

there are also some areas under water which are not well explored, thus, potentially reserves 

of the field could be much higher.  

 Gazprom owns the license for the field‘s development. The estimated production 

volume is 32 billions cubic meters per year and all gas will be in LNG form. Considering 

the specific conditions of the North and the absence of the infrastructure and manpower in 

Yamal, the LNG plant's production lines and isothermal gas storages will be constructed at 

the Severodvinsk shipyards on the White Sea and shipped to Yamal by sea. 

Bovanenko gas field 

Bovanenko gas field is located at the north-western shore of the Yamal peninsula 

and its area more then 1000 square kilometers. The field holds substantial reserves, 

ABC1+C2 reserves are estimated as 4,9 trillion cubic meters. The forecasted production of 

gas will be 115 billions cubic meters per year with an increase of 140 billions cubic meters 

as the long-term perspective 
99

. Nowadays, 95 test boreholes are drilled and the gas will 

come to the Russian gas supply system at the 3
rd

 quarter of 2012. The start of production 

was put on hold until 2012 because of the global financial crisis and the decreasing demand 

for gas in Russia and abroad.  

Medvezhye gas field.  

Medvezhye has been the first in a group of gas fields located in Tyumen Oblast 

(Russia) to begin commercial operation. Over 80 percent of its initial reserves have been 

recovered. The field is now at the final stage of development.  But reserves of the field are 

estimated as 1,5 trillion cubic meters and the field will be developed until 2030
100

. Overall, 

proven gas reserves in Russia are more then 46 trillions of cubic meters, 80 percent of them 

are located in West Siberia. Proven gas reserves in Russia are more then 46 trillions of 

cubic meters, 80 percent of them are located in West Siberia. There are enough of gas 

reserves in Russia to provide internal and export demand. With current reserves it will be 

enough to produce annually 700 billion cubic meters for 60–80 years. 

Nowadays, Russian gas industry represents the united complex which aimed to 

resolve wide range of different goals, including exploration and geological works at the 
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land and sea, drilling of bores, production and processing of gas and gas condensate,  

underground storage, maintenance of gas pipelines, exploration and etc. Gas supplying 

system is one of the basis of the national economy, thus its stable and effective functioning 

is so crucial. Gas industry takes 8 percent at the structure of Russian GDP, provides 

substantial part of the budget‘s profit and 45 percent of fuel export. 70 percent of old 

produced gas is used for internal needs which are around 410 billion cubic meters
101

. Russia 

also has unique gas transportation system of more then 150 thousand kilometers of gas 

pipeline, 689 compressing plants, 22 underground warehouses
102

. The length of gas 

distribution networks extends to more the 359 thousand kilometers. Current infrastructure 

and capacities of gas storage comprises around 60 billion cubic meters per year or 18 

percent form the total volume of domestic consumption that allows maintaining stable 

supply for local consumers.  

The oil and gas industry are the main source of budget‘s income in Russia and thus 

has a great effect on Russia‘s economy and government finances. Russia is the world‘s 

largest exporter of gas due to several factors. First, and the most important, is that the 

country holds the world‘s largest proven gas reserves, which is equal to almost one-quarter 

of global reserves. Second, Russia is the world‘s second gas producer, accounting for one-

fifth of global production. Third, domestic demand still allows for gas exports, even 

Russia‘s home market consuming around 70 percent of the national gas production. Fourth, 

Russia‘s wide pipeline network enables the re-export of imported gas from Central Asia. 

Two features of Russia‘s gas exports, from around 15 year ago, will be pointed out: 

The usage of only one type of transportation (pipeline) and the orientation of the  export to 

one region, Europe (including countries that used to belong to Soviet Union), since the 

1940s . During this time, Russia‘s gas production was more or less stable as the increased 

production of one major gas field and some smaller ones compensated for the declining 

production of three major, but old fields. Since the mid 1990s the situation has been 

changed. The Russian government decided to diversify its gas export to mainly Asia-Pacific 

countries and the central question for this decade is as to when new major gas fields like the 

Yamal Peninsula can be brought into production. 

According to Energy Strategy of Russia for the period up to 2030 there are few 

crucial projects in gas industry to be completed till 2030. 

                                                 
101
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102
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Table 5. Crucial projects of Russia’s gas industry until 2030 

 

Project Goals Lead  

time 

Investments

, billion 

USD 

(estimated) 

Yamal exploration Compensation of decreasing 

volumes at old fields 

 

2015-2030 150 – 170 

Shtokman LNG supply to European and 

American markets 

2017-2018 

 ( 1 stage) 

25 – 30   

( 1 stage: 

12-15) 

North Stream Increase stable supply of gas 

to Europe 

2011 

(1 stage) 

12-14 

(1 stage: 

 5-7) 

South Stream Increase the stable supply of 

gas to Europe 

2015-2020 

 

34-35 

Eastern gas 

program 

Diversification of export, 

gasification of Siberia and 

Far East 

2015-2030 80-90 

Total   560 – 590 
 Source: Gromov Alexey. Project of Russia‘s gas industry development until 2030: myth or reality?    

http:// www.energystrategy.ru/ab_ins/source/Gromov_IMEMO-23.03.10.ppt. (Retrieved January 20, 2011) 

 

The current situation and perspectives of incremental reserved gas capacities, 

together with proper investments and a favourable situation in domestic and world‘s 

markets, allowed gas production to increase  to 681 billion cubic meters per year in 2010. It 

also predicts that by 2020 this will increase to 890 billion cubic meters per year, and by 

2030 to 910 billion cubic meters per year
103

.  This will be possible due to the 

implementation of new gas fields. In order to provide the claimed level of gas industry 

development, the required increment of proven reserves for the period 2008-2030 will need 

to amount to 20 trillion cubic meters, i.e. in West Siberia 7 trillion cubic meters, European 

regions 1,7 trillion cubic meters, East Siberia and Far East 3,3 trillion cubic meters and the 

Arctic shelf – 14 trillion cubic meters
104

. 

If so, it will  satisfy not only domestic demand for gas and increased gas export to 

Europe but also new sustainable export directions such as to China, Japan and the USA.  

                                                 
103
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Table 6.  Forecast of gas production in Russia by regions, billion cubic meters 

Region 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 

Yamal-Nenets 

Autonomous Area  

570 590 634 634 635 

Khanty-Mansi 

Autonomous Area 

33 32 28 28 27 

Tomsk region 7 8 8 8 8 

European Russia 40 52 80 88 90 

East Siberia and 

Yakutia 

11 85 115 117 120 

Far East ( Sakhalin) 20 23 25 30 30 

Total 681 790 890 905 910 

 

Source: Kontorovich A.E., Kozhurbaev A.G., ― Prognoz ravitiya novyh tsentrov neftyanoy I gazovoy 

promyshlennosti na vostoke Rossii I eksporta naftu, nefteproduktov I gaza v vostochnom napravlenii‖, Region: 

jekonomika I sotsiologiya, No.1, 2007, p.217.  

 

The main source of gas export from Russia to the Asia-Pacific region, and mostly 

to China, will be gas fields in West Siberia, East Siberia and Far East. Gas production in 

West Siberia can achieve 670 billion cubic meters per year, in East Siberia – 120 billion 

cubic meters per year, at Far East – 30 billion cubic meters per year.  For development of 

gas industry in East Siberia and Yakutia it shall be considered that the gas from this region 

has high content of such elements as ethane, propane, butane and condensate. The 

production of helium in these regions can achieve 135-150 million cubic meters per year. 

So, the construction of factories for helium extraction and warehouses shall be considered 

together with fields‘ exploration.  

Export of LNG from Sakhalin to Asia started in 2009 and it at the first half of 

2010 export reached 7 billion cubic meters, and after 2015 the export of gas from East 

Siberia and Yakutia will be launched together with export from gas under the project 

― Sakhalin – 1‖. Till 2012-2015 along with increasing demand for gas from China, Russia 

will increase export of gas to the East from Western Siberia. Annual export of gas from 

West Siberia to China can achieve 40 billion cubic meters per year in 2020, and 60 billion 

cubic meters per year in 2030. To the overall Asian-Pacific region Russia could export 
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around 78 billion cubic meters per year in 2020 with forecasted increase to 145 billion cubic 

meters per year in 2030.  

But there are several factors which affect the real gas production and restrain the 

increase of the gas export, in particular to NEA.  

 In 2009, it became clear that the expected production start of the large Bovanenko 

gas field had been postponed by one year until 2012. Stern
105

 notes the global economic 

crisis that started in 2008 reduced the likelihood of gas shortages in Russia in the short-term 

due to its dampening effect on Russian and European gas demand. In the longer run, the 

investment prospects for the gas sector are indefinite, making it uncertain whether Russia 

will be able to achieve targets announced in its Energy Strategy 2030. Gazprom‘s recent 

track record is disappointing in terms of both level and composition (less than half of 

investment concerned gas production related activities)
106

. The company‘s announcement in 

2009 to reduce its investment by 22 percent does not promise good perspectives for the 

future. Another factor that structurally affects the investment level is Gazprom‘s effective 

monopoly on gas exports. This position forms a major disincentive for other Russian 

companies to invest in new exploration. Finally, Russia‘s attitude towards foreign 

participation in energy related projects further depresses the gas investment potential. 

Russia‘s current political elite considers the national oil and gas reserves a 

powerful tool to exercise power abroad, with an impact comparable to the nuclear weapons 

of the Soviet Union
107

. With high market prices for gas, the country took a firm grip on the 

natural resources industries during the presidency of Vladimir Putin. Foreign companies are 

still considered to be instrumental in the development of new gas fields because of their 

expertise and capital. Nevertheless, the new energy strategy severely restricts foreign 

companies to operate in Russia‘s energy sector. Consequently, Shell and BP were forced to 

give up their controlling stakes in two gas fields in respectively 2006 and 2007. According 

to Finon and Locatelli these events show that in Russia ―either market rules nor 
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international law will guarantee foreign investment‖
108

.  Another priority concerns the 

exploitation of the gas fields in east Russia to gain market access in East Asia and North 

America. 

According to the western specialists, Russia‘s refusal to ratify the Energy Charter 

Treaty, signed by Russia and all EU countries in 1994, is in line with the government‘s gas 

strategy
109

. This treaty aims to improve energy security by making energy markets more 

transparent and competitive, without affecting the sovereignty of countries over their 

resources. Russia‘s refusal to ratify came from its reluctance to apply the market rules that 

the EU prefers in its foreign investment policies and gas export contracts. Regarding the 

latter, Gazprom signed contracts with duration of up to 30 years with major EU gas 

companies in 2006. The company prefers long-term contracts as they provide security of 

demand. But, the EU has pressed for a shortening of contract durations to foster competition 

on the EU gas market. The treaty further imposes restrictions on Russian acquisitions in the 

EU energy sector, which Russia opposes. In addition, the multilateral character of the treaty 

runs counter to Russia‘s preference for doing business with the governments of larger EU 

countries and the leading companies in national gas sectors. 

The implementation of Russia‘s gas strategy is largely the responsibility of 

Gazprom, the country‘s major gas company. The state acquired a controlling 51 percent 

stake in Gazprom in 2000 and installed a new board comprising allies of Putin in 2001. On 

its local market, Gazprom dominates gas exploitation and sales, while it manages the gas 

transmission networks. The company is active in the oil and electricity sectors, as well as in 

non-energy related industries and services. The government stipulates Gazprom‘s foreign 

activities that bring the company the main share of its profits. Gazprom‘s monopoly on 

Russian gas exports is instrumental in its goal to dominate the global gas market. 

Except objective economic and political factors, another factor which restrains 

development of Russian gas import is the absence of effective transportation system, 

mainly gas pipelines. Russia has developed gas pipelines network in Western Siberia and 

European part, but not in the Eastern part of the country. For the construction of new 

system of gas pipelines at the Eastern part of Russia it would be reasonable to make 

                                                 
108
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gasification of Eastern Siberia, and to connect this system with united gas system of Russia. 

At the first stage of gas export to the East it is still reasonable to use Baykal-Amur Railroad 

and Trans Siberian Railroad, but it will require construction of factories for gas liquefaction 

and shipping terminals. Along with increasing gas production in East Siberia and Yakutia 

and development of gas pipelines in East Siberia it will be required to build export gas pipe 

lines. So far the most economically effective route is Chita-Zabaykalsk-Harbin-Dalian-

Beijing-and Seoul.  

Another important project for Asia-Pacific energy market entry, proposed by ex-

president Vladimir Putin is gas pipeline ―Altay‖ which will be used for supply of gas from 

West Siberia to western regions of China. The supply of gas through the pipeline is planned 

to start in 2012-2015 through the territory of Altay region and connection with trans-

Chinese pipeline ―West-East‖. 

All of these projects requires substantial investments and theirs implementation 

time is still vogue. Thus, it is obvious that Russia holds huge potential for gas export not 

only in usual markets as CIS countries and Europe, but also to satisfy the demand of fast 

growing Asian markets. With substantial investment and active geological exploration 

Russia could achieve figures claimed in its revised Energy Strategy till 2030 and became 

the most important player in energy markets of Asia-Pacific and the world.  

 

Russian nuclear energy potential 

Russian nuclear energy industry emerged more then half a century ago, from 

Soviet nuclear weapon program. In 1954, Russia‘s Institute of Physics and Power 

Engineering started to operate the AM-1 (―peaceful atom‖) reactor based on the same 

technology used for producing plutonium for its nuclear weapon project.  

The nuclear industry in Russia had suffered three serious crises: the Chernobyl 

nuclear wreck, the collapse of Soviet Union and the financial crisis in 1990s. The first 

resulted in strong public opposition to nuclear energy; the second dramatically cut overseas 

export and the third brought luck of finance to the industry.  

Russia inherited 80 percent of the USSR nuclear complex, and is the world‘s 

fourth largest nuclear electricity generator after USA, France and Japan. In 1998, during the 

harsh financial crisis, Russian government cut financing for the Ministry of nuclear energy 

(Minatom) and the program to develop 16 new reactors was frozen
110

. The industry went to 

deep crisis. Without support from the government, Minatom tried to sell its technology 
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overseas to get needed money. It sought cooperation with Iran to built nuclear reactor after 

American government pressured other countries not to deal with this country.  Minatom 

also provided training for Iranian engineers and physicists and to help Iran to extract ore. 

But under USA‘s pressure Russia decided not to sell to Iran uranium enrichment technology.  

After the crisis Russian government revived its interest in nuclear energy and few 

factors favoured this tendency. First, oil and gas export play huge role in the economy of 

Russia. Rising oil wealth resulted in better living standards for Russian people and 

increasing investments in energy-related industries, and thus the domestic oil and gas 

demand also has increased. But, domestic prices for oil and gas used in electricity 

generation are subsidized. Russia‘s leading energy company Gazprom wanted to cut the 

local demand for oil and gas since the company can earn five times more on export of these 

recourses. The Kremlin hoped that nuclear energy could help to fill this gap
111

. In addition, 

much of Russian electrical generating capability is antiquated, more then a quarter (50GWe) 

coming to the end of lifetime by 2010, which provide a further inducement to new nuclear 

plant constriction. 

In 2007, nuclear power supplier 16 percent of total electricity in the country. In 

last few years, nuclear electricity output increased substantially, because of improved 

performance of existing plants, not from new ones.  Russia tries to extend the lifetime of 

existing plants by using fuel of higher quality and more efficient operation. Unlike other 

countries, concerns about climate change are not very important factor for Russian renewed 

interest in nuclear energy. Survey made by International Atomic Energy Agency in 2005 

showed that only 26 percent of Russians supported the idea that they should expand the 

usage of nuclear power in order to help climate change. About 51 percent of Russians were 

against this proposal
112

.  This also reflect the fact that Russian energy sector is run mostly 

by relatively ―green‖ natural gas. And Kyoto Protocol and other arrangements are 

constructed in a way that they do not considerably affect Russia‘s choice of fuel.  

Nowadays, Russia has 31 reactors operating in 10 locations, which about 16 

percent of the country‘s power needs.  
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Table 7. Nuclear power reactors in operation, Russia 

Reactor Type 

V=PWR 

MWe net， 

each 

Commercial 

operation 

Scheduled 

close 

Balakovo 1-2 V-320 950 5/86, 1/88 2015, 2017 

Balakovo 3-4 V-320 950 4/89, 12/93 2018, 2023 

Beloyarsk 3 BN600 FBR 560 11/81 2010 

Bilibino 1-4 LWGR EGP-6 11 4/74-1/77 2009, 09, 11, 12 

Kalinin 1-2 V-338 950 6/85, 3/87 2014, 2016 

Kalinin 3 V-320 950 12/04 2034 

Kola 1-2 V-230 411 12/73, 2/75 2018, 2019 

Kola 3-4 V-213 411 12/82, 12/84 2011, 2014 

Kursk 1-2 RBMK 925 10/77, 8/79 2021, 2024 

Kursk 3-4 RBMK 925 3/84, 2/86 2013, 2015 

Leningrad 1-2 RBMK 925 11/74, 2/76 2018, 2020 

Leningrad 3-4 RBMK 925 6/80, 8/81 2009, 2011 

Novovoronezh 3-4 V-179 385 6/72, 3/73 2016. 2017 

Novovoronezh 5 V-187 950 2/81 2010 

Smolensk 1-3 RBMK 925 9/83-1/90 2013, 2020 

Volgodonsk 1 V-320 950 3/01 2030 

Total： 31 21，743 MWe 

Source: Nuclear power in Russia. http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/inf45.html. 

(Retrieved January 20, 2011) 

 

Until recently, Russia has also been operating 3 plutonium production reactors, 

which generated electricity and heat, two in Seversk and one in Zheleznogorsk. Seversk 

reactors were closed in 2009, and Zheleznogorsk reactor was closed in 2010 under a 1997 

US-Russian agreement
113

. Nowadays, Russia plans to complete several plants that have 

been postponed for decades. Long-stalled reactor VVER-1000 (Rostov-Volgodonsk-2) was 

put into operation in 2010 
114

. In addition, the world‘s first floating nuclear plant will be 

launched in mid-2011.  

Russia also has abundant mining capabilities and fuel cycle facilities. Russian 

government claimed that the country can cut world‘s prices for nuclear fuel and services by 
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30 percent
115

. Russia holds substantial recoverable reserves of uranium-172 which is 365 

tones or 5 percent of world‘s ―reasonably assured resources‖
116

. In 2007 Russia became the 

fourth largest uranium producer in the world after Canada, Australia and Kazakhstan, 

supplying around 3500 tonnes of low-grade ore annually
117

. Mining in Russia is controlled 

by AtomRedMedZoloto, which is fifth in the world‘s uranium mining companies and 

second in terms of uranium reserves. The biggest production spot is located in South 

Eastern Siberia, near Mongolian and Chinese borders. And Russia hopes for bigger 

production in future and international estimates (NEA-IAEA) also support this tendency. 

Russia wants to increase the output of its mines to 10300 tones per year in 2015 and 

20000 tones per year by 2024. In order to reach such claims Russia needs to develop 

massive Elton project in Yakutia. Required investments are estimated as 3,5 billion USD as 

many of these resources lie deep beneath permafrost. In addition, Russia has re-established 

collaboration in nuclear area with former USSR states, mostly with Kazakhstan and also 

pursues cooperation with foreign companies, such as Canadian Cameco, Japanese Matsui 

and Nigerian companies.  

As for conversion, Russia has the biggest share of facilities in the world to convert 

uranium into feedstock suitable for enrichment. The country has capacity to process about 

30000 metric tones of uranium per year. Also the country provides about 40 percent of the 

world‘s enrichment capacity, more then 24 million kg (M) SWU
118

 per year
119

. All of 

Russian facilities rely on modern and effective gas centrifuge technology, not on older gas 

diffusion technology that is being given to USA and France. At present time, less then 40 

percent of this capacity is used to provide LEU
120

 for Russian domestic reactors and abroad.  

Russia has 4 enrichment plants: in Novouralsk, Zheleznogorsk, Angarsk and 

Seversk. In long perspective Rosatom plan approved in September 20, 2008 there is a call 

for the growth in enrichment capacity to 31,5 M SWU by 2010, 37,5 M SWU by 2020 and 

49 M SWU by 2030. Independent consultant companies view these goals very optimistic, 
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because Russia failed to update some of its centrifuges. They expect production to increase 

to 27, 6 M SWU in 2010 and 31.7 M SWU in 2020
121

. 

Russia‘s fuel fabrication company TVEL claims to supply about one-sixth of the 

world‘s nuclear fuel, for more than 70 reactors, thus becoming one of the world‘s top 

companies in fuel fabrication field. In 2002, TVEL produced 382 metric tonnes of RBMK 

fuel and 226,9 metric tonnes of VVER fuel. Competitors of the company at the global 

market are British BNFL, French Cogema, German Siemens, Sweden ABB and 

Westinghouse, owned by USA and Japan. 

In October 2006, Putin approved a program called ―Development of Nuclear Power 

Industry Complex in Russia for 2007-2010 and Further to 2015
122

,‖ planning to double the 

output to more than 51 GW. This plan aimed for nuclear energy to provide one-quarter of 

Russia‘s nuclear energy to supply 23 percent of the country‘s energy electricity by 2030. In 

order to achieve this goal it would be required to commission two 1200 MWe plants per 

year from 2011 to 2014 and then at least three per year until 2020. Prior to 2014, in addition 

to those planned to be under construction by then, it is required to commission two 

additional reactors at Leningrad and one at Novovoronezh. 

Iran‘s clandestine uranium-enrichment activities highlighted global concerns that 

the spread of such sensitive fuel cycle technology would lead to nuclear weapons 

proliferation. USA came with numerous proposals aimed at stopping the non-controlled 

spread of uranium enrichment and nuclear fuel reprocessing technologies. For example, 

States proposed ways of assuring nuclear fuel supplies and establishing of international 

nuclear fuel cycle centres. Russia signed several of these proposals.  

One proposal that Russian government approved was the Concept for a Multilateral 

Mechanism for Reliable Access to Nuclear Fuel (RANF or the Six-Country proposal). This 

concept aimed to convince countries that ―they did not need to build uranium enrichment 

facilities to preserve their energy security but that they could rely on several layers of 

assurances that they would not see their supplies of nuclear fuel interrupted as a result of 

political disputes‖
123

. In addition, Russia proposed a Global Nuclear Infrastructure Initiative 

(including establishing an International Uranium Enrichment Centre at Angarsk in Siberia) 
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in 2006, signed onto the Bush administration‘s Global Nuclear Energy Partnership (GNEP), 

and is working with the United States on a bilateral global initiative to advance nuclear 

power.  

Nuclear energy exports have traditionally been one of the top items in Russia‘s 

overall exports, after the predominant oil, gas, and metallurgical industries. Over the last 

few years Russia has been very active in nuclear cooperation agreements with such 

countries as Algeria (January 2007), Armenia (February 2008), Egypt (May 2008) and 

Myanmar (May 2007)
124

. Most of Russia‘s nuclear exports have been in the enrichment and 

fuel services. The export of nuclear reactors aimed to be second important item of Russia‘s 

nuclear export.  

With the slow temp of reactor construction elsewhere, Sergei Shmatko, the chief 

executive of Atomstroyexport (ASE), the export arm of Russia‘s nuclear industry, claimed 

that in 2007 that ASE was building more reactors than any of its competitors around the 

world with units under construction in Iran, China, and India
125

, but there are no evidences 

available to support such claim. Though, ASE recently was part of the only bid offered to 

build Turkey‘s first nuclear power plant, started to begin operation by 2015
126

. Still, it‘s not 

clear what kind of resources Rosatom will have for exports at a time of financial and 

technical limits restraining domestic construction. In the short term, Kiriyenko has said he 

wants to give priority to domestic reactors over exports. ―Whereas one or two years ago we 

were glad about any foreign business offers, we now carefully choose our projects with 

foreign partners,‖ Kiriyenko said. ―We want to give priority to our Russian projects‖
127

. But 

in the future, Russia aims to be a ―global player,‖ approaching to 20 percent of the world 

market and exports of 8-14 billion USD annually by 2020 
128

.  

According to Kiriyenko, Rosatom plans to build about 60 foreign reactors within 25 

years. The focus would be on South East Asian countries because of their growing demand 

for energy. Given that constructing a reactor for the international market brings in around 
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15 to 2,5 billion USD, such sales may be necessary for Rosatom to come close to achieving 

its plans for self-sufficiency by 2015 
129

 . 

Russia has recently signed sales agreements with China, Bulgaria, India, Myanmar 

(Burma), and Ukraine. ASE is also considering to supply Finland‘s 6 power reactor, and to 

build two large nuclear reactors in Belarus. There are also negotiations with Algeria, 

Argentina, Armenia, Brazil, Chile, Egypt, Libya, Malaysia, Mongolia Morocco, Namibia, 

South Africa, Turkey, and Vietnam
130

. China became a very important customer for Russia 

in recent years, having built two VVER-1000 reactors with Western instruments and 

control systems at the Tianwan plant in Jiangsu province and enrichment facilities
131

. Japan 

and Russia are also actively involved into nuclear cooperation. But Russia and Japan are 

waiting for the US-Russian nuclear cooperation agreement to be signed before they sign 

their own agreement. So far Atomenergoprom and its subsidiaries have signed two big 

contracts with Japanese companies
132

. 

Despite Russia‘s high ambitions for its nuclear program, a ―nuclear renaissance‖ in 

Russia still has many obstacles.  

In the short term, Russia meets many of the same constraints as other countries in 

reviving its nuclear industry, from industrial limitations to the lack of skilled labours.  As 

one observer put it, ―given the stagnation of Russia‘s nuclear industry, slow progress in 

reactor construction, the limited capacities of machine building plants, and recent setbacks 

in NPP (nuclear power plant) construction abroad, the targets and optimism concerning 

large scale construction of NPPs inside and outside of Russia appear unwarranted‖ 
133

 .In 

long-term perspective, it is doubtful whether Russia has enough investments and technical 

capabilities to meet its claims to rapidly develop new reactors and independent nuclear 

industry by 2015, especially as Russia will have to dismantle many of aging nuclear 

reactors from Soviet times and deal with the growing problem of nuclear waste. Some 
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analysts noted that if Russia does not implement its ambitious construction plans, it may 

produce less nuclear electricity in 2020 than today
134

.  

Thus, Russia will have to fight hard to staff an expanded nuclear industry. Russia‘s 

recent economic situation and the reform of Rosatom have benefited nuclear energy 

industry employees, particularly high-level and this attracted specialists to this industry. 

Rosatom has also created special subsides for younger workers and the government recently 

announced a plan to encourage the study of nuclear physics and engineering and unify 

several educational and research institutes into a single national nuclear university. Such 

efforts have already helped lower the average age of nuclear industry employees from 53 to 

48 years old
135

. 

Despite these efforts, it is obvious that the industry has lost an entire generation of 

potential nuclear engineers and high-level managers during the hard years after USSR 

collapse. Also the economic crises substantially decreased financing of higher education 

and the military – the institutions that were the glory of the Soviet Union. By the beginning 

of the 21st century, science was one of the least prestigious institutions in Russia and junior 

researchers were making less than 30 USD a month. This resulted in heavy digress of 

Russia‘s nuclear complex. As Igor Khripunov noted, ―As mid-level scientists left for non-

science jobs or emigration and many bright young people failed to embrace scientific 

careers, research teams grew old‖
136

. Also, there is no confidence that Russia has overcome 

the safety and environmental errors that caused catastrophes during the Soviet era, managed 

its problems with spent fuel, or structured its industry to provide proper security for nuclear 

materials and facilities. But, despite all of this negative factors, with proper investments and 

management Russia has the potential to become one of the leading nuclear fuel, facilities 

and technology country and there is a great interest to such cooperation with Russia from 

global players, specially from the countries with fast growing demand for energy recourses 

and wishing to use more ―green‖ energy. Thus, nuclear energy is one of the key and 

prominent components of Russia‘s energy cooperation.  
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2.2 Russian energy strategy and its implications 

As it was shown in the previous paragraphes, Russia holds immence energy 

recources and hade a great potential for its future elaboration and continious and substantial 

energy supply not only to the domestic, but foreing markets. It is obvious, that using its 

energy recources the country tries to regain its powerful status in the world arena. In Russia 

the main document which stated goals, priorities and key points for different stages of long-

term development of energy policy and methods and means of its implementations is 

―Energy Strategy‖.  

As Noah B Jacobs described: ―Energy policy is the manner in which a given entity 

(often governmental) has decided to address issues of energy development including energy 

production, distribution and consumption.  The attributes of energy policy may include 

legislation, international treaties, incentives to investment, and guidelines for energy 

conservation, taxation and other public policy techniques‖
137

. 

The main goal of the energy strategy is to use energy recourses and energy potential 

effectively on order to provide stable economic development of the country and its citizens 

(GDP growth). 

After the collapse of USSR Russia has to define its national energy policy. The idea 

was approved by the government of Russia in 1992. At the same time government decided 

to develop the Energy Strategy of Russia. For this purpose the Interagency Commission was 

established
138

. In December 1994, major provisions of the Energy Strategy of Russia was 

approved by the government, followed by the presidential decree from 7 May 1995 

confirming the first post-Soviet Russian energy strategy ―On the main directions of energy 

policy and restructuring of the fuel and energy industry of the Russian Federation for the 

period up to the year 2010‖, and the governmental decision from the 13 October 1995 

approving the ―Main provisions for the energy strategy of the Russian Federation 
139

. The 

strategy was changed under the presidency of Vladimir Putin. On 23 November 2000, the 

Russian government approved main provisions of the Russian energy strategy to the year  

2020. On 28 May 2002, the Russian Ministry of Energy gave an elaboration on the main 
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provisions. Based on these documents, the new Russian energy strategy up to the year 2020 

was approved on 23 May 2003 and confirmed by the government on 28 August 2003. 

The main objective of Russian energy strategy is defined to be the determination of 

ways of reaching a better quality of fuel and energy mix and enhancing the competitive 

ability of Russian energy production and services in the world market. For this purpose the 

long-term energy policy should concentrate on energy safety, energy effectiveness, budget 

effectiveness and ecological energy security
140

. But the Energy Strategy to 2020 was 

expired on May 2010 when the Russian government declared the Energy Strategy of 

Russian Federation for the period up to 2030. Previous Energy Strategy was considered as 

not conforming the real situation and government goals and policy. Government agreed to 

revise and update Energy Strategy 2030 every 5 yeas in accordance with current trends. 

Energy Strategy 2030 is a crucial document for the developing of Russian energy sector, 

because of energy strategies and programs of Russian regions, programs of fuel energy 

complex development, programs for development of new recourses, investment projects and 

overall social-economic development of the country shall be based on it.  

The position of Energy Strategy to 2030 in the system of strategic documents of 

Russia is shown at the Picture 6.  
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Picture 6. The position of Energy Strategy to 2030 in the system of strategic 

documents of Russia 

 

Source: translated from presentation of Gromov Alexey. Project of Russia‘s gas industry development until 

2030: myth or reality?   http:// www.energystrategy.ru/ab_ins/source/Gromov_IMEMO-23.03.10.ppt. 

(Retrieved April 23, 2011). 

 

The main goal of the Energy Strategy is to achieve maximum effect from usage of 

natural energy resources for economy development, energy and ecological security. The 

document define ways and methods to develop fuel and power complex, increase the 

compatibility of Russian recourses in the global market, to fix governmental energy policy 

with consideration of forecasted result from its implementation.  

There are few main factors which restrain the development of the country‘s energy 

and power industry: 

- high ( more then 50percent) worn-out of main premises and equipment;  

- common used practice to extend the life time of the equipment; 

- deficit of investments ( except oil industry) and not-rational usage of 

investments;  

- manufacturing capabilities of Russian fuel and power industry are far behind 

from global scientific and technical level;  
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- immense increase of spending for resources exploration;  

- absence of market infrastructure and regulated energy market;  

- high dependence of oil and gas industry, and thus state‘s budget, from world‘s 

prices for oil and gas and condition of world‘s energy market; 

- absence of developed and stable legislation for fuel and power industry 

operating. 

During the preparation of the Strategy Russian specialists made the evaluation of 

the main economic trends for the medium-term and long-term prospective, made on forecast 

of possible development scenarios and macroeconomic parameters which consider 

favourable and non favourable combination of domestic and external factors. It is fair to 

mention, that in the first decade of 21 century the development of Russian economy run by 

the most favourable predictions, based on high prices for oil and gas and increased worlds 

demands for Russian hydrocarbons.  The high demand for the energy resources was caused 

by unfavourable political situation at some oil exporting countries (Iraq, Iran, Venezuela,  

Nigeria and others) and also by the rapidly increasing demand for energy resources from 

developing countries ( China, India, other countries of Asia-Pacific region). Some experts 

consider that the consumption of oil in Asia-Pacific region has been increased by 6 times 

since 1965, while the overall world‘s consumption only twice
141

.  

The new Energy strategy of Russia is aimed to address several specific areas of the 

strategy at the level of tactical details. The energy sector strategy is based on estimates that 

Russia‘s oil production will reach 530 to 535 million tons by the year 2030. The production 

of gas is expected to be around 880-940 billion cubic meters. Electricity generation is 

expected to reach 1,8 to 2,2 trillion kilowatt hours 
142

. The exports of oil are aimed to reach 

329 million tons of oil and refined products. Gas exports are predicted to reach the level of 

349 to 368 billion cubic meters. The strategy also considers the geographical reorientation 

of Russia‘s exports. By the year 2030, Eastern countries would account for 20 percent of 

Russia‘s gas exports. Oil exports to the East that currently take only a 6 percent share of all 

shipments would account for 25 percent of the total volume. The overall investment in the 

energy sector will rise to 2 trillion USD by the end of the period of the forecast.  
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Prime Minister Vladimir Putin noted that the Sayano-Shushenskaya Hydropower 

Plant disaster underscored the need to have supplemental generating capacities. By 2030, 

extra capacity available for emergency situations should reach 17 percent of the country‘s 

total needs. The demand is expected to grow, and so the accelerated replacement of reserves 

should be a priority.  The end phase of the strategy is targeted at optimizing the efficiency 

of energy use. The use of alternative and renewable energy should be intensified, and the 

transition to solar and geothermal energy should go more swiftly. Mr. Putin stated that 

renewable sources should account for 14 percent of Russia‘s energy production. The 

Russian Prime Minister also came forward with suggestions that the tax on natural resource 

extraction should be paid directly to the federal tax authority. Mr. Putin noted that the 

regions should receive adequate compensation for giving up this revenue. The government 

also expects that the rate of natural resources extraction taxes will decrease. For some 

commodities, the tax rate may even be reduced to zero.  

Production 

Estimates for the production of oil in Russia underwent a downward revision in 

the new version of the strategy – the figure decreased by 6,6 percent. While the previous 

prognosis envisioned that oil extraction would be between 540 and 600 million tons, the 

new numbers are only 530 to 535 million tons. Gas production figures have instead 

increased by 4 percent. It is now estimated that by 2030, Russia will produce 880 to 940 

billion cubic meters (the numbers in the last edition of the strategy were 870–880 billion 

cubic meters)
143

. Russia‘s production of petroleum products by 2030 should be between 275 

and 317 million tons, which would include about 188 million tons of motor oil and about 30 

million tons of fuel oil
144

. The numbers for refined petroleum products were lowered in the 

new draft of the plan from a previous estimate of 285 million tons.  

Exports 

Exports of petroleum products and unrefined oil abroad are expected to reach 329 

million tons by 2030. Actually this volume remained unchanged since the last revision. 

Governmental analysts reconsider that gas exports would total 349 to 368 billion cubic 
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meters in 20 years
145

, not 353–380 billion cubic meters as thought previously. The share of 

liquefied gas in the total volume of exports should slightly increase from 14 to 15 percent
146

.     

The Eastern market for Russia‘s gas is expected to take nearly one fifth of the 

country‘s gas exports. The supply of oil and oil products to the East will rise to 25 percent. 

Currently it is only 6 percent.    

Russian specialists expect that by 2030, the share of gas in the country‘s overall 

consumption will decline to 47 percent from its current level of 52 percent. The current 

forecast is based on an estimate of oil prices at 70 to 80 USD per barrel
147

.  

Replacement of reserves 

               In order to fulfil the goals and estimates of the Strategy the government shall put 

lots of efforts on the replenishment of reserves. The increase in the unexplored gas, oil, and 

coal reserves will have to exceed the rate at which these resources would be used. The 

exploration of deposits located in the Far East, Eastern Siberia, and the Arctic shelf are 

heightened priority. The increase in proven oil reserves at fields offshore will be around 10 

to 15 percent. For gas, the reserves should increase by 20 to 25 percent
148

.   The ratio 

between the yearly increases of extraction and the discovery of new proven reserves will be 

more than 1 for coal, gas, oil, and uranium. The ratio of recovery at the fields of mineral 

deposits in Russia will rise to 35–37 percent.     

Under the new Energy Strategy, the cumulative investment in the fuel sector made 

before 2030 will be 2 trillion USD. The domestic consumption of energy in Russia is 

estimated to rise by a minimum of 40 percent by the end of the period examined in the 

forecast. The trading of energy resources at Russia‘s exchanges as a proportion of the 

volume of the domestic market should reach at least 30 percent in 2030.  

Standby capacity 

Another interesting aspect of the revised energy plan is its emphasis on the 

creation of back-up generating capacities. Prime Minister Putin recently indicated that the 

goal is to have enough supplementary energy sources to provide for 17 percent of Russia‘s 

overall needs. The barriers to achieving such targets are, first and foremost, infrastructural. 
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Nevertheless, the Russian government realizes that considerable standby capacity must be 

created soon, especially in light of the recent catastrophe at the Sayano-Shushenskaya plant.    

Since both the domestic and the foreign demand for energy resources will only go 

up in the future, Russia‘s energy strategy, according to Mr. Putin, must assure that internal 

needs are met and that Russia remains a strong energy partner for foreign customers.   

The generation of electricity in Russia will be around 1,8 to 2,2 trillion kilowatt 

hours by 2030. The current capacity of Russian power plants is 225 GW, and it is expected 

to increase to between 355 - 445 GW in 2030. The efficiency of gas and coal electric power 

plants will grow by 40 percent by 2030. The efficiency of atomic power plants will rise by 

15 percent
149

.  

Alternative sources 

Russia‘s energy strategy consists of three parts. In the initial phase that is to be 

implemented from 2013 to 2015, the energy sector will be recovering from the effects of the 

economic crisis and building a foundation for future development. The second phase that 

would last from 2015 to 2022 will see the introduction of modern innovative technologies to 

the energy sector. The final stage of the program from 2022 to 2030 will be marked by a 

focus on energy efficiency and serve as a beginning point for Russia‘s transition to the use 

of fuels not based on hydrocarbons. 

Alternative sources of energy, including nuclear power, wind, hydropower, and 

other renewable fuels, will be given special priority. By the end of 2030, alternative 

resources of energy should hold 14 percent of the country‘s demand. Additionally, the 

current energy strategy foresees improvements in the refining process of hydrocarbons. The 

average yield of product at Russian refineries should rise from 73 percent to at least 90 

percent
150

. In the long term, the domestic energy market needs to be liberalized. Altogether, 

the strategy should be founded on the principles of natural market forces, innovation, 

efficiency, and environmental quality.  

But the development of alternative souses of energy shall be driven and controlled 

by the government. The government needs define the proper strategy and the investment 

plan. Recently, the government of Russia became more active in energy policy and trying to 

switch the control over the industry from the regional and private level to the federal. At the 
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same time the government pays great attention to the improvement of the institutes of oil 

and gas sector.Russian government takes actions to strengthen market and political status of 

the state‘s oil and gas companies as ―Gasprom‖ and ―Rosneft‖. Also there is very active 

state‘s PR for the oil and gas related activities as well as positive news about the distribution 

of the profits from oil and gas export. But not all specialists share the same attitude with the 

leadership of Russia.  

For example, the president of the Institute of energy policy Dr. Milov considers 

that the possibility to solve all social problems ant to achieve fast modernization of the 

country at the expenses of ―oil dollars‖ is a very harmful illusion. Russia is a highly 

industrialized country with huge territory which requires resource-intensive transport 

infrastructure with high domestic demand for energy resources. Besides that, the orientation 

only to the hydro carbonate‘s export will lead to the ―Holland syndrome‖ – loss of the 

competitive of science – intensive national industries because of significant inflow of ―oil 

dollars‖, salary increase, and increase of the cost of national currency
151

.But, the above 

mentioned negative consequences are possible only with misuse of oil dollars. In order to 

avoid it is required to direct this capital to the creation of new technologies, modernization 

of different industrial sectors, creation of energy saving technologies, development of the 

science, etc. Thus, the government tries to control the whole inflow of coming profits and 

its distribution.  

Recently, Russia‘s Prime Minister Vladimir Putin made a proposal to have the 

NRET taxes on extraction of hydrocarbons be paid to the federal government in its entirety. 

Additional payments are needed to increase state revenues. Several legislative measures 

enacted recently, including amendments to the Budget Code and the Law on the Central 

Bank, will allow increasing state revenues.  Today, Russia‘s regions retain 5 percent of the 

NRET, while 95 percent goes to the federal tax authorities. As a result of the new change, 

Russia‘s budget received 1,5 billion USD in fiscal year 2010 
152

. Russian officials want to 

provide adequate compensation to the regions for having to give up tax revenues. The 

regions will receive subsidies in proportion to their contribution of NRET revenues. These 

federal outlays will help regions balance their budgets. Altogether, it is estimated that 32 
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regions will be affected by the tax changes. Additionally, the Russian government has 

decided to allocate the proceeds from the financial operations with the wealth reserve fund 

to the state budget. Moreover, the country‘s Central Bank will be asked to turn over 75 

percent of its profits to the state (the number was 50 percent in the past) for the next 3 years.  

While the overall strategy for the development of the energy industry does not envision the 

complete removal of the NRET, it provides for a number of tax incentives and export duty 

reductions. In some cases, such as with coal extraction, the net effect may be the reduction 

of the NRET to zero. The government of Russia is also claimed to introduce new significant 

incentives to attract businesses to explore new, alternative sources of energy. However, 

such incentives are still in the process of elaboration.  

Prospective directions of the development of Russian energy sector and 

unsolved problems 

 From the analysis of the Russian Energy Strategy 2030 it is clear that the most 

prospective direction of the development of Russian energy sector is the Eastern direction. 

This direction is attractive because of the transportation of the resources to the 

East is going through the territory of the Russia only – the pipeline East Siberia – Pacific 

Ocean (ESPO) – with the exit to the coast of the pacific Ocean (oil terminal Kozmino). It 

provides the perfect opportunity to export oil to the different countries of the Asia Pacific 

region, not only to China. If China becomes the only customer of Russian energy recourses 

in the East, it will give to China unprecedented bargaining opportunities and will limit 

Russian possibility to act in accordance with own interests and benefits.  The construction 

of the first stage of the ESPO should be finished in 2008, but it was delayed due to the 

changes in the configuration and the length of the pipeline, and also because of the delay in 

construction by the contracting agencies, but, finally, it was done on December 2009. The 

route of the first stage is from Tayshet (Irkutsk region) to Skovorodino ( Amur region) with 

the overall length of 2694 kilometers. The capacity of the pipeline is 30 million tons of oil 

per year. The half of the oil will be transported by the railway to the end point if the pipeline 

– Kozmino bay, and other 15 tons will supply to China via branch pipeline
153

.    

In order not to depend from the neighbouring states Russia also construct the 

another pipeline through the Baltic Sea to the Germany. The importance of this pipeline was 

proved during the crises about the gas transport through Ukraine in December 2008 – 

January 2009 when Ukraine illegally extracted the gas designated for European countries 
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and then finally blocked the transit of the Russian gas. Thus, Russia did not receive more 

then 1 billion USD from the export contracts
154

. 

In May 2008 the first launch complex of the project ―North‖ which includes 

magisterial pipeline ―Kstovo – Yaroslavl – Kirishi – Primorsk‖ and the sea terminal. The 

launch of this project will allow creating competitive export schemes of the Russian oil and 

to transfer the freight flows from the Baltic States to the Russian harbours. At the south of 

Russia the construction of the Transbaltic pipeline (Burgas – Alexandroupolis) is also 

planned. The pipeline will pass through the Black Sea to Greece and after to the Western 

European countries. All of these projects will allow to export Russian hydro carbonates to 

the different markets more economically and without any external factors.   

The perspective direction of the development of Russian energy industry is the 

exploration of the continental shelf of Russia. Oil fields located at the land have been 

exploited for a long time and have the tendency to become depleted. New oil fields are 

located at the places which are difficult to access and with hard climatic conditions.  

Besides this fields Russia has explored reserves of hydrocarbonates at the shelf of adjoining 

seas. With the depletion of the reserves located in West Siberia Russia has to explore 

reserves of the continental shelf. According to the estimates of Russian specialists 4 million 

square kilometers from overall 6 million square kilometers of continental shelf are suitable 

for oil and gas exploration, though it is very risky and expensive process. Thus, even big 

fields will be explored; the real production there could start only in 15-20 years
155

. Russia 

has great opportunities and reserves for successful implementation of its Energy Strategy, 

but there are several problems which have to be solved before.  

In the Energy Strategy 2030 the development of the domestic market of energy 

resources is one of the main directions of the energy sector development. But, it is obvious 

that all attempts to create this market failed. There is no any market of domestic energy 

recourses because of the absence of stock trade of hydro carbonates. Such situation leads to 

the different machinations of oil in gas companies to hide theirs profits (p.ex.: to create 

intracorporate prices). Thus, all operations with oil and gas products could be recognized as 
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market operations due to the absence of official information about the market price and 

stock quotations.  

According to the Energy Strategy 2020, Russian energy complex will mostly use 

Russian equipment and the rate of usage of imported equipment will decrease to 5-10 

percent in 2020.  But, there are no any positive changes in this direction. All Russian oil and 

gas companies prefer to use imported equipment.  For example, for the construction of the 

oil – transfer station ―Skovorodino‖ the company ―Transneft‖ used Swiss oil-transfer pipes, 

which are very reliable and have high capacity
156

.Also most of the equipment used in the 

industry is technologically old.  Companies prefer to save on industrial costs and continue 

to use out of date and old industrial equipment which decrease the capacity and 

effectiveness of the production.  According to the evaluations of statistical and market 

agencies in order the renewal of the equipment of Russian oil and gas companies will 

require at least 15 years. The delay of the capital investments in the development of the 

energy sector is more then 40 billion USD as it was required by the Energy Strategy 2020. 

During last 10-15 years investments were used mostly to the simple reproduction. As a 

result, there is a significant accumulation of the old equipment in the industry, stagnation 

and decrease of the technological level and economic effectiveness of the energy sector of 

Russia.  

The central part in the Energy Strategy is given to the energy security. But, it shall 

be mentioned, that main deters come from the monopolization of the complex. The 

monopolistic situation leads to the prices increase by the illegal agreement between 

companies and states controlling agencies and law machinery. This can be proven by the 

following fact: the problem of the low quality of Russian oil products. 90 percent of the 

gasoline manufactured in Russia doesn‘t conform with ecological requirements to its 

content. Despite the law quality and local production the price for gasoline and other 

products in Russia is similar to ones in USA
157

.Russian economy failed to provide 

qualitative improvements for technology modernization, the industry is still not cost 

effective. In Russia, the production of goods and services requires 5 times more energy 

recourses then in Western Europe. Such high energy consumption is similar to the one in 

USA, but the GDP per person in USA is much higher then in Russia. This gap between 
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consumption of energy resources and effects of its consumption makes Russia non 

competitive in the world‘s market of goods and services.  

The importance of energy sector for the future development of Russia requires 

proper implementation of the Energy Strategy. In order to achieve its goals the government 

of Russia shall put its efforts to the modernization of the sector, its innovative development, 

to overcome structural disproportions and to improve its legislative base and strengthen 

overall control. The goals stated in the Strategy are ambitious, but achievable. The proper 

implementation of the Strategy will allow Russia to hold stable and considerable place in 

the worlds market of energy recourses and world‘s economic and political arena.  

 

2.3 Theoretical evaluation of the Russian Energy Strategy 

The detailed analysis of the content of Russian Energy policy and its objectives 

allows to evaluate its theoretical discourse and implications.  

Russia‗s energy strategy is a good example of the possible connections between 

energy security and foreign policy. If the internal angle of the strategy is important, the 

external angle is no less important. In Russia‗s Energy Strategy 2020, it is mentioned that 

one of the principal objectives of Russia is to utilize its natural resources and energy 

infrastructure as instruments to reintegrate the post Soviet space politically and 

economically
158

 and then it was restated again in the new Strategy. The strategy aimed at 

investing abundantly in the energy sectors of the members of the Commonwealth of 

Independent States (CIS) to advance Russia‗s economic and energy interests.  

Following the analysis of Stulberg, it is possible to establish a link between this 

strategy and the concept of ―Strategic Manipulation‖.  

First, according to Stulberg, in order to harmonize production and processing 

activities across the Post-Soviet Space, the Kremlin had to strategically interact with state-

owned and private enterprises: ―Energy Strategy summoned state and private entities to 

exert pressure on regional states to ease Russia‗s access to international markets and 

facilitate the realization of the export potential of Russian energy‖
159

. Second, Russia‗s 

energy strategy takes place in a form of ―State Capitalism‖ where the Kremlin exerts control 
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over the development of energy resources, the regulation process and the actors within the 

energy sector; hence the ―regulatory state capacity‖ which Stulberg refers to
160

.  

This strategy is also strongly focused on ―economic security‖ in that the Russian 

state sought to implement a strategy to protect and increase Russia‗s ―weight‖ within the 

world economy by using the ―cogwheels‖ of global energy markets, its energy firms and 

regulatory institutions as instruments of statecraft for acquiring key technologies and 

controlling strategic segments such as energy. Even if state-owned firms such as Gazprom, 

Rosneft, Transneft and other private ones such as Lukoil operate on a commercial base, they 

have played and continue to play an active role in Russia‗s foreign policy. To a certain 

extent, these firms are more important than the Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
161

. 

Furthermore, Russia seems to have recognized the importance of imperfect 

competition in global energy markets in that its energy strategy seeks to dynamize the 

Russian economy and increase its competitiveness and market power at the international 

level: ―the focal point of strategic energy policy was to steer market mechanisms to uphold 

the country‗s role as a primes inter pares in the Eurasian gas equation, and to exploit this 

dominance as a spring-board for achieving competitive advantages in the global markets.‗
162

.  

In definitive, this strategy indicates that for Russia to regain its great power status 

in a totally different context, that is, in the absence of empire and in heightened market 

competition conditions in global energy markets, it needs to convert its economic capacities 

(i.e. natural resources) into geopolitical levers. In this sense, Russia‗s energy strategy is in 

line with the larger framework of the geopolitics.  

Russia holds important place among the world‘s sources of energy resources. Thus, 

the attempts of other states to strengthen theirs positions inside the country economically 

means strategic penetration in the area which is sensitive for the national security of Russia 

and its geopolitical interests. Using the energy factor Russia has all chances to rebuild its 

status as the major countries in the regional and global scale. Until recently, the energy 

diplomacy of Russia was inconsistent and fragmentary and reflected the results of the 

struggle between state and major private capital, between different state‘s structures. There 

was no integral, united approach to the energy policy which considers geopolitical, 
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economic, territorial and ecological interests of Russia. As a result, economic and political 

position of Russia in the world has been weakening
163

.  But the elaboration and 

implementation of the Energy Strategy of Russia for the period up to 2020 and 2030 was 

aimed to balance and strengthen energy policy of Russia in accordance with its geopolitical 

interests and thus its role is very important for the energy policy of the country.  
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Chapter 3. Russo-Chinese Energy Relations 

 

3.1. The analysis of energy resources demand in China 

In order to understand the essence of Russian energy relations with China, it is 

crucial to provide the analysis of the Chinese energy demand, as it allows to realize the 

main directions and accents of these relations.  

China is one of the most rapidly developing country in the world with registered 

average growth of 10 percent between 2000 and 2008, but even during the harsh year of 

global economic crisis in 2009 it managed to maintain the high rate of economic growth  of 

8,7 percent
164

. Together with economic development the demand for energy supply is 

accordingly increasing. 

Coal dominates China‘s energy resource consumption: 70 percent of its electricity 

is generated from coal, and it annually accounts for one-third of global coal use. Coal is an 

attractive fuel for China because it is the world‘s largest producer of coal. But even that is 

not sufficient to supply the country‘s needs. In 2008 China became a net importer of coal, 

with Vietnam as its largest supplier. While China might enjoy an impressive amount of coal 

reserves, the environmental and human toll that it exacts on the country is incalculable. On 

average, more than 12 Chinese die every day in mining accidents; this compares with an 

annual coal-extracting human cost of 30 lives in the United States
165

.  

Natural gas supplies about 4 percent of China‘s energy needs, which leaves 

petroleum (oil) as an energy source keenly sought by the country. In 1993, 15 years before 

it began importing coal, China became a net petroleum importer. A decade later, by 2003, it 

was the world‘s second largest oil consumer; only after the United States. But with less than 

5 percent of the world‘s population, the United States consumes around 25 percent of the 

world‘s oil; by comparison, China, with 20 percent of the world‘s population, uses 7 percent 

of the annual global oil supply. But this will change. China‘s expanding economy has 

produced history‘s largest rural-to-urban migration. It has made car ownership a reality to 

millions of people. All of this is only sustainable if China continues to import massive 
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amounts of oil. It already imports almost half of its oil consumption, and this figure is 

planned to increase drastically in future.  

Oil demand 

EIA forecasted that China‘s oil demand will grow by over 800,000 barrels per day 

by 2009, or about 32 percent of the projected world oil demand growth for the period. But 

during the month of November 2010, for the first time, China's oil consumption has risen 

above 10 million barrels of oil per day reaching a high of 10.2 million barrels per 

day
166

.  Much of the increased consumption was due to the large-scale use of diesel-fueled 

electrical generation after local governments closed coal-fired plants and rationed electricity 

to meet central government efficiency and emissions targets. 

This figure was followed later by the Reuters report that implied oil demand in 

China in 2011 increased 10,3 percent from 2010 to 9,54 million barrels per day, only second 

to the record high in December. Implied demand, a combination of crude throughput and 

net imports of refined oil products, grew 13,8percent on year to 9,15 million barrels per day 

in January 2011, the calculations showed. The International Energy Agency forecasts that 

China would account for 40 percent of global oil demand growth of 1,4 million bpd in 2011. 

Reuters poll suggested that China's oil consumption may grow 5-7 percent, or an 

incremental 450,000 to 550,000 barrels per day this year
167

. The International Energy 

Agency estimates China will have to rely on imports for 79 percent of its oil needs by 

2030
168

. 

China‘s official statistics also proves the significance dependence of the country 

from the oil import, in 2009 the percentage of the imported oil surpasses 50 percent from 

the overall oil consumption in China
169

. The forecast made by the authoritative information 

source - PFC Energy in October 2009 shows that China‘s crude oil imports would have to 

double by the middle of the next decade and would exceed 10 million barrels per day by 

2020. The forecast of the China‘s oil demand made by the analysts of the PFC Energy is 

shown in the Picture 7.  
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Picture 7. China’s Near Term Oil Import Needs 

 

 

Source: ―World needs to save at least 3 million barrels per day by 2020 for China to grow. Any 

volunteers?‖  http://www.crudeoilpeak.com/?p=525. (Retrieved May 12, 2011). 

 

China manages to have only a fourteen days oil  reserve in comparison with Japan, 

which has an oil reserve that covers over three months usage
170

. Chinese economists and 

politicians are keenly aware of these challenges. Because of this reason China has moved to 

diversify their oil suppliers through a variety of strategies. China is actively looking 

worldwide for oil. The major Chinese state oil companies: China National Petroleum 

Corporation (CNPC), PetroChina and the China Petrochemical Corporation (Sinopec) are 

the leaders behind such initiatives. Chinese companies are vigorously pursuing oil supply 

contracts with foreign firms. Chinese oil companies actively invest in Angola, Azerbaijan, 

Canada, Chad, Indonesia, Iraq, Iran, Kazakhstan, Myanmar, Nigeria, Peru, Russia, 

Singapore, Saudi Arabia, Sudan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and Venezuela. In particular, 

PetroChina is determined to on-take oil/gas infrastructure development projects and to 

acquire equity in oil industry assets. PetroChina is responsible for 75 projects in 29 
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countries and is the world‘s second-biggest company by value. China aims to secure its oil 

supply contracts around the world.  The geopolitical, economic and military implications 

are immense.With current development and trends in the world‘s economy China‘s oil 

imports will almost certainly become closer to those of the United States.  

China began to suffer from oil supply shortages in 2007. These shortages led to 

price increases in petrol and diesel of up to 18 percent in June 2008. In an effort to boost 

domestic oil production, China has invited foreign investment in its oil infrastructure. China 

has asked six countries to help fill this gap. The UK, South Korea, Russia, United Arab 

Emirates (UAE), US and Saudi Arabia was competing in order to participate in different 

joint projects proposed by China. Joint venture proposals with CNPC largely relate to the 

mainland based refining sector and include British Petroleum (BP), South Korea‘s SK and 

LG, Russia‘s Rosneft, a United Arab Emirates (UAE) led investor group, ExxonMobil 

Corporation, and various Saudi oil enterprises. Even though in 2008 China may be able to 

ramp up its refinery capacity by approximately 54,5 million tons, there is still the likelihood 

of a gaping shortfall in oil supply.Notwithstanding, further analysis of China‘s oil 

consumption leads to the general conclusion that China is likely to triple or even quadruple 

oil imports by 2040.  

Gas demand 

Gas makes up around only 4 percent of China's energy mix, but successful 

exploration and pipeline infrastructure developments will lead to rapid consumption growth. 

The continued industrialization of China will add to demand, especially with China's 

growing desire to switch from coal to cleaner gas for power generation. Combined-cycle 

gas-turbine power stations are among the cheapest forms of electricity generation to run, 

and the quickest to build.China's gas demand is around 75 billion cubic meters a year 

slightly less than that of Germany, but is growing by more than 10 percent a year
171

. China's 

central government is promoting natural gas as a preferred energy source. It has set an 

ambitious target of increasing the share of natural gas in its overall energy mix to 10 percent 

by 2020, thus the country will probably be the world's third-largest consumer. 
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Picture 8.  Gas consumption in China 2000 - 2020 

 

Source: China National Bureau of Statistics, Bernstein Researchm CNPC. 

 

Historically, the country has focused on domestic oil supply and it has only been 

in recent years that China has turned to natural gas. Geologically, the country is highly 

prospective and in the last couple of years several significant gas discoveries have been 

made. China‘s primary natural gas-producing regions are Sichuan province in the southwest 

(Changqing Basin); Shaanxi province (Ordos Basin); the Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous 

Region and Qinghai in the northwest (Tarim, Chungeer, and Caidamu Basins) and produce 

about 65 percent of China‘s total gas output. Several offshore natural gas fields are located 

in the Bohai Basin and the Panyu complex in the South China Sea
172

.  

As its natural gas demand is spreading and creating a domestic supply shortage, 

China is importing gas. The country's large demand potential means that, for now, China's 

gas market is to a great extent supply driven. The surge in consumption in recent years 

resulted from the development of new gas fields, but also from new infrastructure projects 

that brought gas from remote producing provinces, mostly in the western part of the country, 

to demand centers in the East
173

. 
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The environment is an increasingly important factor shaping Chinese government 

policy. Environmental concerns and energy diversification are important drivers of natural 

gas penetration of the Chinese energy mix. This is particularly the case in large urbanized 

areas, where both local and national governments are pursuing policies that will increase 

gas use. Outside the power sector, gas demand is taken up first by residential and 

commercial use (which is likely to remain the priority) and then by industry. The power 

sector makes up the incremental demand and has the potential to absorb almost unlimited 

volumes of gas if the supply is competitively priced. The use of gas in the power sector is 

restricted by government policy; but in many cases there is inadequate gas supply. For base 

load power generation, gas can rarely compete with coal; and load curves do not support 

gas-fired generation because peak demand can usually be met from abundant coal-fired 

capacity. When peak demand does support gas-fired generation, merit-order dispatch 

usually results in gas being uneconomic because tariffs are too low relative to the number of 

hours a plant is utilized
174

. While global gas prices remain at a sufficiently high level to 

prompt the government to limit gas use in the power sector, coal will continue to play its 

underpinning role for electricity generation, with gas demand likely to reach only 15-40 

billion cubic meters per year by 2020, depending on how the government prioritizes gas 

utilization. Today, government policy appears to favour hydro-electric and nuclear power 

over gas in a bid to control pollution and greenhouse-gas emissions
175

. 

But although gas plays only a marginal role in the power sector, Chinese 

consumption could triple to 200 billion cubic meters per year by 2020, driven by economic 

development, fuel substitution and environmental factors, placing the country's demand 

third in the world behind the United States and Russia
176

. However, the question is not so 

much whether future demand levels will be reached, but rather which segments of the 

market will be able to secure gas supply. The allocation of gas supply will remain a function 

of government policy and that policy prioritizes residential and industrial use over base load 

power generation. China aims to more than double domestic gas supply from present levels 

by 2020. This goal appears well within reach, thanks to a successful exploration program 

and investment in associated infrastructure. But it is less clear which markets will be served 
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by the increased output, as this will require stakeholder alignment between local 

government, central government and project developers. Unconventional resources will 

become increasingly important; China is already pushing ahead with the development of 

coal-bed methane projects, in part to reduce emission losses from coal mines. In addition, 

China is highly prospective for shale gas, with two large basins with significant potential 

already identified
177

. 

To meet rising demand, China must incorporate a growing proportion of imported 

gas into its supply mix. Pipeline and LNG imports will help to manage changes in demand 

and the country is negotiating for additional term LNG supplies to its coastal areas, 

additional contracts are expected to be announced in the near future. But imported LNG and 

pipeline gas prices will reflect higher international gas prices, for long-distance pipelines 

the cost alone for deliveries to coastal demand centers is likely to be comparable to that of 

LNG. Until a decade ago, China's gas markets were isolated, not only externally from 

international markets, but also internally from each other. The first large inter-province gas 

pipeline, the Ordos-Beijing line, was completed at the end of 1997 and started delivering 

gas from Shaanxi province to demand centers in Beijing and Tianjin. This started the 

evolution of China's gas industry from local businesses to regional and national 

businesses
178

. There are interprovincial pipelines which has just been constructed , like the 

one connecting Sichuan and Shanghai, which was completed in March 2010
179

, and the 

second West-East Gas Pipeline (the China leg of the Central Asia Gas Pipeline), which 

provided first gas at the end of 2010.  And more pipelines are planned. 

A more flexible supply alternative is also emerging in China's gas market. The 

country's first commercial gas-liquefaction plant started operation in 2004, delivering LNG 

from western China to markets in the eastern and southern parts of the country, transported 

by specially designed LNG tank trucks. Since then, more land based LNG projects have 

been proposed and several liquefaction plants are either under construction or at the 

preparation stage. Although they account for a very small fraction of total gas supply, these 

projects bring in important new market elements: they add a flexible new gas supply source; 

increase the liquidity of the gas market; and, more importantly, introduce market-based 
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pricing, as gas prices from these projects are negotiated between the buyer and the seller. 

But multiple-source gas supply challenges the rationale of China's existing cost-plus pricing 

principle. Gas is priced on the basis of cost, with allowance for an approved profit margin, 

along the entire value chain. But with multiple supply sources, gas arriving at the same city-

gate terminal from different upstream fields or LNG terminals, and/or through different 

pipelines could be at very different cost levels. China's aim of more than doubling domestic 

gas supply by 2020 is well within reach and rapidly growing demand will be met by a 

combination of increased domestic supply, pipeline and LNG imports. With imports of 40–

80 billion cubic meters per year by 2020, the country will be an important market for 

exporters, its volume can underpin large upstream projects. 

Nuclear energy demand 

Nuclear power accounts for a small but rapidly growing portion of China‘s overall 

electricity mix and is an area that has received considerable central government attention 

and effort. At the end of 2009, nuclear power represented only about 1 percent of China‘s 

installed electricity generating capacity, or roughly 10 GW of China‘s total installed 

capacity of 950 GW
180

.  Electricity from nuclear power comprised only 1,9 percent of 

China's total electricity available for consumption in 2007, the most recent year for which 

official national-level statistics are available. In contrast, hydropower comprised 14,8 

percent, and thermal power, including electricity generated by coal and other fossil fuels, 

accounted for 83,2 percent of electricity generated
181

.  

Mainland China has 13 nuclear power reactors in operation, more than 25 under 

construction, and more about to start construction soon
182

. Additional reactors are planned, 

including some of the world's most advanced, to give more than a ten-fold increase in 

nuclear capacity to at least 80 GW by 2020, 200 GW by 2030, and 400 GW by 2050. China 

is rapidly becoming self-sufficient in reactor design and construction, as well as other 

aspects of the fuel cycle
183

.  In 2010 the People's Republic of China has approved 34 new 

nuclear power plant projects (36,92 million KW in capacity) of which 26, amounting to 

28,71 KW, have already been initiated, accounting for around 40 percent of the world's 
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nuclear power plants in current construction
184

. Nuclear plants that are currently under 

construction will, when completed, more than triple China's 2009 nuclear electricity-

generating capacity. This expansion reflects a growing PRC government desire to diversify 

China's energy mix by reducing reliance on coal resources and expanding the amount of 

energy produced by other sources, such as natural gas, wind, hydro, and nuclear.  

Central and local governments are interested in developing nuclear power for a 

variety of reasons. Nuclear plants can be placed nearly anywhere, including in locations far 

from resource or weather dependent energy sources. Many of China's most populous areas, 

those that use the most energy, are located along the country's coast, far from traditional 

coal and oil supplies in north eastern and north western China. In November 2009, on the 

eve of the Copenhagen climate summit, PRC leaders committed to reduce China's carbon 

intensity per unit of GDP by 40 to 45 percent of 2005 levels by 2020
185

. Nuclear power does 

not produce greenhouse gases or other types of air pollution and thus could help China meet 

commitments for reducing carbon output. 

Moves to build nuclear power commenced in 1970 and about 2005 the industry 

moved into a rapid development phase. Technology has been drawn from France, Canada 

and Russia, with local development based largely on the French element. The latest 

technology acquisition has been from the USA (via Westinghouse, owned by Japan's 

Toshiba) and France
186

.  

In September 2010, the China Daily reported that China National Nuclear Corporation 

(CNNC) alone plans to invest CNY 800 billion (120 billion USD) into nuclear energy 

projects by 2020. Total investment in nuclear power plants, in which CNNC will hold 

controlling stakes, will reach CNY 500 billion (75 billion USD) by 2015, resulting in 40 

GW on line, according to CNNC. In order to fund the company's expansion target, CNNC 

plans to list its subsidiary, CNNC Nuclear Power Co Ltd in 2011, to attract strategic 

investors
187

. In January 2011 a report from the State Council Research Office (SCRO), 

which makes independent policy recommendations to the State Council on strategic matters, 

was published. While approving the enormous progress made on many fronts, it cautioned 
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concerning provincial and corporate enthusiasm for new nuclear power plants and said that 

the 2020 target should be restricted to 70 GW
188

 of new plant actually operating so as to 

avoid placing undue demand on quality control issues in the supply chain. The report said 

that 32 further reactors 34,86 GW had been approved by the state at end 2010, with 25 

(27,73 GW) then under construction. The location and the total amount of the nuclear power 

reactors which are already into operation, under construction or planned are shown at the 

Picture 9 - Nuclear power reaction in China. 

Picture 9. Nuclear power reaction in China 

 

 

  

Source: Nuclear Power in China. World Nuclear Association. http://www.world-

nuclear.org/info/inf63.html.  (Retrieved July24, 2011) 
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               The SCRO calculated that nuclear development would require new investment of 

some CNY 1 trillion (151 billion USD) by 2020, not counting those units being built now. 

These projects rely mainly on debt, funds are tight, and ―investment risks cannot be 

discounted‖
189

.  

China's growing nuclear power industry will make it the world's largest uranium 

user, overtaking the United States by the next decade. Uranium imports will rise sharply by 

the 2020s to power the industry, Qian Zhimin, deputy director of the National Energy 

Administration, told the China Daily
190

.Mr. Qian also added that by 2020, nuclear power 

could be contributing 7 percent to 8 percent of China's electricity, more than the 

government's target of 5 percent
191

. Chinese industry officials said that the country already 

has sufficient uranium to meet its needs, even though it chooses to hedge its bets by 

investing heavily in overseas mines. "China is relatively rich in uranium reserves and can 

completely satisfy the needs of Chinese nuclear energy development for 2020," 
192

 said 

Zhao Chenkun, the vice-chairman of the China Nuclear Energy Association.The companies 

behind the ambitious nuclear expansion also expressed confidence in domestic 

supplies.Director of planning and development at China National Nuclear Corp (CNNC), 

Cao Shudong, shares same ides saying that ―Our basic strategy is we will rely on our own 

supply of uranium to a very large extent ". He added that the exploration activity within 

China fell into a lull two decades ago, but drilling had since been stepped up and CNNC had 

found new mines in the far north western regions of Xinjiang and Inner 

Mongolia
193

.However, some experts disagreed with such assessment of domestic uranium 

supplies
194

. 
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 Despite CNNC's confidence in domestic supplies, it has already established China 

Uranium Corporation, a subsidiary specializing in procuring overseas uranium supplies. An 

executive with the subsidiary said that it planned to raise overseas production to 2,500 tones 

per year by 2015 following a series of investments and exploration projects in Niger, 

Namibia, Zimbabwe and Mongolia. CNNC rival China Guangdong Nuclear Power Corp 

(CGNPC) is aiming to expand domestic uranium output in Xinjiang and its home province 

of Guangdong, and has also launched mining projects in Kazakhstan and Uzbekistan
195

. 

Thus, it is obvious that China will implement significant program aimed at 

development and construction of its nuclear energy plants and facilities, and will look for 

more technological, material and recourses support from abroad. 

 

3. 2. Russo-Chinese Energy Relations 

Based on the reality that China is in a deep need for expanding volumes and the 

geography of its energy supply, its is obvious that there are many impetuses for Russo-

Chinese energy cooperation. These relationships has been characterized by Anders Aslund 

of the Peterson Institute as ―having enormous complementarities between Russia, which has 

commodities, and China, which has cheap labour and manufacturing‖
196

. The fundamental 

reality driving China‘s energy strategy globally, and in its energy relationship with Russia 

in particular, is its inability to provide sufficient quantities of energy to satisfy its own 

domestic needs.  

Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, Russia tried to pursue its independent 

energy policy, to make a new accents and provide a fresh development of its energy policy. 

Naturally, the country looked at its eastern neighbour – China, which has benn 

demonstrated steady economic development.  

Over the past two decades China has evolved from a net oil exporter to a net oil 

importer. This development underscores the important trajectory of Chinese energy 

expansionism from Latin America, to Africa, to the Middle East. Russia and the former 

Soviet states of Central Asia play an increasingly important role in China‘s own energy 
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security and quid pro quo in those countries' own long-term economic security. Recent 

developments point to the veracity of this observation. China has long lobbied Russia for 

easier access to its resource commodities; Russia has long pursued strengthening the Asian 

dimension of its foreign policy to offset American power and to magnify its political, 

foreign policy and economic influence vis-à-vis the Europeans by giving the impression of 

looking east. 

The easing of tensions in Northeast Asia and in the world after the end of the Cold 

War and the improvement and furtherance of Russo-Chinese relations has provided a good 

environment and necessary conditions for bilateral energy cooperation. The fact that China 

and Russia are neighbours is a compelling reason for expanded energy exports from Russia 

to China. The two countries share a 4,200 kilometre border. This geographical proximity 

allows for direct trade free from third-party countries, which require transit fees and have 

the power to withhold supplies. 

So, there seem to be complementary interests between China and Russia in the 

energy trade. Russia has abundant gas and oil resources, and China is an energy importer. 

The diversification of customers seems to make good business sense for Russia, while 

China seeks secure energy sources not threatened by the volatility of the Middle East or a 

sea blockade.  

The history of Russo-Chinese Energy Cooperation 

It is crucial to understand the development of energy relations between Russia and 

China in its historical discourse in order to analyze current trends and the vectors of the 

future development of energy cooperation between both countries.   

In 1994 China National Petroleum Corporation and Russian Yukos first started to 

negotiate the possible cooperation - the feasibility studies of the oil pipeline which would 

connect East Siberia with Chinese Daqing, however it required nearly a decade to complete 

them.  In April 1996 governments of both countries signed agreements on energy 

cooperation, thus launching the Russo-Chinese energy cooperation on official level. During 

the following decade the energy cooperation was not substantial, goals and figures have 

been changed many times, and in total the claimed perspectives were not achieved. Only in 

2006 the energy dialog between Russia and China came into the new stage. Thus, Russo-

Chinese energy cooperation can be divided into 3 stages.  

The first stage – years of 1990s 

This period represents the first milestone of the energy cooperation between 

Russia and China. At this stage Russia was very enthusiastic and active about the energy 
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dialogue with China and it was the main peculiarity of this period. In the beginning of the 

1990‘s the economic, political situation and the foreign policy of Russia was in chaos, the 

country was seeking  ways for  future development and had no concrete and elaborated 

plans and strategies. After the collapse of the Soviet Union, one of the possible ways to 

overcome the economic disaster develop eastern regions and strengthen the country foreign 

policy was the trade of energy resources, thus Russia was actively looking for energy 

cooperation with China. But for China, at that time, the question of the shortage of energy 

resources was not so important. The country had not achieved such a level of economic and 

industrial development to require more energy recourses.  And the only way for Russia to 

supply energy resources to China was by railway, which made it expensive, not effective 

and not safe.  Also, China lacked knowledge about the energy situation in Russia and 

possible ways of cooperation. Thus, China was not interested in energy cooperation with 

Russia and lost its perfect chance to receive gains from pursuing a relationship.  

The second stage – end of 1990s till 2005 

The main peculiarity of this period could be that China started to look actively for 

energy dialogue with Russia, but Russia had already started its ―energy games‖ in the 

international arena. So, if China was interested in cooperation in this area with Russia, then 

Russia did not find the balance, it kept its ―left and right‖ strategy, because it was looking 

for the most favourable scenario of energy diplomacy in accordance with national interests. 

With tremendous economic and industrial growth China faced the problem of shortage of 

energy resources, its domestic supplies were not able to cover the demand of the rapidly 

growing economy anymore, and thus the country started to look for sources of energy 

import and, naturally, approached Russia. 

In June 2000, Russian president Putin first visited China. During the visit seven 

inter-government and inter-department agreements were signed, including the Joint 

Statement with Chinese President Jiang Zemin reassuring the strategic relations between the 

two countries and memorandums and contracts between CNPC and Russian Yukos. 

Relations between the two countries intensified and in June 2001 the Russian-Chinese 

Treaty on Good-Neighbourliness, Friendship and Cooperation was signed
197

. The Treaty 

laid a long-term legal foundation for developing Russian-Chinese strategic partnership and 

was the first treaty since the Soviet-Chinese Treaty of the Friendship dates 1950.  

                                                 
197
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It is symptomatic that the experts from the Institute of International Affairs at 

Tsinghua University in Beijing, in rating the strength of China‘s foreign relationships 

according to a quantitative assessment of whether they are seen as ―hostile‖ (-9 to-3), ―not 

hostile, not friendly‖ (-3 to 3) or ―amicable‖ (3 to 9), awarded China-Russia relations the 

highest rating of 8 points at the beginning of 2008 (compared to 5,5 points in 2000), while 

Sino-French relations received 6,3 points, India 5.4 points, and the United States 1,1 

points
198

. That would be a good base for the further cooperation between two countries in 

many areas.eaty of Friendship 

In September 2001 CNPC and Russian Yukos signed frame agreement about the 

construction of 2400 kilometers oil pipeline from Russian Angarsk to Chinese Daqing, the 

pipeline was planned to be commissioned in 2005. It was planned that the total annual 

throughput would be 30 million tones and that Yukos would provide not less than 50 

percent of this supply
199

. Representatives of both governments were also signatories at the 

meeting. The joint statement signed by President Jiang Zemin and the visiting Russian 

President Vladimir Putin in early December 2002 declared: ―Considering the important 

significance of energy cooperation for the two sides, heads of state of the two countries held 

that guaranteeing the scheduled implementation of the Russo-Chinese crude oil pipeline and 

natural gas pipeline cooperation project as contained in the agreement, and the coordinated 

implementation of promising energy projects is of vital importance for ensuring stable, 

long-term oil/gas supply‖ 
200

. 

That time the main content of the energy dialog between two states was oil, it was 

on the stake of the political game also. Using this trump card with China, the Putin‘s 

government got an opportunity to implement its own line with relations with USA. Same 

time, oil prices started to increase significantly and Russia also actively used this factor in 

pursuing its own geopolitical game. Russia's Siberian hydrocarbon riches are set to remain a 

field of competition between energy-thirsty East Asian economies. Russia's position is 

unique in terms of oil reserves. Moscow can offer massive acreage in eastern Siberia, while 

the country's oil reserves are still big enough to support booming oil exports for decades to 
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come
201

. That time not only China was very interested in supply of Russian crude oil, but 

also other countries of the Asia pacific, mostly Japan. Putin government decided to gain 

from this situation and in November 2002 Kremlin's came with the decision to approve the 

East Siberia-Pacific oil pipeline to the port of Nakhodka, and thus, toward Japan and it has 

come as a blow to China's hopes of securing its own energy resources at the stake of  

Russia's hydrocarbons 
202

.  

 The energy dialog between China and Russia has undergone another trial in the 

December 2002 then China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) decided to bid for a 

74,95 percent state-owned stake in Russian oil company Slavneft. CNPC was seen as the 

strongest contender, however, Russia's Privatization Fund ruled the company out, citing its 

state-owned status. The main concern was probably that CNPC could mothball Slavneft's 

mid and downstream operations and export the crude oil to its refineries in China. This 

debacle then forced the Russian government to rule out the rumoured 2,5 USD billion bid 

submitted by Rosneft, which is majority-owned by the Russian government itself
203

. There 

was no clear explanation why other bids were also ruled out late, but it this decision has 

strained already not easy energy relations between Russia and China. The Russo-Chinese 

energy relations had to face new realities and changes and to review the basic and directions 

of its possible development.  

The third stage – 2006 till nowadays 

At this stage Russo-Chinese energy relations managed to come into new and 

intensified stage.  

In March 2006, the Russian president Putin came to China on an official visit. In 

order to be actively involved in international politics not only in the Asia Pacific region, but 

in the world, Russia needed to seek deeper and more intensified cooperation with China in 

all areas. The supply of Russian energy recourse would be a good stimulus for China to 

stimulate such cooperation, thus this trip was unofficially known as ―the energy trip‖.  This 

visit was made by the invitation of the Chinese president Hu Jintao, which showed that 

interest was mutual. Before this visit, Chinese Foreign minister Li Zhaoxing said that: ―The 
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visit is expected to boost the all-round development of the Russo-Chinese Strategic 

Partnership of Cooperation, and facilitate world peace, stability and development‖
204

.This 

visit has transformed the balance of power across Eurasia. Later Russian Foreign Minister 

Sergei Lavrov told a press conference in Beijing that the strategic partnership between the 

two giant nations was ―irreversible‖
205

. In all, 22 cooperation agreements between the two 

countries were signed during the two-day state visit. Russian President Vladimir Putin  and 

his Chinese colleague Hu Jintao discussed the pipeline project and Chinese side got a 

promises that the oil pipeline will be extended from Russia's Skovorodino to the Russia-

China border. Before the completion of the pipeline Russia will supply oil to China via 

railway. Russia plans to supply 15 million tons of crude oil to China by railways in 2006. In 

addition, the two countries are discussing exports of natural gas to China. Both leaders 

agreed that the energy cooperation between Russia and China has a broad prospect and 

bright future.  

Russia and China have been partners in the Shanghai Cooperation Organization, 

also known as the Shanghai Pact, since June 2001. But Moscow and Beijing both 

emphasized that the great success of Putin's visit and the far-reaching agreements concluded 

during it would propel their global strategic partnership to higher levels than ever before.  

Among these agreements, Russia's gigantic utilities corporation, Unified Energy 

Systems, signed a contract to export electrical power to China's State Grid Corporation. 

Rosneft and Gazprom, the Kremlin's favoured main oil and natural gas producing 

corporations, signed agreements to supply their natural resources and carry out joint 

ventures with the Chinese National Petroleum Corporation, RIA Novosti News Agency 

reported
206

.  

Due to their cooperation on nuclear energy, the two countries agreed on the 

construction of the Tianwan nuclear plant in Lianyungang in East China's Jiangsu Province, 

which aimed to be the largest project in the two countries' bilateral economic cooperation. 

The project laid the foundation for future cooperation on the peaceful use of nuclear energy.  
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Other agreements were signed for cooperation in outer space, civil aviation, 

agriculture, labour services and anti-terrorism cooperation. According to the China daily 

"Strategic cooperation between the two countries globally, regionally and bilaterally enjoys 

still wider prospects‖
207

. 

On March 2006, Sinopec and Rosneft signed a Memorandum of Cooperation and 

agreed upon the joint acquisition of Russian Udmurtneft assets planned to be sold by TNK-

BP.  Sinopec had completed the acquisition of a 96,86 percent stake in Udmurtneft, an oil-

producing unit of TNK-BP, for a total of 3,5 billion USD. Rosneft and Sinopec entered an 

Option Agreement whereby Rosneft would acquire the shares of Udmurtneft from the 

Chinese company, should the latter (Sinopec) have won a tender on the Udmurtneft 

acquisition from ТNК-ВР. Rosneft and Sinopec under the said agreement were to establish 

a joint venture to manage Udmurtneft production activities with the Russian company 

holding a 51 percent stake and the Chinese - 49 percent. In June 2006, Sinopec was 

pronounced the winner by TNK-ВР upon the open auction for the shares of Udmurtneft, 

and in August the company completed the acceptance of properties from the previous owner. 

On November 11, 2006, Rosneft and Sinopec signed a shareholder agreement establishing 

the joint management principles for the jointly acquired Russian company of OJSC 

Udmurtneft, and on November 13, the companies signed a share transfer agreement 

regarding Udmurtneft shares allocation to the joint management venture through which 

Rosneft and Sinopec would control Udmurtneft 
208

. This deal was the first Chinese purchase 

in Russian energy market and symbolized the active penetration of China into it.  

On April 2006 the construction of the pipeline from Russia to China was finally 

launched. The route of the pipeline started from Russian Tayshet to Skovorodino and then 

branch to Chinese Daqing was planned to be finished by the end of 2008.  

Despite this success, China was also actively penetrating other possible ways of 

closed energy cooperation and supply with Russia. On August 2006, China brought its 

drilling platform ―Cantan -3‖ as participant of the project ―Sakhalin-3‖ on extraction of 
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hydrocarbonic fuel at the Sakhalin shelf. Supply of oil, under this project, was estimated at 

800 million tons, of natural gas - over 900 billion cubic meters 
209

.  

Another impotarn deal was singned in October 2006 when Russian state-owned oil 

company Rosneft and China's CNPC signed a protocol to set up a joint venture, Vostok 

Energy, to develop and produce mineral resources in Eastern Siberia. China financed the 

development stage in exchange for access to Russian deposits and stable deliveries of oil 

and petrochemicals. The venture's authorized capital was evaluated as 10 million USD. 

Rosneft would control 51 percent of the company, and CNPC would hold the remaining 49 

percent. CNPC became Rosneft's official partner in March 2006, when two companies 

signed a memorandum to establish the venture
210

.  

Among other things, the new company will conduct geological and exploration 

work in Russia, develop mineral deposits and obtain licenses for the use of mineral 

resources. Both partners had clear goals. China would gain the access to production licenses, 

which would enhance its potential as a buyer of hydrocarbons. In turn, Rosneft expected the 

Chinese company to fund the exploration of East Siberian deposits and is seeking a stake in 

Chinese refining facilities in exchange for deliveries of oil and petrochemicals to China. 

Analysts believed that Russian company's output exceeded its refining capacities almost 

tenfold. Refining its own reserves on Chinese equipment would enable it to capture part of 

China's fast growing petrochemicals market
211

. In this light, CNPC, which planed to invest 

more than 180 billion RMB (22,42 billion USD) in developing oil refining and 

petrochemical production, was clearly a good choice. The Vostok Energy project became 

another major step towards closer energy cooperation between the two countries. 

In 2007, China decided to actively cooperate with Russia on the supply of natural 

gas, as the importance of this natural source of energy came to the stage. On November 

2007, CNPC and Gazprom agreed on the gas pricing deal which launched a major pipeline 

plan. The two sides had agreed on the pricing mechanism for fuel piped from Russia to 

China after months of negotiations. Beijing held state-fixed gas prices below international 

market levels, while Gazprom asked that the gas export price for China should be at 

comparable level with supplies to Europe, after taking transportation costs into account. 

Russian media reported that China was refusing to pay more than 100 USD per 1000 cubic 
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meters, similar to current Russian domestic prices and far below the European price of 

around 250 USD per 1000 cubic meters, similar to current Russian domestic prices and far 

below the European price of around 250 USD per 1000 cubic meters
212

. Gazprom, which 

has a monopoly on export of the fuel, was waiting for a deal to be reached to start 

construction. But eventually, it was agreed that two pipelines either side of Mongolia would 

deliver up to 80 billion cubic meters of gas a year - almost double the amount the company 

was selling to Germany, its top customer in Europe. The first pipeline would be fed with 

output from western Siberian fields. Gas for a second pipeline could come from Sakhalin 

and maybe the Kovykta field in East Siberia 

Overall, in 2007, Russia and China greatly improved theirs relations in many areas. 

In March 2007, the Chinese president came to Moscow on a visit in order to participate in 

the activities devoted to the Year of China in Russian Federation. He was accompanied by 

the General Directors of the three biggest Chinese energy companies: Sinopec, CNPC and 

China National Offshore Oil Corporation. Both leaders signed a joint declaration about 

further cooperation in numerous energy related projects and signed a further series of 

agreements and contracts worth more than 4.3 billion USD
213

. In October 2007, the Chinese 

Premier Minister Wen Jiabao went to Moscow to participate in the closing ceremony of the 

Year of China and Russia and that time more then 10 agreements on energy cooperation 

were signed.  

In 2008, the new Russian president Medvedev came to power. Though it was not a 

power shift, as his presidency was more then predictable and Putin took the position of the 

Prime Minister, China still needed to be reassured that he would continue the policy of his 

predecessor. China appreciated the fact that the new Russian president chose China for his 

first foreign visit outside the CIS.  

The significance of the visit of Medvedev to China, which took place on 23–24 

May 2008, was highlighted by the signing of a Joint Declaration outlining their agreement 

on major international issues
214

.This document reaffirmed the commitment of both 
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countries to civilization and cultural diversity within the world community and to the 

formation of a multipolar world. Medvedev and Hu Jintao continued the tradition of regular 

meetings (several times a year) to exchange views on pressing international and bilateral 

issues, which were established during the presidency of Vladimir Putin.  

Moreover, in 2008–2009 contact between the leaders of both countries became 

more intense: apart from the official visits (Hu Jintao visited Russia in June 2009) and 

meetings on the sidelines of the G8 summit, APEC and the SCO, there were bilateral 

meetings at the summit of BRIC (Yekaterinburg, Russia, June 2009) and the G20 (three 

times). These multi-level mechanisms made practical interaction more effective. An 

―Action Plan for 2009–2012‖, aimed at the implementation of the ―Treaty of Good-

neighborliness, Friendship and Cooperation‖ was adopted by the two countries. A Russian-

Chinese energy dialogue took place at the level of vice-premiers, which helped to conclude 

new agreements on cooperation in the oil and gas sector, including agreements on building 

the Skovorodino-Daqing oil pipeline, and on the provision of a Chinese bank loan of 25 

billion USD to Russian oil companies ―Transneft‖ and ―Rosneft‖. This loan should be 

reimbursed by Russia‘s future pipeline oil deliveries to China (300 million tons within 20 

years, starting from 2011). During the 14th regular meeting in October 2009 in Beijing, the 

two countries‘ prime ministers reached an agreement on the supply of Russian natural gas to 

China starting from 2014–2015 (up to 70 billion cubic meters).  

In the investment sphere, bilateral cooperation received an additional stimulus. In 

June 2009, the heads of state approved a plan for Russian-Chinese cooperation in the 

investment sphere, and in September 2009, approved a program of cooperation between the 

regions of the Russian Far East and Eastern Siberia, and the Chinese North-East for 2009–

2018, including in the fields of resources excavation, manufacturing, and transport facilities 

construction. In addition to practical agreements, Russia and China celebrated the 60th 

anniversary of the establishment of diplomatic relations on October 2, 1949 between the 

newly declared People‘s Republic of China and the Soviet Union, whose legal successor 

from the end of 1991 is Russia. Several special events were organized around this 

anniversary to mark the occasion: exhibitions of archival documents from the 1949–1955 

period were held simultaneously in Moscow and Beijing, the 3rd Forum of social scientists 

in Russia and China took place on June 2009 in Beijing, and a special issue of Russia‘s 

leading journal dealing with China Far Eastern Affairs (2009, No. 5) was published.  
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In 2009, China and Russia signed a formal agreement that provided Chinese 

capital today in exchange for Russian oil tomorrow. Long-term loans provided by China to 

Russia totalling 25 billion USD breakdown into 15 billion USD going to the Russian oil 

company (and effectively the Russian state oil holding company) ―Rosneft‖ and 10 billion 

USD to the Russian state oil transportation company ―Transneft‖. In return, Russia agreed 

to repay the loans by providing China with 300 million tons of oil, at an average annual 

volume of 15 million tons or approximately 110 million barrels of oil per year, from 2011 to 

2030. Volumes will increase over time once both segments of the Eastern Siberian-Pacific 

pipeline are completed. The loans-for-oil agreement supports China's energy security 

through land-based energy transport, avoiding the key oil maritime choke-points of the 

Straits of Hormuz and the Straits of Malacca for tankered oil. It is yet another guaranteed 

source of oil supply for nearly the next two decades and, depending on the ultimate 

financial arrangements of the loans-for-oil agreement, a relatively cheap source of foreign 

imported oil. To transport this oil, some of these loans are being used for the construction of 

a spur from the Eastern Siberia – Pacific Ocean (the ESPO pipeline) oil pipeline to China 

(above). If all goes well, according to the Chinese oil analyst Zhao Huasheng, ―Russian oil 

will flow into China through this pipeline from the beginning of 2011,‖ thereby marking a 

down payment by Russia on the 25 billion USD Chinese loan extension. Again, it is 

uncertain whether the ESPO spur is being financed separately by the Chinese authorities or 

is part of the 25 billion USD loan package as others contend. What is significant from a 

Russian perspective is that the loans provide liquidity for cash-strapped Rosneft and 

Transneft when other sources of international financing have dried up as a result of the 

global financial meltdown.  

Other notable achievements in the Russo-Chinese energy field in 2009 have been 

the purchase by the Russo-Chinese Energy Investment Company of a 51 percent stake in the 

Russian oil and gas company ―Suntarneftegaz.‖  

China also obtained the development and production rights to two gas fields in 

East Siberia, which are more important for their political significance rather than for the 

amount of prospective gas the fields contain. The share of natural gas in China‘s energy mix 

is paltry given its heavy dependence on coal and hydropower, but the increase in gas fired 

electricity generation is expected to significantly increase over the next two decades. As for 

Russian position in the gas deal with China, the country would prefer to diversify its Eastern 

Siberian gas resources, playing off China and other foreign investors against one another. 

Russia is providing largess to Chinese interests while at the same time squeezing the Russo-
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Anglo TNT-BP joint venture out of its coveted Eastern Siberian Kovtyka gas concessions 

on specious non-performance grounds.  

To this end, in 2009 Russo-Chinese relationship has manifested itself in a number 

of practical and tangible ways. In December 2009, Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin 

opened a new oil export terminal that will serve as a key gateway for Russian energy 

exports to Asian markets. According to Russian information sources, the opening of the 

new oil terminal at Kozmino, near Nakhodka, pushes Russia closer to its strategic goal of 

diversifying its energy exports away from Europe and towards the Pacific Rim. This should 

allow, according to Russia‘s own updated energy strategy, for it to increase crude oil and oil 

product exports to the Asia-Pacific region to 22-25 percent (from 8 percent now), and to 

launch the export of natural gas to 19-20 percent (from a zero, flat-line basis now)
215

. This 

latter estimate, if it excludes Sakhalin LNG, would appear widely optimistic. However, if 

China proves serious about developing its natural gas transport infrastructure and gas-fired 

power generation, then these numbers could come to represent a more realistic assessment 

of Russia‘s Chinese dimension.  

A more telling sign in the shifting pattern of Russo-Chinese energy relations was 

the timing of the 2009-2010 agreements. For years, the Chinese complained of foot-

dragging on the part of Russia in striking deals for oil and gas deliveries, in particular 

regarding the development of several pipeline projects highly desired by the Chinese. While, 

as indicated, the intensity of overall Russo-Chinese trade has steadily increased, the energy 

trade has lagged in development against what many would consider rational, economic 

behaviour.  

Actually , the recent developments in energy have been mostly catalyzed by the 

fall in global oil prices since 2008 and a dramatic weakening of natural gas prices across 

Europe, providing the single largest stimulus for intensified Russo-Chinese cooperation in 

the energy field. At the same time it is altogether unclear that China‘s inward foreign 

investment (loans) to Russia will necessarily end up directly benefiting China beyond the 

loans-for-oil agreement. These dollars may very well end up being re-circulated to shore up 

Transneft‘s dilapidated yet larger and more strategically important east-west infrastructure 

investment to the European gas market, where for much of the next decade its real fortunes 

lay. This observation is made in calculations that European gas market demand may not 

return to 2008 levels until after 2015. Russia‘s re-accession to ―great power‖ status derives 
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directly from its ability to control and manipulate its downstream gas markets, particularly 

in Central and Eastern Europe. Preventing a loss of market in Europe is considered a high 

priority in Russian business and political leadership-circles as is its continued leverage over 

the Ukraine (which continues to serve as the largest transit country for Russian gas to 

downstream Europe).  

In September 2010, Russian President Dmitry Medvedev visited China to boost 

bilateral energy cooperation and inaugurate a new oil pipeline. ―The smooth completion of 

the pipeline project is a model for two countries mutually beneficial win-win cooperation 

and a milestone for China-Russia energy cooperation," said Hu Jintao. The ceremony came 

after the two held talks, during which Hu said the two sides should strive to ensure the safe 

operation of the project. Medvedev said the pipeline will help create closer ties between the 

two countries 
216

. Representatives of CNPC and Transneft reported the completion of the 

project via live video-audio broadcast. Construction of the 999 kilometers pipeline began in 

2009 (927 kilometers were constructed in China and 72 in Russia). The pipeline starts in 

Skovorodino and enters China at Mohe county before going to Daqing. Under this deal, 

China made 25 billion USD long term loan to Russia while Russia would supply China with 

300 million tons of oil through this pipeline form 2011 to 2030
217

.   

Today, Russia is China‘s fourth largest energy provider, providing approximately 

9 percent of Chinese imports. A doubling of this percentage may occur over the next decade, 

especially if Russian gas comes online in China. But it is fighting against a host of 

intangibles.  

During the development of mutual Russo-Chinese energy cooperations many 

projects came to the stage. It is important to analyze the theirs starting point, content, goals 

and achievments. All of them promise huge benefits and perspectives for both countries, 

among them the most ambitious are:  

1. The natural gas project at Kovyktin in Irkutsk, Eastern Siberia 

One of the biggest is the Kovykta gas condensate project in Irkutsk Region. 

Kovykta is the largest gas deposit in Russia. It has proven reserves of at least 1,4 trillion 

cubic meters, which is enough to meet the entire US demand for gas for more than two 

years, or meet Russian demand for almost four years, based on 2000 consumption levels. 
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Plans also call for construction of nearly 6000 kilometers of pipeline to China and Korea. 

The cost of developing the deposit and building the pipeline was estimated at 12 billion 

USD. The project had been intended mainly for exporting gas to China. However, Gazprom 

thwarted that goal in 2007, so as to retain a monopoly on future Russian gas exports to 

China. Due to its full control over Russian gas export pipelines, Gazprom made clear that it 

would deny pipeline access to this competitor. Without such access, the project could not 

move toward full-scale commercial production. Gazprom then pressed to take control of 

Kovykta, while Russian government authorities held the license holding company 

responsible for breaching the field development and production schedule. Later, the British 

Petroleum managed to get tender from Russian Government for development of this gas 

field. 

2. The gas project at Urengoy in Western Siberia 

The project was about constructing gas pipe line from West Siberia to Urumqi and 

then to Shanghai. The project was supposed to be lead by Russian Gazprom and China 

Petroleum talks, but finally the pipeline was found too long (about 7000 kilometers) and 

thus, too expensive. 

3. The Chayankin and other gas fields in the Sakha Autonomous Republic 

The China Petroleum and Natural Gas Corporation and the Sakha Oil and Gas 

Company had jointly undertaken analyses and studies of the reserves and the exporting 

capacity of the field. The two sides have taken an on-site survey of the direction of the 

pipeline, preliminarily determined the geographical locations of the potential consumers and 

reviewed the potential natural gas markets along the pipeline, but the project was changed 

by Russia to the favor of Nord Stream gas pipeline that will take Russian gas to Europe 

from late 2011. 

4. Construction of an oil pipeline from Eastern Siberia to China 

The pipeline considered to be Russia's first pipeline to East Asia, ultimately 

unlocking the supposedly vast oil reserves in East Siberia. In 2000 the route from Russia‘s 

Angarsk to Chinese Daqing was accepted by both sides. The length of the pipeline was 

estimated as 2400 kilometers with year‘s transporting capability as 30 million tons. The 

project favoured China a lot, because thus all reserves from the field would be targeted on 

satisfying Chinese demand for oil in the region. The Russian side was also quite interested 

at the project as it promised huge benefits to the budget and developing of infrastructure of 

undeveloped Far East region. But Japan and South Korea was also very interested in the 

Eastern Siberia‘s oil, as countries were also looking for alternative energy resources and 
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made a pressure on Russian government. Also the struggle of power in Russian energy 

sector resulted that the Yukos company favoured to China had to transfer to the government 

controlled Gazprom. In 2004 the new project originating in East Siberia at Taishet and 

extending to a Pacific port at Kozmino Bay. The pipeline is almost three times bigger then 

planned and could transport 80 million tons of crude oil per year. That was satisfying 

Russian, Japanese and Korean sides, but was very irritating to China as the country would 

not be the only consumer of the Siberian oil.  

But, then, on April 2009 Russia decided to reorient its plan with the start of oil 

exports through a new pipeline to China. 

 

Pic.11 Proposed pipeline to China 2010 

 

Source: EIA. http://www.eia.doe.gov/cabs/Russia/Full.html. (Retrieved July 2, 2011) 

 

The pipeline, running from Skovorodino in east Siberia to Daqing in north China, 

is an offshoot of a new oil export route Russia is building to the Pacific Ocean, providing 

the world‘s top oil producer with a strategic window on the energy-hungry markets of Asia. 

When it is completed in 2013, the 4,070 kilometers pipeline can carry up to 1,6 million 
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barrels of oil per day 
218

, about one third of Russia‘s current exports. Russia began 

commercial oil deliveries through the new pipeline to China on January 2011 consolidating 

increasingly close energy ties with China. Under this deal China lent Russia 25 billion USD 

in 2009 to help fund the project and pledged to import 300,000 barrels per day through the 

new pipeline for 20 years. 

Rosneft, Russia‘s state oil company has been supplying about 300,000 barrels per 

day of oil to China by rail, but the new pipeline will streamline supplies providing a direct 

link between new oilfields in east Siberia and the Chinese frontier on the River Amur. 

5. Exporting Sakhalin off-shore gas to China and exporting liquid natural gas 

to South China 

Offshore reserves of Russia's easternmost major island now total 14 billion barrels 

of oil or just over 1 percent of global reserves and 96 trillion cubic feet of gas. In 2004 

terms, this is the equivalent of four years of United States oil imports. It would yield about 

28 years of American gas imports. But the main part of foreign companies participating 

development and exporting of resources are Shell, The Exxon and British Petroleum. But 

China also managed to participate after President Hu Jintao‘s visit to Moscow in July 2005. 

Rosneft and China's leading oil company Sinopec had set up a joint venture to explore oil 

and natural gas under the Sakhalin-3 project. It became China's first energy project in 

Russia. Sinopec, Asia's biggest refiner, has 25,1 percent in the project.  

Both countries started drilling works, but then in September 2010 Sinopec Group, 

or China Petrochemical Corp, has withdrawn all engineering technicians because findings 

were not satisfactory, the 21 Century Business Herald reported, without identifying a source 

of the information. The parent of Sinopec Corporation in 2006 teamed up with Russia‘s 

Rosneft to tap the 5,300 square kilometers Veninsk exploration block with water depth 

ranging from 25 to 150 meters, marking China‘s first foray into Russia‘s oil and gas 

sector.Sinopec‘s spokesperson, Huang Wensheng, was not immediately available for 

comment, while a Rosneft official in Beijing said he was not aware of the development 
219

. 

6. Tianwan 1&2 nuclear stations 

On 30 December 1997, China and Russia signed a contract to jointly build the 

Tianwan Nuclear Power Plant. The original cost of the project was estimated at 2,5 billion 
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USD, but has now reached over 3,2 billion USD. The signatories of the contract were AO 

Atomenergoeksport (AEE) and VPO Zarubezhatomenergostroy (ZAES) of Russia and 

Tianwan Nuclear Power Corporation of China. The first phase installed two Russian 

VVER-91 (an evolutionary advanced version of the VVER-1000) pressurized water 

reactors.  Construction plans include a second phase (units 3 & 4). On 24 September 2003, a 

Russian Atomic Energy Ministry spokesperson stated Russia is ready to assist the next 

phase of the Tianwan Nuclear Power Facility. He stated, ―If decides to build the second 

stage of the nuclear power plant, Russia is ready to take part in this project‖
220

.  

When construction began on 25 April 1998, Chinese authorities began looking for 

a nearby site that could house 400 Russian specialists who will install the equipment. 

According to a spokesman for the Russian AtomExport, ―It is obvious that the construction 

of the Tianwan Nuclear Power Station will promote the fulfilment of the agreements 

between the heads of our states on bringing Russian-Chinese trade turnover to 20 billion 

USD at the turn of the century‖
221

. In January 1999, Russian and Chinese officials signed a 

new protocol which, for the first time, outlined the schedule for the start of construction of 

the two reactors at Tianwan. Contracts on design and commercial aspects of the project 

were completed in 1997. Construction on Unit-1 began on 20 October 1999, and Unit-2 in 

2000 
222

 . The Tianwan Nuclear Power Plant adopted advanced equipment-control system 

imported from Siemens, Germany. Russia was responsible for project design, equipment 

supply, installation and calibration, and personnel training. China was responsible for 

engineering construction. The two nuclear power generators would be operated by the 

Jiangsu Nuclear Power Co. Ltd., set up jointly by the China Nuclear Power Industry Corp., 

Jiangsu Power Co., Jiangsu International Trust & Investment Co. and the China Huadong 

Power Group.  

The initial nuclear fuel for the Tianwan facility is provided by TVEL's plant in 

Novosibirsk. A TVEL spokesman said the nuclear fuel rods were be stored at the TVEL 

plant until delivery to the Tianwan nuclear plant.  "In accordance with existing agreements, 

this nuclear fuel will be supplied to the Tianwan nuclear power plant six months before its 

first reactor goes on line," the spokesperson said. Future nuclear fuel would be produced by 

China, which purchased a production license from the Russian Atomic Energy Ministry. 
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Tianwan-1 is expected to be connected to the power grid in May 2004, enter commercial 

operation in December 2005, Tianwan-2 started commercial operations in August 2007. 

The project is the biggest nuclear project between the two countries. Jiangsu 

Nuclear China Nuclear Energy Industry Corporation (Beijing) and Russia's 

Atomstroyexport (Moscow) officially signed the Engineering Contract for the Phase II 

Expansion of the Tianwan Nuclear Power Station on September 27, 2010 
223

.This 

cooperation of China and Russia for the units 3 and 4 expansion project at the station has 

entered into an advanced stage.  

In November 2007, China and Russia had reached an agreement for the Phase II 

expansion of the Tianwan Nuclear Power Station. On March 23, 2010 China and Russia 

officially signed the framework cooperation contract for the expansion. After that, both 

parties carried out three rounds of contractual negotiation regarding the engineering contract 

for the expansion project. China and Russia reached agreements for project areas such as 

the scope of responsibility, interface management, the timetable for the delivery of design 

documents, personnel arrangement regarding technical design, a preliminary safety analysis 

report, the first batch of construction drawings, and the price and payment schedule. As the 

supplier, Atomstroyexport will be responsible for the engineering of the nuclear islands for 

units 3 and 4, as well as the associated joint design work within its scope of responsibility. 

Atomstroyexport will provide the technical design documents and associated services to the 

buyer. The engineering for units 3 and 4 will be made based on the engineering units 1 and 

2, but will include improvements to meet the requirement of design specifications. 

From the analysis of the above mention projects it is obvious that both countries 

have tremendous perspectives for cooperation, but theirs results demonstrate there are 

obstacles, which prevents some of these plans to be implemented.  

 

3.3  Problems and perspectives of Russo-Chinese Energy Cooperation 

As a result of recent developments Russia became China‘s fourth largest energy 

provider, providing approximately 9 percent of Chinese imports. A doubling of this 

percentage may occur over the next decade, especially if Russian gas comes online in China. 

But, firstly, the countries will have to find ways to solve existent problems which constrain 

current energy cooperation. These problems are conditioned by the following factors.  
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1) Changes in the structure of international energy market and position of 

both countries 

The emergence of higher oil prices and Russian resource nationalism were an 

unwelcome surprise to China. The Chinese government had to face the reality that the 

world‘s oil and natural gas markets changed from a buyer‘s to a seller‘s market. The sharp 

rise in natural gas prices also contributed to the lack of progress on the Kovykta pipeline by 

rendering the low prices insisted on by the Chinese even more unattractive to the Russians. 

Sino-Russian negotiations over the export of Russian natural gas to China have collapsed 

repeatedly over China‘s refusal to pay internationally competitive prices for natural gas. 

2) The influence of domestic “interest groups” in Russia 

The power struggle in Russia‘s interest ―groups‖ close to energy business and the 

struggle for redistribution of spheres of influence resulted in the pro-government and pro-

European company Gazprom taking the leading place in the exploration and export of 

Russian energy recourses, and China‘s oriented company Yukos and its affiliates losing 

their control. Indeed, both the oil and gas pipeline projects have been hindered by the 

involvement of private companies, whose control of export pipelines would undermine 

Moscow‘s ability to use energy exports for foreign policy leverage.  

In the case of the oil pipeline, an important factor behind the abandonment of the 

Angarsk-Daqing route—and its replacement with the ESPO pipeline and spur to China—

was the fact that the principal Russian supporter of the Angarsk-Daqing oil pipeline was 

Yukos, a private oil company increasingly resented by the Kremlin and Russian state oil 

companies. Additionally, with the reassertion of state control over the energy sector, the 

Kremlin and the Russian state energy firms became increasingly irritated with CNPC for 

continuing to negotiate with Yukos rather than the Russian state. Indeed, one of the lessons 

China learned from the ―Yukos Affair‖ was to only negotiate with Russian state energy 

companies. In the case of the natural gas pipeline the position from Gazprom has 

substantially delayed the plans of the private and half-foreign firm TNK-BP to export gas 

from the Kovykta field. 

3) Geography and demographics 

In gas, for example, potential demand in China is in its industrially developed 

southeast, especially in Guandong province which is far from Russian gas fields. This 

makes infrastructure development and the delivered price of gas high to where it is most 

needed. Potentially gas rich Eastern Siberia is one option, but it is more proximate to less 

densely populated regions of China, where in the abstract its consumption would be most 
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rational. Yet even these Chinese regions lack the economies of scale that could justify large-

scale joint Russo-Chinese investment in expensive land-based infrastructure. Inside Russia 

itself, as in the case of Eastern Siberia, Russia has been reluctant to develop the necessary 

network infrastructure, population centers and industrial concentrations necessary for the 

rational economic exploitation of its own gas resources. These reasons, among others, were 

cited by TNK-BP in explaining the slow development of its Kovtyka gas field concessions. 

Among other intangibles is the fact that Russia resents being seen as primarily a provider of 

raw commodities to China. This puts the country on par with Africa and other lesser 

developed Middle Eastern states. 

4) Orientation of the Russian Foreign policy 

In terms of the hierarchy of foreign policy priorities in Beijing, the relative 

weakening of Russia objectively increases the importance of relations with the West and 

especially with the United States. Indeed, this factor will most likely have a greater impact 

on Sino-Russian cooperation in the future than it has before. Another important variable 

likely to impact on Russian-Chinese relations in the upcoming years will be the ―2012 

factor‖ – this year will see the election of a new president in Russia, as well as the 

renovation of the top party and state leadership in China. This consideration should be taken 

into account with regard to the future prospects of bilateral relations.  

5) Absence of concrete strategy and policy towards cooperation with Russia 

China has no concrete strategy towards energy cooperation with Russia.  Several 

documents were signed, but all of them lack the concrete and long term measures and stages 

of cooperation. Most of the negotiations on projects were undergone on energy companies‘ 

levels and did not receive the support of the Chinese government.  

6) Lack of competitiveness of local companies at the international struggle for 

energy resources 

Chinese companies lack competitiveness on the world‘s arena. European 

companies secure most of all the attractive projects, because such companies have strong 

governmental support, wish to take risks and have more knowledge and resources in energy 

cooperation. Now the main partners of Russia are Shell, British Petroleum and the Exxon. 

Even despite the growing tension between Russia and Western Europe in the world arena, 

energy interests are still behind these political decisions.  

7) The Lack of critical infrastructure  

China and Russia need to construct additional infrastructure to expand energy 

trade and to make it more cost-effective in the long term. Currently, the majority of Russia‘s 
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oil exports to China are delivered by rail, which is about two and a half to three times as 

expensive for Russian oil producers as shipments by pipeline and may not be economical in 

the absence of high oil prices. A pipeline or LNG facilities are also required for the delivery 

of natural gas from Russia to China. 

8) The appearance of the conception of “Chinese threat”  

The appearance of a perceived   ―Chinese threat‖ because of the rapid immigration 

of Chinese to the Russian Far East made a negative contribution to energy cooperation 

between the two countries. Local governments were lobbying the anti-Chinese projects in 

order to satisfy the population demand to stop ‗selling to China.‘ There is a sense of 

weakening in the mutual ‗camaraderie and partnership‘ between the two nations that 

reached its high-point during the Cold War but has since declined. There is also a  growing 

recognition that rising Chinese power may result in   growing dissatisfaction from Russia 

who may feel Chinese ascendancy is  in part being fuelled by Russian resources. This 

throws a perceptual wrench into the works of the Russo-Chinese ‗strategic partnership‘, 

particularly where energy is concerned. 

9) Impact of the global financial crisis 2009 

The level of bilateral trade between the two countries suffered as a result of the 

financial crisis. Turnover in trade between Russia and China had increased from 8 billion 

USD in 2000 to 56,8 billion USD in 2008 – just slightly below the level of 60 billion USD, 

which was declared as a target for 2010 
224

. However, from September 2008, the volume of 

trade began to decline. The decrease in Russian–Chinese trade turnover was caused by the 

deteriorating economic environment and declining investment and consumer demand in 

Russia, by the depreciation of the rouble, which resulted in the higher cost of imported 

goods from China and, finally, by lower world prices for oil and petroleum products, which 

provided over half of Russian exports to China by cost. As a result, in 2009, the volume of 

Russo-Chinese trade declined, according to Chinese customs statistics, by 31,8 percent - to 

38,8 billion USD. Chinese exports to Russia fell by 47,1 percent – to 17.5 billion USD, and 

Chinese imports from Russia declined by 10,7 percent – to 21.3 billion USD
225

. Russia‘s 

position as a trading partner for China dropped from its previous place of the 8th largest to 

11th , and was overtaken by Australia, India and Brazil. Russia‘s share in China‘s foreign 
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trade turnover decreased to 1,76 percent compared with 2,22 percent in 2008. In the coming 

years, the task of restoring the pre-crisis level of bilateral trade will be a priority, pushing 

into the background the problem of diversifying Russia‘s exports to China and increasing 

the share of machinery products, which in recent years was about 1–2 percent.  

10) Japanese factor 

Japan pays high interests in importing Russian gas and oil, as the country is 100 

percent dependent on energy resources import. Japan played a crucial role in the failure of 

the project oil pipeline from Angarsk to the Chinese pipeline network at Daqing, proposing 

and financing the route from both West and East Siberia to the Pacific coast port of 

Nakhodka. Japan wanted the Nakhodka export terminal to be the pipeline's only outlet, 

because it was worried that if the Chinese link was built Beijing would end up with the 

lion's share of Russian oil exports. This proves that Russo-Chinese cooperation is very 

fragile and based on economic, but not strategic interests.  

Despite these negative factors for development, the energy cooperation between 

both countries has significant reserves and both countries objectively need to improve and 

deepen their strategic partnership. Energy cooperation plays an important role in 

strengthening the strategic partnership between the two countries, and they wish to make 

join efforts to boost this area. 

Good perspectives of Sino-Russian energy cooperation depend on three factors. 

First, cooperation shall be in their bilateral interests, and then both countries will be 

obviously interested in sustaining and developing these relations. Second, energy 

cooperation between the two countries should rely on strong strategic partnership, which 

will provide greater support for the energy dialogue. Lastly, the leaders of both states should 

pay great attention to the energy relationship and provide strong support. It should be an 

important issue on the agenda of high-level relations. As such, the energy sector of China 

and Russia as well as energy companies will be more assured and eager to promote 

cooperation. If this occurs, it seems obvious Sino-Russian energy cooperation will develop 

positively and dynamically in the foreseeable future. 

 

3. 4. Theoretic implications of Russo-Chinese energy relations 

            The detailed analysis of impetuses, history, development and problems of Russoa-

Chinese energy relations provides the empirical basis for theoretical comprehension of such 

relations, which is, undoubtedly has a great schientific and practical value.  
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For Russia, possessing vast oil and gas reserves constitutes important power and 

economic development warrantees. As Lo Bobo explained it, unlike nuclear weapons 

during the soviet period, Russian energy now represents a source of national power that is 

more flexible and exploitable: ―Whereas the world once feared possible nuclear 

confrontation, now many countries, the mighty and the not so mighty, both fear and need 

Russian energy‖
226

 .  

The logic behind the Kremlin‗s move to regain control over Russia‗s energy sector 

consisted in an effort to regain a great power status (derzhavnost) after the dissolution of the 

Soviet Union: ―The logic is… to use Russia‗s vast reserves of gas and oil to rebuild some of 

the geopolitical heft that vanished with the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991‖ 
227

. For 

China, energy plays an important role as well since it is essential to support its economic 

growth and modernization. Therefore, just as Russia will depend on its energy production 

and exportations, China will depend on its energy importations. However, both countries 

take different views of energy security. In fact, the most fundamental divergence which 

contributes to cooling Russo-Chinese relations is the antinomy between Russia‗s and 

China‗s conceptions of energy security.  

In effect, for Russia, energy security means security of demand which can be linked 

to the second form of economic security, namely market access security. Taking into 

consideration the important role the energy sector plays in the Russian economy, any 

―marker failure‖ would inevitably have negative effects on Russia‗s economic development 

and social stability
228

. Conversely, for China, energy security signifies security of supply. 

This conception can be linked to the first form of economic security, namely the security of 

supply structures. Indeed, what counts for the Chinese state is the access to affordable 

energy from diversified and reliable sources. Moreover, Chinese energy supplies must be 

constant and abundant in order to sustain its socio-economic modernization. 

Notwithstanding the importance of securing the energy flows for both China (vis-à-vis 

Russian supply) and Russia (vis-à-vis Chinese demand), their energy relations are 

characterized by a ―polarization‖ of their respective conceptions of energy security which, 
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in turn, affects their mutual perceptions and multiplies the degree of competitiveness to 

secure the ―safe and uninterrupted‗ production, transportation, and distribution of energy 
229

.  

The concept of Regional Security Complex is applicable for analyzing Russo-

Chinese energy relations. The important factor which defines a Regional Security Complex 

is the economy. For Dent, one of the principal aspects of economic security is the safeguard 

of the ―structural integrity‖ of the national economy as well as the protection of the 

―prosperity-generating capabilities and interests‖ of a state in a context of risks and threats 

emanating from the structure of the international economic system
230

 . Therefore, in a 

context of close inter-state relations which are taking place in a limited geographic 

environment, energy security could serve as the complex‗s ―nerve-center‖. In effect, energy 

security concerns become salient when energy inter-dependence is perceived as a threat and 

thus subject to security measures from the states involved in the region
231

. This is also true 

for energy producers and exporters which can also see in ―market dependency‖ a security 

issue necessitating the implementation of concrete security measures. 

 Another important aspect to be taken into consideration when energy forms the 

Regional Security Complex pivot is the state of the relations between the states involved in 

the region. As the concept shows, there are two components which define a complex: (a) the 

distribution of political power in the region; (b) the type of relations (amity or enmity)
232

 . 

These dynamics can influence the perceptions of a state vis-à-vis its energy dependence and 

explain why certain types of inter-dependences are ―politicized‖ (securitized) and others are 

not. Furthermore, these dynamics can either consolidate the inter-dependence of convergent 

and/or divergent interests, for energy inter-dependence can either be positive (mutually 

beneficial) or negative (mutually threatening).  

Also, the importance of the world‗s gas market which, unlike the world‗s oil 

market, is strongly regionalized and implies transactions which more geographically 
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―concentrated‖
233

. Therefore, once operational, gas pipelines transiting between exporters 

and consumers accentuate the energy interdependence.  

Barry Naughten illustrates this idea well: ―Once built they (pipelines) cannot be 

moved and lock the seller and the buyer into a long-term relationship‖ 
234

. With regard to 

Russo-Chinese energy relations, the two states find themselves in some sort of ―Regional 

Energy Security Complex‖ in which the presence of old historical antagonisms, global 

energy market forces and regional geopolitics constitute influential factors which shape the 

way they perceive one and other, and their relations as a whole. On the one hand, Russia is 

seeking to diversify its markets and supply routes. On the other, China has declared its 

intention to diversify its energy sources to reduce its dependence from the Middle East. This 

makes China a formidable potential buyer for Russia and Russia a formidable potential 

energy supplier for China. However, the Kremlin fears an over-dependence on China if it 

becomes Russia‗s principal market; hence its desire to expand Russia‗s influence in other 

Asian energy markets such as Japan and South Korea while simultaneously reassuring 

Europe that it will continue to be Russia‗s biggest clients (East-West manoeuvring). China, 

for its part, fears it will be over-exposed to supply interruptions or reductions from Russia; 

hence the quest to diversify its supply sources as evidenced by many deals concluded with 

important energy producers in Central Asia, the Middle East, Latin America and Africa. Yet, 

despite their mutual fear and reluctance to deepen their collaboration, the two countries 

need to realize that they depend on one and other: China on Russia for its supply security 

and Russia on China for its market security and for the development of its resources. This 

situation can be linked to the fact that in a Regional Security Complex, the security of one 

state cannot be obtained separately from that of the other states involved in the complex. 

 Russia‗s energy imperatives and the ones of China, although of different nature, are 

interrelated in such a way that the energy security of one cannot be considered without that 

of the other to the risk of breaking the ―energy link‖. In other words, Russia‗s energy 

security and China‗s energy security are both the ―sides of the same coin‖ where the energy 

and security inter-dependences are too important to be apprehended separately
235

. The 
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maximization of Russia‗s energy and economic security (i.e. market security; control of 

energy production and energy flows) risks affecting that of China (i.e. supply security, price 

and diversified sources) and vice and versa. Thus, the achievement of ―exclusive‖ energy 

security is very complex. But because of the polarization of Russia‗s and China‗s energy 

security conceptions, energy interdependence is perceived as a threat which, in turn, affects 

the degree of interdependence as it generates security reflexes on both sides, thereby 

creating a line of division on issues relating to their mutual energy security and reducing the 

prospects for cooperation. As mentioned above, for Russia, the objective is to change the 

balance of inter-dependence to its benefit by abusing of China‗s dependence on foreign 

energy and by playing it against other buyers (e.g. Japan and Europe) in order to avoid 

dependence on one single market. For China, the objective is to ―break‖ itself from that 

interdependence by investing in new energy use patterns (alternative energy sources and 

efficiency technologies) and by diversifying its sources through more effective pipeline 

diplomacy with other energy suppliers. In short, China and Russia are locked in a 

perception trap which has plunged them in a ―diversification race‗
236

.  

According to Stulberg, if Russia is capable of utilizing its market power and its 

domestic regulatory authority to ―manipulate the substantive appeal of alternative policy 

options for risk-adverse targets‖, it should be capable of discouraging the defection of these 

targets and ―guide‖ them toward complying with its energy security interests
237

. Conversely, 

Moscow‗s efforts should, in theory, be thwarted either by: (1) states that are less vulnerable 

then others to market forces; (2) failure of the Kremlin to rally Russian national and private 

energy firms due to a lack of regulatory authority. Same scholar considers that, if these two 

variables are necessary for a ―manipulator‖ to convince specific ―targets‖ to comply with its 

interests, then Moscow's inability to consolidate both of these variables should result in a 

situation of ―target defiance‖. However, Moscow ability to consolidate one of these 

variables should result in a situation of ―mutual accommodation‖
238

.  

Therefore, when analyzing Russia‗s energy diplomacy toward China and according 

to Stulberg‘s opinion, a scenario of ―mutual accommodation‖ is predictable. That is to say, 

a situation in which ― the best that Moscow can hope for it to wrangle minimally acceptable 
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regional energy security policies from foreign targets that are overwhelmingly commercial 

not political in nature‖
239

.  

In effect, even if Russian energy firms (private and state-owned) continue to apply 

the Kremlin‗s strategy in the future and even if Russia continues to enjoy market power 

with major consumers such as the EU, a ―manipulative‖ strategy such as the one conducted 

will fail to gain leverage against China. Indeed, China, in addition to being aware of 

Russia‗s game, has developed alternatives to Russian supplies and is seeking domestic 

options for adjustment (e.g. strategic reserves; energy efficiency; alternative energy sources; 

new technologies, etc.). In fact, the principal objective of China‗s future energy strategy  is 

to reform its energy sector in order to maximize domestic production and 

supplies.Moreover, Beijing‗s new strategy seeks, on top of diversifying its supply sources 

for gas and oil, to diversify the country‗s ―energy mix‖ in order to decrease its dependence 

on foreign fossil fuels. Also China‗s seems to have understood, the same way Russia‗s has, 

the importance of converging energy interests and foreign economic policy interests
240

. 

China is aware that Russia is seeking to use its energy resources as a political lever against 

major consumers such as Europe by threatening to deviate its supplies toward Asia. In other 

words, China is conscious that it is being ―used‖ so that Russia can consolidate its emprise 

on Europe‗s energy market. The words of Rosneft‗s President, Sergei Bogdanchikov, are a 

good example of Russia‗s attitude: ―Our partners must understand that Russia has a surplus 

rather than a deficit of pipeline capacity, and we can also supply oil to Europe
241

. The ones 

of Gazprom‗s spokesperson, Sergey Kupriyanov, are just as eloquent: ―We just want 

European countries to understand that we have other alternatives in terms of gas sales. We 

have a fast-growing Chinese market… If the European Union wants our gas, then it will 
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have to consider our interests as well
242

. Thus, to avoid being caught in Russia‗s trap and 

being left with no warranty of supply security, China has recently sought to sign deals with 

other important energy suppliers. For example, in August 2009, China closed a new natural 

gas deal with Australia worth 41 billion USD over 20 years to the detriment of Russia
243

.  

Another important aspect which can support the scenario of ―mutual 

accommodation‖ is the fact that Beijing‗s forthcoming energy strategy seems to recognize 

the urgency for China‗s energy security to adopt a new ―energy model‖ based on stronger 

domestic demand management
244

. This awareness can only diminish the possibilities of 

Russia succeeding in strategically manipulating China. In definitive, despite Russia‗s 

domestic institutional power, if it does not change its approach toward China, it will find it 

difficult to extract meaningful strategic concessions from a China whose becoming more 

―independent-minded‖ and less susceptible to overbearing external political pressure
245

.  

Finally, by seeking to ―manipulate‖ energy interdependence and to divide and rule 

the states which depend on and look forward to cooperate in the development of its 

resources, Russia may see its strategy become self negating. 

In these circumstances, the Russian leadership has to recognize that Russia depends 

on its clients just as they depend on Russia.  With regard to Russo-Chinese energy links, Lo 

Bobo illustrates this idea well: ―As things stand, however, China‗s dominant position 

among Russia‗s energy customers means that the buyer in this instance is at least as 

influential as the seller, notwithstanding Russia‗s reputation as an energy superpower‖
246

.  
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Chapter 4. Russo-Japanese Energy Relations 

4.1. The analysis of energy resources demand in Japan 

In order to analyze and evaluate Russian energy relations with Japan, it is 

necessary, firstly, to understand  the energy demand in Japan, as it will make possible to 

make assumptions about impetuses and directions of Russo-Japanese energy relations.  

Japan has very few domestic energy resources and is only 16 percent energy self-

sufficient. The country is the third largest oil consumer in the world behind the United 

States and China. It is the world's largest importer of both liquefied natural gas and coal
247

. 

Because of the lack of sufficient domestic hydrocarbon resources, Japanese energy 

companies have been actively involved into participation in upstream oil and natural gas 

projects overseas and provide engineering, construction, financial, and project management 

services for energy projects around the world. Japan is one of the major exporters of energy-

sector capital equipment and has a strong energy research and development program that is 

supported by the government, which pursues energy efficiency measures domestically in 

order to increase the country's energy security and reduce carbon dioxide emissions. 

Oil is the most consumed energy resource in Japan, although its share of total 

energy consumption has declined from about 80 percent in the 1970s to 46 percent in 

2009
248

. Coal continues to account for a significant share of total energy consumption, 

although natural gas and nuclear power are increasingly important sources. Japan is the 

third largest consumer of nuclear power in the world, after the United States and France. 

Hydroelectric power and renewable energy account for a relatively small percentage of total 

energy consumption in the country. The percentage of usage of different types of energy 

recourse in Japan in 2008 is shown at the Picture 10. 
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Picture 10.  Japan total energy consumption 2008 

 

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration. http://www.eia.doe.gov/countries/cab.cfm?fips=JA 

(Retrieved September 5, 2011). 

 

 

Japan has very limited domestic oil reserves, amounting to 44 million barrels as of 

January 2011, according to The Oil and Gas Journal (OGJ), down from the 58 million 

barrels reported by OGJ in 2007. Japan's domestic oil reserves are concentrated primarily 

along the country's western coastline. Offshore areas surrounding Japan, such as the East 

China Sea, also contain oil and gas deposits; however, development of these zones is held 

up by competing territorial claims with China. Consequently, Japan relies heavily on 

imports to meet its consumption needs. Japan maintains government-controlled oil stocks to 

ensure against a supply interruption. Total strategic oil stocks in Japan were 596 million 

barrels at the end of December 2010, with 54 percent being government stocks and 46 

percent commercial stocks, according to EIA.  

Japan consumed 4,4 million barrels per day of oil in 2010, making it the third 

largest petroleum consumer in the world, behind the United States and China. However, oil 
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demand in Japan has been declining since 2005
249

. This decline stems from structural 

factors, such as fuel substitution, an aging population, and government-mandated energy 

efficiency targets. In addition to the shift to natural gas in the industrial sector, fuel 

substitution is occurring in the residential sector as high prices have decreased demand for 

kerosene in home heating.  

 

Picture 11.  Japan’s Oil Production and Consumption 1990 - 2010 

 

 

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration. http://www.eia.doe.gov/countries/cab.cfm?fips=JA 

(Retrieved September 5, 2011). 

 

The Japanese government's 2006 New National Energy Strategy emphasized 

increased energy conservation and efficiency. The government aims to reduce the share of 

oil consumed in its primary energy mix as well as the share of oil used in the transportation 

sector. Oil as a percentage of total primary energy demand has fallen from roughly 80 

percent of the energy mix in the 1970s to about 46 percent in 2009
250

, made possible by 

increased energy efficiency and the expanded use of nuclear power and natural gas. Among 
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the large developed world economies, Japan has one of the lowest energy intensities, as 

high levels of investment in research and development of energy technology since the 1970s 

has substantially increased energy efficiency.  

 

 

Oil Sector Organization 

Although Japan is a minor oil producing country, it has a robust oil sector 

comprised of various state-run, private, and foreign companies. Until 2004, Japan's oil 

sector was dominated by the Japan National Oil Corporation (JNOC), which was formed by 

the Japanese government in 1967 and charged with promoting oil exploration and 

production domestically and overseas
251

. In 2004, JNOC's profitable business units were 

spun off into new companies in order to introduce greater competition into Japan's energy 

sector. Many of JNOC's activities were taken over by the Japan Oil, Gas and Metals 

National Corporation (JOGMEC), a state-run enterprise charged with aiding Japanese 

companies involved in exploration and production overseas and promoting commodity 

stockpiling domestically
252

 . New companies were formed, of which the 2 largest are Inpex, 

now Japan's largest oil and gas company, and the Japan Petroleum Exploration Company 

(Japex). Both companies carried out successful initial public offerings on the Tokyo Stock 

Exchange, although the Japanese government maintains an equity stake in each firm.  

Private Japanese firms dominate the country‘s large and competitive downstream 

sector, as foreign companies have historically faced regulatory restrictions. But over the last 

several years, these regulations have been eased, which has led to increased competition in 

the petroleum-refining sector. Chevron, BP, Shell, and BHP Billiton
253

 are among the 

foreign energy companies involved in providing products and services to the Japanese 

market as well as being joint venture partners in many of Japan's overseas projects.  

Domestic Production and Exploration 

In 2010, Japan's total oil production was roughly 132,631 barrels per day, of which 

only 4,940 barrels per day was crude oil. The vast majority of Japan's oil production comes 
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in the form of refinery gain, resulting from the country's large petroleum refining sector. 

Japan has 145 producing oil wells in 13 fields, according to The Oil and Gas Journal. The 

pace of the domestic exploration program slowed in 2009-2010, reportedly due to the low 

rate of production compared with exploration costs.  

Because of the country's lack of domestic oil resources, Japanese oil companies 

have sought participation in exploration and production projects overseas with government 

backing. The government's 2006 energy strategy plan encourages Japanese companies to 

increase energy exploration and development projects around the world to secure a stable 

supply of oil and natural gas. The Japan Bank for International Cooperation supports 

upstream companies by offering loans at favourable rates, thereby allowing Japanese 

companies to bid effectively for projects in key producing countries. Such financial support 

helps Japanese companies to purchase stakes in oil and gas fields around the world, 

reinforcing national supply security while guaranteeing their own financial stability
254

. The 

government's goal is to import 40 percent of the country's total crude oil imports from 

Japanese-owned concessions by 2030, up from the current estimated 19 percent.  

Japan's overseas oil projects are primarily located in the Middle East and 

Southeast Asia. Japanese oil companies involved in exploration and production projects 

overseas include: Inpex, Cosmo Oil, Idemitsu Kosan Co., Japan Energy Development 

Corporation, Japex, Mitsubishi, Mitsui, Nippon Oil, and others. Many of these companies 

are involved in small-scale projects that were originally set up by JNOC 
255

. However, many 

are involved in high-profile upstream projects involving major investments in overseas 

ventures in recent years.  

Some of the major upstream projects that Japanese companies are involved in 

overseas are
256

:  

Middle East and Africa  

• Kuwait and Saudi Arabia Neutral Zone: Khafji and Hout fields - Japanese-owned 

Arabian Oil Company (AOC) once held a 40 percent stake in exploration for the Khafji and 

Hout oil fields in Kuwait and the Neutral Zone. Subsequent concession expirations have left 

                                                 
254
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the AOC with a limited, technical role and a 100,000 barrels per day purchase contract from 

Khafji field until 2023. 

• United Arab Emirates (UAE): Adma Block - Japan Oil Development Co. 

(JODCO), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Inpex, holds a 12percent stake in 4 of the fields 

and a 40 percent stake in a fifth field. JODCO is involved in developing the fields, which 

began producing in 1982. Development is continuing to maintain and expand output. 

Additionally, offshore UAE and Qatar, Mubarraz and 2 other fields are 100 percent staked 

by the consortium of Nippon Oil, Cosmo Oil, Tokyo Electric, Chubu Electric, and Kansai 

Electric. Crude oil produced is exported under the name Mubarraz Blend. 

• Egypt: West Bakr Block - A joint venture between Inpex and Mitsui with 

100percent interest in exploration and development, oil production began in 1980; the 

contract extends to 2020. 

• Algeria: El Ouar 1 and 2 Blocks - Inpex holds a 10 percent working interest in 

these onshore fields containing oil, gas, and condensates. Development is continuing in 

conjunction with Sonatrach. 

• Congo: 11 offshore oil fields - Inpex holds a 32 percent stake. Production began 

in 1975; the contract was extended to 2023. Production remains stable due to ongoing 

development. 

Northern Europe  

• Norway: North Sea offshore - Idemitsu Kosan currently produces 28,000 barrels 

of oil equivalent per day from its interests in 5 producing fields in Norway's North Sea 

(Snorre, Tordis/Vigdis, Statfjord East, Sygna, Fram), and was awarded 2 exploration 

licenses in September 2009 in a joint venture with Osaka Gas for 2 additional blocks near 

currently producing Snorre and Fram fields, in which Idemitsu Kosan also holds shares. 

• U.K.: North Sea offshore - Idemitsu Kosan acquired Petro Summit Investment 

UK from Sumitomo Corp. in November 2009, and is producing 5,000 barrels of oil 

equivalent per day from 9 fields. It is also involved in exploration and development of 4 

licensed blocks west of the Shetland Islands, having discovering crude and gas in mid-2009. 

Additionally, Nippon Oil has stakes from 2 percent to 45 percent in the North Sea offshore 

Magnus, Brae, Andrew, Blane, and other fields. Its net production is currently 12,600 

barrelsof oil quivalent per day. 

Caspian Sea  

• Azerbaijan: Azeri-Chirag-Guneshli Project (ACG) - Inpex has a 10 percent stake 

in ACG, which is now producing an estimated 1 million barrels per day.  
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• Kazakhstan: North Caspian Sea project, Kashagan oil field - Inpex has a 

7.56percent stake. Initial production is projected at 450,000 barrels per day at end-2014. 

Peak production target is 1.5 million barrels per day by the end of the decade.  

 

Russia  

• Sakhalin-1 - The Sakhalin Oil and Gas development Company (SODECO), a 

consortium of public and private Japanese oil companies, holds a 30 percent interest. 

Sakhalin-1 oil production reached 250,000 barrels per day in February 2009. 

• Sakhalin-II - Mitsui and Mitsubishi have a combined interest of 22,5 percent in 

the oil field; estimated reserves are 1 billion barrels. 

Asia  

• Indonesia: Offshore Mahakam Block and Attaka unit - Inpex has a 50 percent 

stake in each project and production-sharing contracts lasting to 2017 with the Indonesian 

government. Crude and condensate are shipped mainly to oil refineries and power utilities 

in Japan. Negotiations are underway to extend the contracts. Additionally, Nippon Oil and 

JOGMEC in joint venture own a 17 percent stake, currently under exploration and 

development, in the Berau Block integrated area.  

• Australia: Van Gogh and Ravensworth oil fields - Inpex has a 47,5 percent 

interest in Van Gogh, which started up in first quarter 2010 with a 150,000 barrels per day 

capacity, and a 28,5 percent interest in neighbouring Ravensworth, which started up in 

September 2010 as part of the 96,000 barrels per day Pyrenees project. Additionally, 

Nippon Oil has a 25percent stake in the NW Shelf Mutineer and Exeter fields. Its net 

production is currently 1,500 barrels of oil equivalent per day, and it also has 5 other fields 

in various stages of development. 

• Vietnam: Nam Rong/Doi Moi offshore oil fields - Idemitsu Kosan has a 

15percent stake in these fields, which began production February 2010 at 20,000 barrels per 

day; Idemitsu's portion is 1,500 barrels per day. Idemitsu, together with Nippon Oil and 

Teikoku Oil, holds interests in 2 other offshore fields currently under exploration. 

• Papua New Guinea: onshore blocks at Kutubu and Moran - a consortium of 

Nippon Oil, Mitsubishi, and the Japanese government own interests in various fields under 

exploration, development, production. 

The Americas  
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• Brazil: Frade block, Northern Campos Basin - a joint venture of Inpex, JOGMEC, 

and Sojitz Corp hold 18,3 percent interest in this offshore block. Production began in 2009; 

peak production of 90,000 barrels per day is projected for 2011. 

• Canada: Alberta oil sands syncrude project - Nippon Oil has a 5percent stake. 

Production capacity was 350,000 barrels per day in 2006. Nippon's share was 14,000 barrels 

per day in 2009.  

• Canada: Athabasca oil sands project, Alberta - Japex is involved in this project, 

its share in 2007 production was 7,000 barrels per day. 

Japan is primarily dependent on the Middle East for its oil imports, as roughly 80 

percent of Japanese crude oil imports originate in the region, up from 70 percent in the mid-

1980s. Japan is currently looking towards Russia, South East Asia, and Africa to 

geographically diversify its oil imports.  

 

Picture 12.  Japan’s Crude Oil Imports by Major Sources 

 
Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration. http://www.eia.doe.gov/countries/cab.cfm?fips=JA 

(Retrieved September 5, 2011). 

 

For a consumer of its size, Japan has a relatively limited domestic pipeline 

transmission system. Crude oil and petroleum products are delivered to consumers mainly 

by coastal tankers and tank trucks, as well as railroad tankers and pipelines.  

Russia's Transneft, backed by the Russian government, is building the Eastern 

Siberia-Pacific Ocean pipeline (ESPO), a 2,900 mile pipeline from Taishet, Siberia to 

Nakhodka on the Pacific Ocean, to export Russian oil to the energy hubs of the Asia-Pacific 

region. In August 2010, the first section of the pipeline was completed, running from 
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eastern Siberia to China's northeastern frontier. The remainder of the pipeline is still under 

construction, to be completed in 2012, and is expected to transport up to 1,6 million barrels 

per day, about one-third of Russia's current oil exports, to China, Japan, and South Korea
257

.  

According to OGJ, Japan had 4,7 million barrels per day of oil refining capacity at 

30 facilities as on January 2011, and has the second-largest refining capacity in the Asia-

Pacific region after China. In recent years, the refining sector in Japan has been 

characterized by overcapacity as domestic petroleum product consumption has fallen and is 

forecast to continue to fall due to the contraction in industrial output and the decline in 

transportation fuel demand since blending with ethanol has become mandatory. Japanese 

refiners aim to shut down 600,000 barrels per day of capacity by 2012. Currently, private 

refiners in Japan are required to maintain petroleum product stocks equivalent to at least 70 

days of consumption, which imposes large additional costs to these companies. Refiners are 

increasingly looking abroad for markets for their surplus petroleum products and some 

analysts predict that Japan may become a significant exporter of refined products in the long 

term
258

. In addition to selling products abroad, Japanese refiners are directly investing in 

refinery projects overseas. For example, in November 2006, Idemitsu Kosan and Cosmo Oil 

each acquired a 10-percent equity stake in a new refinery project located in Qatar. The 

facility has a refining capacity of 146,000 barrels per day and was Japan's first overseas 

refinery investment, coming online in 2009
259

.  

The March 11 earthquake in Northeastern Japan caused a shutdown of at least 1,2 

million barrels per day or 26 percent of the current capacity
260

. According to trade press, 

Japan will likely import refined products, particularly low sulphur fuel oil, in order to offset 

shortfalls in fuel supply for power generation and LNG.  

According to The Oil and Gas Journal, Japan had 738 billion cubic feet of proven 

natural gas reserves as of January 2011. Natural gas proven reserves have declined since 
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2007, when they measured 1,4 trillion cubic feet. Most natural gas fields are located along 

the western coastline. 

 

 

 

 Picture 13. Japan’s Natural Gas production and Consumption 1990 - 2009  

 

 

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration. 

http://www.eia.doe.gov/countries/cab.cfm?fips=JA (Retrieved September 5, 2011). 

 

Gas Sector Organization 

Inpex and other companies created from the former Japan National Oil Company 

are the primary actors in Japan's domestic natural gas sector, as in the oil sector. Inpex, 

Mitsubishi, Mitsui, and various other Japanese companies are actively involved in domestic 

as well as overseas natural gas exploration and production. Osaka Gas, Tokyo Gas, and 

Toho Gas are Japan's largest retail natural gas companies, with a combined share of about 

75 percent of the retail market
261

. Japanese retail gas and electric companies are 

participating directly in overseas upstream LNG projects to assure reliability of 

supply.Although Japan is a large natural gas consumer, it has a relatively limited domestic 
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natural gas pipeline transmission system for a consumer of its size. This is partly due to 

geographical constraints posed by the country's mountainous terrain, but it is also the result 

of previous regulations that limited investment in the sector. Reforms enacted in 1995 and 

1999 helped open the sector to greater competition and a number of new private companies 

have entered the industry since the reforms.  

Japan produced 181 billion cubic feet of natural gas in 2009. Japan's largest 

natural gas field is the Minami-Nagaoka on the western coast of Honshu, which produces 

about 50 percent of Japan's domestic gas. Discovered by Inpex in 1979, field exploration 

and development are still ongoing
262

. The gas produced is transported via an 1300 

kilometers pipeline network that stretches across the region surrounding the Tokyo 

metropolitan area. Inpex is building an LNG terminal with a 73 billion cubic feet per year 

capacity at Naoetsu port in Joetsu City which will connect its domestic pipeline 

infrastructure with its overseas assets by the end of 2013. Japex has been involved in 

locating new domestic reserves in the Niigata, Akita, and Hokkaido regions of Japan, 

targeting structures near existing oil and gas fields. However, the pace of the domestic 

exploration program is reportedly set to slow in fiscal year 2009-2010 due to the low rate of 

production when compared with exploration costs
263

.  

Because of its limited natural gas resources, Japan must rely on imports to meet its 

natural gas needs. Japan began importing LNG from Alaska in 1969, making it a pioneer in 

the global LNG trade. Due to environmental concerns, the Japanese government has 

encouraged natural gas consumption in the country and Japan accounted for about 36 

percent of global LNG imports in 2009, according to Cedigaz. In 2009, Japan consumed 

some 3,5 trillion cubic feet of natural gas, importing about 3 trillion cubic feet of LNG by 

tanker. According to FACTS Global Energy, Japan's LNG imports rose nearly 9 percent to 

3,3 trillion cubic feet in 2010.  

As a result of the March 11 earthquake, the country is likely to import more spot 

LNG along with other fuels to cover the nuclear power outages as occurred after the last 

earthquake disruption at the Kashiwazaki-Kariwa nuclear facility in 2007. Only one small 

regasification terminal, Shin Minato LNG, shut down as a result of the recent earthquake, 

allowing the country to continue importing LNG and potentially compensate for some 
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portion of lost nuclear capacity. Qatar, Russia, and Indonesia have offered Japan LNG spot 

cargoes.  

The power sector is the largest consumer of LNG, followed by the industrial sector. 

Increased use of natural gas within these sectors has been one of the main drivers of growth 

in natural gas demand in Japan. Japan has over 40 operating LNG import terminals with a 

total throughput capacity well in excess of demand in order to assure flexibility. The 

majority of LNG terminals are located in the main population centers of Tokyo, Osaka, and 

Nagoya, near major urban and manufacturing hubs, and are owned by local power 

companies, either alone or in partnership with gas companies. These same companies own 

much of Japan's LNG tanker fleet.  

 

Picture 14.  Japan LNG Imports by Source, 2010 

 

 

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration. 

http://www.eia.doe.gov/countries/cab.cfm?fips=JA (Retrieved September 5, 2011). 

 

Japanese regulations permit individual utilities and natural gas distribution 

companies to sign LNG supply contracts with foreign sources, in addition to directly 

importing spot cargoes
264

. The largest LNG supply agreements are held by Tokyo Gas, 

Osaka Gas, Toho Gas, Chubu Electric and TEPCO, primarily with countries in Southeast 

Asia and the Middle East. Many of Japan's existing LNG contracts date from the 1970s and 
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1980s, and are set to expire over the next decade. Some industry analysts suggest that this is 

driving Japanese firms' interest in acquiring equity stakes in foreign LNG projects, in an 

effort to guarantee future supply. In addition to long-term contracts, Japan receives a 

significant number of spot cargoes. Contracted imports remain vital to the country, however, 

which has lead to the renegotiation of long-term supply deals, especially with Indonesia, 

one of Japan's largest LNG suppliers. New supply contracts are also being made as various 

overseas LNG projects, in which Japanese companies have interests, come online.  

Japanese companies have actively sought participation in natural gas exploration 

and production projects abroad. Some of the major overseas upstream projects that Japan is 

involved in are
265

 :  

Australia  

• Ichthys Project, Browse Basin, Western Australia - Inpex holds a 76 percent 

stake in this offshore LNG project, which is projected to come onstream in 2016. It is 

expected to produce 377 billion cubic feet per year of LNG, most of which is reportedly 

intended for export to Japan.  

• Mimia Project, Browse Basin - Inpex has a 60 percent stake. In 2008, Inpex 

announced that it made a new natural gas discovery in the Mimia-1 well, WA-344-P block. 

Total owns 40 percent. The companies are considering linking the development of the 

Mimia field to the Ichthys project as they are in fairly close proximity. 

• Pluto LNG Project - Tokyo Gas and Kansai Electric each acquired a 5 percent 

stake in Woodside's Pluto LNG project and signed a deal for 182 billion cubic feet per year 

of LNG for 15 years. The first train is expected to come online in March 2011, with 

estimated new capacity of 200 billion cubic feet per year of LNG. 

• Timor Sea Joint Petroleum Development Area, including Bayu-Undan gas field - 

Inpex, Tokyo Gas, and TEPCO combined own 20 percent. An LNG sales agreement was 

signed in 2005 for annual supply of 146 billion cubic feet per year; first shipment began 

February 2006. 

• Darwin LNG Terminal - Inpex, TEPCO, and Tokyo Gas hold a combined 20,5 

percent stake in the 170 billion cubic feet per year Darwin LNG terminal, which came 

online in 2006. TEPCO and Tokyo Gas have contracts totaling 146 billion cubic feet per 

year for a period of 17 years. 

Russia  
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• Sakhalin-II - Mitsui and Mitsubishi hold stakes of 22,5 percent combined. 

Although Shell was originally the main operator of Sakhalin-II, in April 2007 Gazprom 

became the majority shareholder and the holdings of Shell, Mitsui, and Mitsubishi were 

reduced to 27,5; 12,5; and 10 percent respectively. In June 2008, the Japan Bank for 

International Cooperation (JBIC) and a consortium of international commercial banks 

pledged $5,3 billion in project financing. Sakhalin-2 went online in February 2009. At its 

peak, Sakhalin-2 is expected to produce 468 billion cubic feet per year and approximately 

60 percent of the project's LNG will be sold to Japan, with 9 Japanese companies as 

customers. 

• Vladivostok LNG terminal - In July 2010, Japan and Russia signed a preliminary 

agreement to build an LNG terminal with liquefaction capacity of 244 billion cubic feet per 

year by 2017.  

Indonesia  

• Masela Block, Abadi gas field, Timor Sea - Inpex holds a 100percent stake in 

this field, which it estimates holds over 10 Trillion cubic feet of natural reserves. Inpex is 

planning to build a floating LNG plant with 220 billion cubic feet per year capacity, and the 

project is expected to be online and shipping 150-250 billion cubic feet per year of LNG to 

Japan and elsewhere in 2016.  

• Senoro LNG plant, Sulawesi - Mitsubishi holds 51 percent equity. The Senoro 

gas field is estimated to hold 1,5 trillion cubic feet of reserves. Mitsubishi is building a 97 

billion cubic feet per year LNG plant and will be the sole buyer of LNG from the plant, 

which is scheduled to come on-stream in 2012.  

• Mahakam Block and Attaka Unit, Offshore Kalimantan Island - Inpex and Total 

each hold 50 percent equity. These fields began producing in 1972, and a number of other 

gas and oil fields were discovered and included in the project. Most of the natural gas is sent 

to Indonesia's Bontang liquefaction plant before being shipped to Japan as LNG. Inpex has 

a 20-year contract extending to 2017 and is currently negotiating to extend it further.  

• Berau Block, Tangguh LNG Project, Papua Province - A joint venture between 

Inpex and Mitsubishi has a 22,9 percent interest in the Berau Block and a 16,5 percent 

interest in the Tangguh Project. Reserves are estimated at 14,4 trillion cubic feet. The first 

cargo of LNG was shipped in July 2009.  

• North Belut gas field, South Natuna Sea - Inpex has a 35 percent interest in this 

project, which is led by ConocoPhillips. The field came online December 2009 at 97 billion 

cubic feet per year; the gas is shipped to Malaysia under contract. 
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So the reliance of Japan on LNG export is obvious and substantial and is also one 

of the key determinants of the stable and effective development of the country.  

 

 

 

Nuclear sector 

Another important type of energy in Japan is nuclear energy. However, it does not 

occupy the same percentage as oil, coil and natural gas in overall energy consumption of 

Japan, but the government was relying on the development of nuclear energy and in 

perspective Japan wanted to make nuclear energy the primary energy recourse of the 

country.  Japan currently has 17 nuclear plants, but immediately after the earthquake happen 

on March 2011, four of Japan‘s nuclear power stations – Onagawa, Fukushima Daiichi, 

Fukushima Daini and Tokai – automatically shut down as was intended
266

. 

Picture 15. Nuclear power plants in Japan 

 

                                                 
266

 In mid May 2011, only 17 out of Japan's 50 remaining nuclear power reactors (apart from Monju and 

written-off Fukushima Daiichi 1-4) were in operation. This represents 15,493 MWe, or 35percent, of the total 

remaining nuclear generating capacity of 44,396 MWe. Twenty units, with a combined capacity of 17,705 

MWe (40percent of total nuclear capacity) were not operating as they had been shut for periodic inspections, 

while another two units (1700 MWe) had been shut for unplanned inspections or equipment replacement. 

More details refer to  http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/inf79.html (Retrieved August 1, 2011).  
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Source: Kramer Joshua. Japan‘s Evolving Nuclear Disaster And Its Impacts On Nuclear Aspirations In Asia. 

March 14, 2011. 

http://www.responsibleresearch.com/Responsible_Research___Japan_s_Evolving_Nuclear_Disaster.pdf 

(Retrieved October 4, 2011). 

   

             After the deadly tsunami there were no any concrete statements from the 

government about the future of the nuclear industry in Japan. Officials used to say that the 

nuclear policy shall be revised in order to conform to safety regulations.  

However, on May 19, 2011 Japanese Premier Minister Naoto Kan claimed that: 

―nuclear power will remain a key part of Japan's energy policy but, addressing heightened 

concerns about its safety, he added it must be carefully regulated
267

‖. And ―the 

government's stance is to seek to enhance the safety of nuclear power plants‖ said Premier 

Minister
268

.There is no doubt that nuclear energy plays very important role in the country‘s 

economic and social life, and there is no possibility to reject it all in nearest future: there is 

no same effective and cheap analogues to the nuclear energy. 

In 2010 nuclear energy accounts for almost 30 percent of the country's total 

electricity production (29 percent in 2009). There are plans to increase this to 41 percent by 

2017, and 50 percent by 2030
269

.  

In 2008 Japan generated 1085 billion kWh (kilowatt-hour) gross, 30 percent from 

coal, 25 percent from gas, 24 percent from nuclear, 11 percent from oil, and 7,5 percent 

from hydro, though 8 GWe of nuclear capacity was shut down for checks following an 

earthquake in mid 2007. Per capita consumption is about 7900 kWh per year. Demand for 

2009 was expected to be 892 billion kWh, with peak 173,4 GWe, requiring capacity of 194 

GWe
270

. 

Nuclear power has been expected to play an even bigger role in Japan's future. In the 

context of the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) Cool Earth 50 energy 

innovative technology plan in 2008, the Japan Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA) has 

modelled a 54 percent reduction in CO2 emissions (from 2000 levels) by 2050 leading on to 

a 90 percent reduction by 2100. This would lead to nuclear energy contributing about 
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60percent of primary energy in 2100 (compared with 10 percent now), 10 percent from 

renewables (now  5 percent) and 30 percent fossil fuels (now 85 percent)
271

. 

Japan has a full fuel cycle setup, including enrichment and reprocessing of used fuel 

for recycling. Japan has promoted nuclear electricity over the years as a means of 

diversifying its energy sources and reducing carbon emissions, emphasizing safety and 

reliability. The World Nuclear Association reports there are currently 2 nuclear plants under 

construction and another 12 in planning stages
272

. 

Table 8. Japanese reactors under construction  

Reactor Type Gross capacity        Utility Construction start Operation* 

Shimane 3 ABWR 1373 MWe Chugoku December 2005 3/2012 

Ohma 1  ABWR 1383 MWe  EPDC/ J-Power May 2010 11/2014 

total (2) 

  

 

  

2756 MWe 
 

  
  

 

  

Source: Nuclear Power in Japan. World Nuclear Association. 

 http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/inf79.html  (Retrieved September 16, 2011). 
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Table 9. Japanese reactors planned  

 

Reactor Type 
MWe gross 

(each) 
     Utility 

start * 

construction 

start * 

operation 

Tsuruga 3  APWR 1538 JAPC 3/2012 7/2017 

Tsuruga 4  APWR 1538 JAPC 3/2012 7/2018 

Higashidori 1 Tepco ABWR 1385 Tepco 
4/2011 

(deferred) 
3/2017 

Fukushima I - 7 ABWR 1380 Tepco 
4/2012 

(suspended) 
 10/2016 

Fukushima I - 8 ABWR 1380 Tepco 
4/2012 

(suspended) 
10/2017 

Kaminoseki 1  ABWR 1373 Chugoku 6/2012 3/2018 

Sendai 3 APWR 1590 Kyushu 
3/2014 

(deferred) 
12/2019 

Higashidori 2 Tepco ABWR 1385 Tepco 2014? 2019 or later 

      

 Hamaoka 6  ABWR 1380 Chubu 2016 
2020 or 

later  

Higashidori 2 

Tohoku 
ABWR 1385 Tohoku 2016 2021 or later 

Namie-odaka BWR? 825? Tohoku 2017 3/2021 

Kaminoseki 2 ABWR 1373 Chugoku 2018 2022 

Total (12)   
16,532 

MWe  
  

  

 

  

  

 

  

* According to METI FY2010 plan, unless updated by company.  Tsuruga 3-4 schedule has slipped   by 16 

months. Tsuruga 3-4 and Tepco's Higashidori 1 are undergoing final safety assessment by regulatory 

authorities. 

Source: Nuclear Power in Japan. World Nuclear Association. 

 http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/inf79.html  (Retrieved September 16, 2011). 

 

Prior to the Sendai earthquake it appeared that Japan‘s nuclear energy program was 

on the rebound. Japan is the third largest nuclear industry behind the United States and 

France and was planning the further development of the industry. In late 2010, Tepco 

appeared newly recommitted to nuclear energy. In September 2010 the company said it 

planned to invest ¥2.5 trillion (30,5 billion USD) on low- carbon projects domestically by 
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2020 to generate more than half of its power free of carbon
273

. Most of this capacity will be 

nuclear. Four ABWR plants for Tepco are listed as planned. Tepco‘s shares dropped to an 

eight-year low after the company announced plans to raise ¥540 billion (US$6,6 billion) via 

a share sale to fund this planned expansion. The following month, in October 2010, Tepco 

assumed the lead of the newly formed International Nuclear Energy Development of Japan 

Co (JINED), a public-private partnership consisting of nine utilities, and Japan‘s leading 

nuclear equipment suppliers: Toshiba, Hitachi, and MHI. JINED was established to sell 

nuclear reactor contracts to developing nations and has already signed contracts to supply 

reactors to Vietnam and Turkey – these would be Japan‘s first foreign reactor sales
274

. 

These events will certainly cast doubts over Tepco‘s ability to safely operate nuclear power 

stations in Japan and about the nuclear energy industry in general among the population. It 

seems certain that Daiichi has been destroyed. Japan has an aging fleet of nuclear reactors. 

As the country recovers, lifecycle extensions will become a major issue. 

Uranium supply 

Japan has no indigenous uranium. Its 2011 requirements of 8195 tU (tones-

uranuim) will be met from Australia (about one third), Canada, Kazakhstan and elsewhere.  

Increasingly, Japanese companies are taking equity in overseas uranium projects. 

In Kazakhstan, Itochu agreed to purchase 3000 tU from Kazatomprom over ten years in 

2006, and in connection with this Japanese finance contributed to developing the West 

Mynkuduk deposit in Kazakhstan (giving Sumitomo 25 percent, Kansai 10 percent). In 

2007 Japanese interests led by Marubeni and Tepco bought 40 percent of the Kharasan mine 

project in Kazakhstan and will take 2000 tU per year of its production
275

. A further 

agreement on uranium supply and Japanese help in upgrading the Ulba fuel fabrication 

plant was signed in May 2008. In March 2009 three Japanese companies - Kansai, 

Sumitomo and Nuclear Fuel Industries - signed an agreement with Kazatomprom on 

uranium processing for Kansai plants. 

In Uzbekistan, a Japan-Uzbek intergovernmental agreement in September 2006 

was aimed at financing Uzbek uranium development and in October 2007 Itochu 

                                                 
273
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Corporation agreed with Navoi Mining & Metallurgy Combinat (NMMC) to develop 

technology to mine and mill the black shales, particularly the Rudnoye deposit, and to take 

about 300 tU per year from 2007. Then in February 2011 Itochu signed a 10-year "large-

scale" uranium purchase agreement with NMMC. 

In Australia, Mitsui joined Uranium One's Honeymoon mine project in 2008 as a 

49 percent joint venture partner. Then early in 2009, a 20 percent share in Uranium One Inc 

was taken by three Japanese companies, giving overall 59 percent Japanese equity in 

Honeymoon. In July 2008 Mitsubishi agreed to buy 30 percent of West Australia's Kintyre 

project for 495 million USD, with Cameco (70 percent). In February 2009 Mega Uranium 

sold 35 percent of the Lake Maitland project to the Itochu Corporation (10percent of 

Japanese share) and Japan Australia Uranium Resources Development Co. Ltd. (JAURD), 

acting on behalf of Kansai Electric Power Company (50 percent), Kyushu Electric Power 

Company (25 percent) and Shikoku Electric Power Company (15 percent) for 49 million 

USD. 

In Namibia, Itochu Corporatioon bought a 15 percent stake in Kalahari Minerals, 

in March 2010, for 92 million USD. Kalahari owns 41percent of Extract Resources, which 

is developing the Husab project. Then in July 2010 Itochu bought a 10,3 percent direct stake 

in Extract for 153 million USD, mostly from Polo Resources, giving it 16,43 percent overall 

in the project
276

. 

Apart from some active interest in uranium exploration and mine investment in 

Australia and Canada to help secure fuel supplies, for many years the Japanese nuclear 

industry was focused domestically, but in the 1990s it started to look at export possibilities 

and international collaboration.Companies such as Hitachi, Mitsubishi and Toshiba formed 

important alliances internationally or took over major foreign nuclear companies. At the 

government level, there were agreements with several governments including 

Kazakhstan.  Then NISA set up the International Nuclear Power Safety Working Group in 

2008 to cooperate in the field of nuclear safety with emerging countries, primarily in Asia, 

planning to introduce and expand their use of nuclear power.  This led in 2009 to an 

industry-based group, the JAIF International Cooperation Center  (JICC), established with 

government backing to support countries planning to introduce nuclear power generation, 

and the International Nuclear Energy Cooperation Council, a forum for the relevant 

Japanese government authorities and private institutes to collaborate in international aid. 
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Thus, from above mentioned analysis it is obvious that Japan is in sharp need of 

any kind of primary energy recourses ant its stable and effective supply is one of the main 

pillar of the national interests of the country.  

Because of the scarce domestic natural recourses and thus, extreme dependence on 

external supplies of energy, Japanese government pays a great attention to the energy 

strategy of the country , its planning, direction and thoroughful implementation.  

Japanese government  has  been increasingly concerned with the management of 

energy supply and demand in the volatile energy market.  Like many of its counterparts in 

industrialized economies, Japan largely relies   on   market   mechanisms   as   the   prime   

instrument   of   supply   and   demand management.  

Given these problems, the major pillars of the Japanese energy strategy are: (1) 

the security of supply; (2) reasonable prices; (3) the diversification of energy sources 

(away from oil to non-oil resources, in particular, the development of alternative and new 

energy sources, such as nuclear, solar and wind power); (4) geographical diversification 

of the supply of energy; and (5) energy conservation
277

.  Of these, it is important to 

note that the first four are concerned on the supply side, while the last focuses on demand. 

Energy development  in  the  Russian  Far  East  can  be  instrumental  in  helping to 

diversify energy supplies and thus enhance energy security.  It will reduce Japan‘s energy 

dependency on the Middle East.  It will also contribute to Japan‘s efforts of diversifying 

its sources away from oil to natural gas.  The Russian Far East is rich in natural gas that 

is less polluting and more efficient in power generation.  The increased use of natural gas 

in Japan could contribute to achievement of the environmental pollution targets of the 

Kyoto Accord.  Finally, the prospect for nuclear power development in Japan has become 

even bleaker with the difficulties in finding new sites and, to maker matters worse, with 

the terrible nuclear radiation accident at Tokai- Mura in the fall of 1999 and recent 

collapse of Fukushima-Daiichi.  Russian natural gas would be able to contribute in filling 

the gap between energy demand and the amount of energy supplied by nuclear  power. 

There also exists the possibility that Russian natural gas would be very competitively 

price. 
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4.2. Russo-Japanese energy relations 

Energy strategies of both countries play a great role in bilateral energy relations 

which are are the rare phenomenon of contemporary international relations 

With the geographical proximity, complementary economic needs and desire to 

diversify their energy policies, Russia and Japans should be naturally motivated for the  

intense cooperation.  

Russia holds the world's largest natural gas reserves, the second largest coal 

reserves, and the eighth largest oil reserves. Russia is also the world's largest exporter of 

natural gas, the second largest oil exporter and the third largest energy consumer
278

. Japan is 

the third largest oil consumer in the world behind the United States and China, and the 

second largest net importer of oil. The country also is the largest importer of liquefied 

natural gas in the world
279

. 

Despite the unresolved dispute over the four Kurile Islands as a heritage from the 

WWII period, two countries‘ trade and economic ties have recently been increased 

dramatically
280

, but their political relations are still cold
281

. But, based on successful 

economic, and specially, energy cooperation it would be possible to elaborate mechanism 

for future diplomatic negotiations and to resolve political issues. Building relations based on 

mutual trust would help to improve relations overall.  

Even in complicated political and strategic situation of the Cold War era, former 

Soviet Union and Japan were involved in a few energy projects, mostly in Soviet Far East 

and Western Siberia. Also Japan purchased diesel fuel for marine engines that was produced 

at soviet refineries. Besides, Japan imported coal from USSR and also there were plans to 

develop coal deposits together
282

.  

The first Soviet – Japanese energy project proposals appeared in the early 1970s. 

The proposals focused mainly on joint development of Soviet Energy resources in Western 
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Siberia (Yakutia Natural Gas and Tyumen Oil Development Projects) and the Soviet Far 

East (Sakhalin Continental Shelf Oil and Gas Exploration Project). In Table 10 joint energy 

initiatives in 1970s are provided in details.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 10. Japan – USSR Joint Energy Initiatives in the 1970s
283

 

Projects and their 

description 

Yakutia Natural 

Gas Project 

Tyumen Oil 

Development Project 

Sakhalin Continental 

Shelf Oil and Gas Exploration 

Project 
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Initiation Date Joint Agreement 

signed in 1974; expected 

start date: 1982 

Initially discussed in 

February 1972; expected start 

date:1981 

Joint agreement was 

officially signed in January 1975 

Primary Project 

Signatories and 

Developers 

USSR: Ministry of 

Foreign Trade 

Japan: Tokyo Gas, 

Natural Gas Kondankai 

USA: El Paso 

Natural Gas and Occidential 

Petroleum 

USSR: Ministry of 

Foreign Trade 

Japan: Petroleum 

Committee (Despite Japan‘s 

hopes and requests, US declined 

to participate) 

 

USSR: Ministry of 

Foreign Trade 

Japan: Sodeco (was 

created in October 1974 especially 

for this project; currently a member 

of Sakhalin – 1 consortium) and 

JNOC 

USA: US Gulf Oil as a 

minor shareholder 

Net Total 

Investment 

Exploration stage 

investment: Japan and USA 

to invest $ 25billion each 

Japan was expected to 

provide bank loans ($ 1.3 – 1.7 

billion in total) 

In total $ 237.5 million 

(including $ 150 million in 

commercial credit for the first 5 

years) 

Project Description 25-year term: joint 

development of Yakutia gas 

reserves and related 

infrastructure; construction 

of gas pipeline to port Olga 

on the Sea of Japan and 

LNG plant;  

Primary Target 

Customers: Japan and the 

US West Coast (LNG) 

Japan was expected to 

supply all necessary equipment 

for oil exploration, drilling, and 

delivery of crude oil and to 

construct a seaport facility  for 

crude shipments from Russia; in 

exchange, Japan will be 

compensated with 25 millions 

tones of crude annually for 25 

years 

One of the first 

compensation-base projects; initial 

term was set at 10 years; Japan was 

expected to provide capital 

investment and commercial credits 

to finance Soviet during drilling 

and exploration activities in 

Sakhalin; in compensation, the 

Soviet side would provide Japan 

with 50percent of the obtained oil 

during the loan term and for 10 

years after its expiration 

Status/Outcome Due to various 

(mostly political) 

considerations, the trilateral 

joint venture was officially 

dismantled in 1980.  

Excessive project costs 

especially for infrastructure 

development and great distances 

made this project prohibitive; 

also strategic and political 

reasons (protest by the USA and 

China regarding the BAM 

railroad construction to deliver 

crude oil to the Pacific coast) – 

all prevented this project from 

materialization and ked to its 

abandonment by mid-1970s 

For political, economic 

and technical reasons, the project 

has stumbled by late 1970s 

(especially after the Soviet 

invasion of Afghanistan and US 

trade embargo policies), but it was 

not completely abandoned; instead 

it ―reincarnated‖ by mid 1990s as 

Sakhalin – 1 project 

 

However, with the exception of the Sakhalin oil and gas project, all projects failed 

due to a number of the following factors. Political tensions and strategies of the Cold War 

period were more important then economic benefits considerations. Although Japan was 

very interested in expanding its energy cooperation with USSR, it has also considered the 

US stance on its foreign and economic policy towards the Soviet Union. Because of the 

importance of the military alliance with USA the approval of the US for Japan‘s policy was 
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prevailing in country‘s foreign activity. These considerations, exacerbated by the 

unresolved dispute over Kurile Islands, resulted in the shift of Tokyo‘s policy to the Soviet 

Union into so-called policy of ―inseparability of politics and economics‖
284

.  

Chinese factor was another one moment playing important role in worsening of 

Tokyo – Moscow relations in 1970s. China, after political rapprochement with USA in 

Japan in 1972, was very concerned about strategic advantage of the Soviet Union in Far 

East. Chinese government believed that future energy cooperation of Japan and Soviet 

Union, particularly over Eastern Siberia projects would bring lots of economic and 

technological advantages to USSR, that why China insisted on cessation of such projects.  

And finally, the Soviet invasion to Afghanistan in 1979 and following impose of 

trade embargo from US made future prospective of energy cooperation between Japan and 

USSR very fragile. 

Above-mentioned political factors were prevailing in the failure of energy 

cooperation between Tokyo and Moscow, but several objective obstacles also played 

negative role. For example: numerous problems with loan and credit negotiations between 

countries, the lack of sufficient technology as well as poorly developed infrastructure and 

difficult climate conditions in Eastern Siberia made the realizations of energy projects very 

difficult. After the collapse of Soviet Union and the end of the Cold War era, prospective 

for bilateral energy and economic cooperation was very optimistic. But so far there are only 

few projects limited to Sakhalin Island and East Siberia (the proposed ESPO pipeline and its 

related projects). 

Sakhalin -1 and Sakhalin – 2 Projects 

The Sakhalin Project is developed offshore Sakhalin Island, which is 

approximately 450 kilometers north of Hokkaido Prefecture in Japan. The project involves 

eight mining areas, and the multinational consortiums including the Japanese companies 

make investments in developing each area. 

Initially, Sakhalin project was proposed by the Soviet government to Japan in 1972. 

Both sides were interested in the project and the joint venture began exploration.  

Sakhalin -1 project covers three mining blocks: Odoptu, Chaivo and Arkutun-Dagi, 

which is 25 kilometers east offshore of the Sakhalin Island. Reserves there estimate as  2,3 

billion barrels of oil and 485 billion cubic meters of natural gas
285

 . 
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Picture 16. The location of Sakhalin-1 project 

 

Resource: Sakhalin -1 Project Website. http://www.sakhalin-1.ru/en/home.asp (Retrieved 

October 3, 2011) 

During initial phases of the exploration, the project made no business sense 

because of low crude oil prices and the chaos caused by the collapse of the Soviet Union in 

1992. After the formation of the Russian government, the new joint venture organized by 

Sakhalinmorneftegaz (SMILLIONG, Russia – 23 percent), Rosneft (Russia – 17 percent), 

Sakhalin Oil and Gas Development (SODECO, Japan – 30 percent), Exxon (US – 30 

percent). In 2000, Rosneft and SMILLIONG had disposed half of their equity to Oil and 

Natural Gas Corporation (ONGC, India)
286

.  

At the first stage the project partners began the development of the Chaivo field 

in 2005 and started the development of the Odoptu field in 2009, commercial oil and gas 

production from the field was commenced in September 2010. At the second stage (2014), 

the partners will begin developing gas reserves at the Chaivo field. The third stage, which 

is also expected to start in 2014, involves the development of Arkutun-Dagi‘s oil reserves, 

located approximately 25 kilometers off the northeast coast of Sakhalin Island, just east of 

the Chayvo field where waters are measured at up to 35 meters deep. 

Arkutun-Dagi will be developed in phases, starting with the northernmost part. The 

crude oil will be sent to the Chayvo onshore processing facility for treatment and then 

                                                 
286
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delivered via pipeline to the De-Kastri oil export terminal for export. A ―gravity base 

structure‖ offshore platform will be installed to drill and service the wells. The platform will 

have a base, from which four concrete columillions will extend above the waterline. On top 

of the columillions there will be drilling and production equipment, as well as the living 

quarters. The Orlan platform, which has similar topside facilities, lies in more shallow 

waters allowing its topsides to sit directly on the base without the need of columillions.  The 

Arkutun-Dagi platform will become the first ExxonMobil operated platform with friction 

pendulum bearing isolators to make it more seismically stable. The Arkutun-Dagi field 

development (along with Odoptu) will help maintain Sakhalin-1 production as the Chayvo 

field production naturally declines. First oil is expected to be produced there in 2014. 

 Future project plans call for the expanded development of Chayvo natural gas 

resources that are not associated with current oil production.  These development plans will 

require the drilling of additional gas wells and the expansion of existing onshore and 

offshore facilities.  This project would allow for expanded gas sales to Russian domestic 

and export markets. As planned the Sakhalin-1 project will run through 2040—2050
287

.  

The project Sakhalin – 2 is one of the biggest oil and gas developments in the 

world, it covers two mining blocks: Piltun- Astokhskoye and Lunskoye, which is 15 

kilometers northeast of the Sakhalin Island.  
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Picture 17. The location of Sakhalin-2 project 

 

 

Resource: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Sakhalin-2.PNG (Retrieved October 5, 2011).  

The two fields contain an estimated 1, 2 billion barrels of crude oil and 500 billion 

cubic meters of natural gas
288

. There are several projects developers: Gazprom (Russia – 

50percent +), Sakhalin Energy Investment Company: (Shell – 27, 5 percent, Mitsui (Japan – 

12, 5 percent), Mitsubishi (10 percent).  Oil production and supplies from Sakhalin – 2 

began at 1999; the capacity is about 70000 – 90000 barrels per day. In 2006 the total oil 

production was 11,58 million barrels; the oil was supplied to South Korea, Japan, USA and 

Thailand
289

. As a part of the ongoing Sakhalin – 2 project, the construction of the LNG) 

terminal in southern Sakhalin (Prigorodnoye, Aniva Bay, Korsakov Region; total capacity 

9,6 million ton per year has been entering its final stage
290

. Japanese government strongly 

supports own businesses‘ participation in Sakhalin -2 and the LNG-terminal construction 

project by providing financial support.  

On 18 February 2009, Dmitry Medvedev, Russian President opened Russia‘s first 

liquefied natural gas (LNG) plant built by Sakhalin Energy as part of Sakhalin-2 
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infrastructure. The strategic importance of the Sakhalin-2 project for the region was 

reflected in the distinguished guests at the ceremony, which included Taro Aso, the Prime 

Minister of Japan, Prince Andrew, Duke of York, Maria van der Hoeven, the Minister of 

Economic Affairs of the Netherlands, other high-ranking officials and guests from Russia 

and countries that are co-partners in the project (the UK, the Netherlands and Japan). On 29 

March 2009, the first scheduled Russian LNG cargo was successfully loaded from the 

Sakhalin-2 LNG plant onto the LNG carrier Energy Frontier. The first Russian LNG was 

delivered to the two of the company‘s customers - Tokyo Gas and Tokyo Electric. In 

October 2009, Sakhalin secured an additional 1,4 billion USD in project financing, bringing 

the total Phase 2 project financing up to 6,7 billion USD. The funds were used to finance 

the completion of the full scope of the Sakhalin-2 Phase 2 project, including the drilling 

program. In July 2010, Sakhalin Energy successfully completed 4D seismic survey in 

Piltun-Astokhskoye field to get the updated information on the producing field for the 

further development optimisation. At the end of 2010, Sakhalin Energy's LNG plant has 

reached its full production capacity. The company has rightfully become a reliable energy 

source at the world LNG market, with the share of 5 percent on it 
291

.Commencement of 

LNG delivery from the Sakhalin -2 project will contribute to the stability of energy supply 

and diversification of energy sources for the Asia-Pacific region as a short-distance supply 

source from Japan as well as marking the first LNG delivery from the Russian Federation. 

Mitsui, as a shareholder of SEIC, regards the commencement of LNG delivery, along with 

the commencement of year round oil production marked in December 2008, as a significant 

milestone of the Sakhalin -2 project, and will continue to support SEIC towards establishing 

stable oil and LNG supply from the project
292

. 

Another possible energy related joint project involves the construction of a LNG 

facility near Vladivostok in Russia‘s Far East to deliver LNG from Sakhalin and Eastern 

Siberia to Japan and other Asian customers. In February 18, 2009 Prime Minister Taro Aso 

visited Sakhalin to attend the start-up ceremony of the liquefied natural gas (LNG) plant of 

the Sakhalin - 2 project and held a summit meeting with Mr. Dmitry Medvedev, President 

of the Russian Federation. Both leaders agreed on the formation of concrete projects, with 

public and private sectors working together. In this connection, both leaders welcomed the 

concrete progress of cooperation, such as the participation of Japanese companies in the 
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construction of the bridge towards the island, the venue of the Asia-Pacific Economic 

Cooperation (APEC) Summit in Vladivostok to be held in 2012
293

. Also, Japanese 

companies seek to participate in Russia‘s LNG-related projects in the European part of 

Russia. One of such project is the Shtokman gas project, which is currently led by Gazprom 

and includes the development of giant gas field in the Barents Sea and the construction of a 

7,5 million ton-per-year LNG plant for the first 25-year phase of the project. First pipeline 

gas will be supplied to Europe and the domestic market (estimated to start in 2013); it will 

later be followed by the launch of LNG deliveries (mainly to North America) in 2014. In 

addition to business opportunities for shipment of LNG, Japanese companies could also 

participate by supplying advanced technology for the construction of LNG plants as well as 

possibly acquiring a stake in this project
294

.  

The East Siberian Pacific Oil (ESPO) pipeline and related projects 

The importance of the ESPO is not only in its magnificence size and capacity, but 

also in strategic influence. The ESPO is a planned pipeline to export Russian crude oil to 

the Asia- Pacific markets (Japan, China, Korea), but initially was planned as a pipeline 

targeted only at Chinese market. But Japanese government had been aggressively lobbying 

the Russian government to consider a pipeline not from the initial route that which would 

terminate deep within China, but rather to the Pacific port of Nakhodka, where it could 

serve theoretically the whole Pacific basin (but,   preferably Japan). As a part of an 

enticement the Japanese government offered to finance a large portion of the project in 

addition to allocating monies for exploration and social projects
295

. Russian government 

decided to use the favourable situation in own interests, that‘s why this project was divided 

into two construction phases.  
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Picture 18. Projected ESPO route 

 

Resource: Energy Information Administration: 

http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/cabs/Russia/Oil_exports.html (Retrieved May 12, 2011). 

 

The Taishet-Skovorodino branch to Chinese border was constructed during the 

phase 1. The length of the pipeline is  2,757 kilometers and with capacity 600,000 barrels 

oil per day
296

. This branch of the pipeline was officially opened on December 25, 2009 and 

run into operations. Half of the crude will be sent to China via a pipeline spur from 

Skovorodino, the endpoint of ESPO's first phase. The other half will be sent by rail to the 

new Pacific export terminal of Kozmino, where Japan will buy the oil on a spot basis. The 

phase 2 the pipeline will connect Skovorodino with Russia‘s Pacific Coast (about 2,100 

kilometers). Upon its completion, the capacity of ESPO pipeline capacity is expected to 

reach 1, 6mln barrels per day, with crude oil exports to Japan and other countries from a sea 

terminal in Kozmino Bay. The expected date of finishing of construction is 2013-14.  

In late April 2008, Japan‘s state-run Oil, Gas and Metals National Corporation 

(JOGMEG) obtained access to Russian oil supplies in Eastern Siberia by acquiring the 

rights to develop the Severo-Mogdinsky oil and gas block in Irkutsk Region (the block, 

which total area is 3,747 square kilometers, is located 150 kilometers south-east of the 

                                                 
296
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planned route for ESPO pipeline, phase 2)
297

. The Japanese sides will explore and develop 

the block together with Russia‘s Irkutsk Oil Company by jointly investing 95,8 million 

USD in this project. Japan will also provide latest technologies for the 

project
298

.Furthermore, on September 1, 2008, JOGMEG and Russia‘s ―United Oil Group 

Ltd‖ signed a Joint Venture to implement projects in the sphere of oil and gas exploration 

and production in Russia. United Oil Group Ltd. got 51 percent of shares in venture, and 

JOGMEG – 49 percent. The priority areas would be in Eastern Siberia, also Joint Venture 

plans to purchase licenses on exploration of natural recourses of Russia. The parties plan to 

export produced oil through ESPO pipeline to Japan in future
299

.  Japan's government plans 

to drill at least six exploration wells by 2014 in two Eastern Siberia oil and gas blocks as 

part of efforts to diversify its sources of oil
300

. JOGMEC and its Russian partner, Irkutsk Oil, 

expect to spend at least 200 million USD to drill the wells, on top of the 100 million USD 

already spent on initial exploration in the blocks, north of Lake Baikal. ―We are now 

discussing the budget we need for additional seismic work and drilling to establish the size 

of the fields‖ JOGMEC's East Siberia Project Director Satoshi Asawa told to Japan 

Herald
301

.Mr. Satoshi together with JOGMEC's Kenichi Yokoi, team director of the East 

Siberia Project, considers that 'Japan is a big potential customer for East Siberian oil, and 

Russia has made a lot of investment in the ESPO pipeline. 

If commercial production goes ahead, JOGMEC's share of the oil will be sent to 

Japan via the Eastern Siberia Pacific Ocean, or ESPO, pipeline stretching from Taishet to 

Skovorodino on the northern border of China. From there some 300,000 barrels a day of oil 

is now sent by rail to the Russian Pacific port of Kozmino, and around one-third of this is 

going to Japan. The pipeline is due to be extended to the coast by 2013, which could 

increase ESPO export capacity to as much as 1,3 million barrels a day, including a further 
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300,000 barrels a day of ESPO crude now going to China through a spur pipeline from 

Skovorodino
302

. Asawa said that Japanese-Russian joint venture exploration of the two East 

Siberian blocks ―is a kind of symbol of Japan-Russia cooperation‖. JOGMEC is a Japan 

government agency that helps fund foreign energy and metals projects being developed by 

Japanese companies. 

In October2009 JOGMEC announced that two initial wells its partner had drilled in 

the southeastern part of the Severo-Mogdinsky block had indicated there could be 110 

million barrels of high-crude oil. JOGMEC, which holds 49 percent of the venture, said that 

it and Irkutsk Oil had also made natural gas and condensate discoveries in the nearby 

Zapadno Yaraktinsky and Bolshetirsky blocks
303

. JOGMEC and Irkutsk Oil plan to drill two 

more wells in Severo-Mogdinsky this year, and a further two in each of the other two fields. 

Assuming the appraisal results showed that commercial production is possible, JOGMEC 

intends after 2014 to transfer its share to Japanese companies, who would then work with 

Irkutsk Oil to develop the reserves, including building a 250-kilometers pipeline to link up 

with the main ESPO pipeline. Its two concession areas lie close to oil fields that have 

already gone into commercial production. Japan imports nearly all of its oil, with nearly 90 

percent of this from the Middle East, so supply diversification is really important for Japan. 

Japan has been building up crude volumes from Russia to about 263,600 barrels a day in 

2010, or 7.1percent of its total crude imports, from 4.4percent in 2009. Transporting East 

Siberia oil to Japan costs just 0,70  USD per barrel, compared with 1,40 USD per  barrel for 

oil from the Middle East
304

. 

The development model for the Russian blocks is a new one for JOGMEC. 

Normally, it provides funds to Japanese companies, or buys small equity stakes in existing 

projects. This time it is shouldering the exploration costs before handing over its stake to 

Japanese companies, probably via an auction. 

Nuclear cooperation 

Recently, Russia and Japan decided to develop the new dimension of the bilateral 

energy cooperation - nuclear energy. On March 20
th

 2008 Japan‘s Toshiba Corporation 
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entered into a joint agreement with Russia‘s state-owned ATOMenergoprom to promote 

bilateral civilian nuclear energy projects. According to the Director General of 

Atomenergoprom Sergei Kiriyenko, such cooperation would be ―beneficial not only to the 

employees of companies, but also to users of products and services related to nuclear cycle 

throughout the world‖
305

. The Toshiba press-release announced that the agreement would 

contribute to ―stable and secure supply‖ of nuclear fuel cycle services in Japan, the USA, 

and elsewhere. It would also help strengthen the ―complementary relations‖ that would lead 

to the establishment of a bilateral strategic partnership‖
306

.  

During the last visit of Russian Prime Minister Vladimir Putin to Japan, Agreement 

on cooperation in the field of peaceful use of nuclear energy was sighed. Such an agreement 

is a necessary step in the deepening collaboration of two countries. The agreement was 

signed between Russia's State Atomic Energy Corporation (Rosatom) and METI. In a joint 

statement, the two organizations said that they share "the same vision of the essential and 

important role of nuclear energy for prosperity and sustainable growth in the 21st century as 

one of the key components in their energy mix, providing a source of safe, stable and non-

CO2 emitting energy‖. Under the agreement, they will facilitate bilateral cooperation 

between the nuclear related industries of the two countries in such areas as uranium mining, 

nuclear fuel cycle and nuclear power plant construction. In addition, Japan and Russia will 

hold regular meetings to discuss the further promotion of the cooperative partnership 

between METI and Rosatom. Prior to his visit, Putin said that Russia was planning to 

increase its share of Japan's nuclear fuel market from 15 percent to 25 percent and also he 

thinks that ―this is a very good level and we can and must attain it. We are aware of Japan's 

studies in this field and its plans to carry out large-scale international projects. We will take 

part in these projects. We are negotiating the possibility of joint research in the field of 

nuclear power engineering but, of course, all this work has been, is and will be done in close 

compliance with the rules of the International Atomic Energy Agency‖
307

. 

Russia has concrete reasons of its own for pursuing cooperation with Japan‘s 

nuclear energy industry. Moscow‘s electricity-reform policy includes plans to increase 
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Russia‘s dependence on nuclear power from the current 15,4 percent to 25 percent  by 2030. 

But apart from a few isolated segments, such as uranium enrichment, the nuclear energy 

industry‘s manufacturing capabilities declined sharply after the collapse of the Soviet Union 

owing to the extended fiscal crunch. Alliances with foreign businesses are going to be 

crucial if Russia is to achieve its energy goals. For Russia, then, collaboration with Toshiba 

and other Japanese companies represents a golden opportunity to acquire the engineering 

technology essential to plant design and construction, as well as manufacturing technology 

needed for the production of turbines and other peripheral equipment. Meanwhile, Russia‘s 

uranium enrichment business (already one of the world‘s leaders in terms of supply capacity) 

gets to stake its claim in the Asia-Pacific market. Herein lays the potential for a 

complementary, mutually beneficial relationship between Japan and Russia in the nuclear 

power sector. 

Toshiba, for its part, will doubtless continue pursuing this strategy of seeking out 

international partnerships to compensate for its own shortcomings vis-à-vis the nuclear fuel 

cycle. It is likely, moreover, that the Japanese government will actively support these 

initiatives, recognizing that such activity is bound to give a boost to various allied industries 

in Japan, given their high level of technology. On a practical level, Japan‘s nuclear energy 

policy is becoming inextricably linked to Toshiba‘s global strategy and vice versa. This 

signifies an important departure from Tokyo‘s previous policy of developing Japan's own, 

homegrown nuclear fuel cycle technology, supplemented by other countries only as 

absolutely necessary, to ensure long-term energy security. That ―closed‖ development 

policy was completely at odds with the open, international strategy Toshiba had embraced 

since transforming itself into a global corporation through its acquisition of Westinghouse. 

Toshiba‘s international strategy was one of the key factors that spurred the Japanese 

government to conclude the Japan-Russia Nuclear Energy Cooperation Agreement and take 

its first step toward internationalization of the nation‘s nuclear energy policy. 

It seems that much of the impetus for the Japanese government‘s February 2007 

decision to begin negotiating a nuclear energy cooperation agreement with Russia came 

from Toshiba, which had its sights set on an international partnership for the nuclear fuel 

cycle. However, other important factors were developments driven by international security 

concerns, namely, the emerging accord between Washington and Moscow on 

nonproliferation in response to concerns over Iran‘s nuclear program and associated moves 

to build a new nonproliferation regime centered on the IAEA for the purpose of establishing 

international controls over the nuclear fuel cycle. What this means is that stable ties 
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between the United States and Russia anchored by cooperation on nuclear nonproliferation 

are an essential precondition if Japan and Russia are to take cooperation on nuclear energy, 

including the nuclear fuel cycle, to the next level. But, despite the ambitious plans the 

nuclear cooperation between Russia and Japan has not received any significant development 

due to powerful Sendai tsunami in March 2011 followed by nuclear disaster. Japanese 

government till now has not announced any plans about future of Japanese nuclear 

development and set aside many international cooperation projects. 

If Japan decides in future followed its previous nuclear program Russia has good 

chances to pursue beneficial and active nuclear cooperation with Japan including fuel 

supply and technology exchange, but nuclear cooperation will go aside with  other political 

and economic issues as normalization of Kurile‘s question and mostly active oil and gas 

cooperation 

 

4.3 Problems and perspectives for Russo-Japanese energy cooperation 

The analysis of the development and content of current Russo-Japanese energy 

relations demonstrates that despite it common interests and ambitious goals these relations 

are still far from the planned level and many problems are left.   

Although it is obvious that growing Japan-Russia economic ties is beneficial to 

both countries and they wish to develop such cooperation despite unresolved political 

problems. Realizing the risk of an economy heavily dependent on natural resources, 

however, Russia has just switched its national strategy to develop into a technology-based 

industrial nation, and has now ―rediscovered‖ Japan. In order to transform itself into a ―true 

industrial nation,‖ Russia is eager to learn from Japan, which developed into one of the 

world‘s top economies with high technology and innovation despite poor natural 

resources.On the other hand, Japan has also ―rediscovered‖ Russia. As revenues from 

natural resources enrich Russia, Japan‘s interest in the country as a potential market for 

industrial products is increasing. In these senses bilateral economic ties are rapidly 

intensifying these days. 

Recently, the level of governmental level exchanges between Moscow and Tokyo 

is very intense
308

 and this is good indicator of importance of bilateral relations. Despite 

expanding bilateral energy cooperation, Japan and Russia are yet to maximize and exploit 

the advantages of it. The remaining problems and concerns may delay or put proposed and 
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planned projects at risk. Many problems of Sino-Russian energy cooperation are similar to 

the the problems of energy relations between Russia and Japan.  

There are problems from small or local scale to the scale of ―high politics‖: from 

influence of domestic ―interests groups‖ in Russia, which affects greatly the governmental 

policy towards Japan; prohibitive tax regime and lack of transparent business environment 

in Russia; lack of critical infrastructure, technologies, equipment and qualified labor force 

to develop project in regions with severe climate; 2009 economic crises and others. But 

there are also specific problems which constrains the potential of energy cooperation 

between Russia and Japan.   

1) Great awareness if Japanese government and large-scale investors about 

business climate in Russia 

Foreign investments are not guaranteed in Russia, there were enough examples 

when Russian government forced foreign companies who have been invested in the 

country‘s economy and particularly energy sector to sell theirs majority stake to Russia. 

Japanese companies Mitsui and Mitsubishi, who was originally interested to invest in 

Russian Far East, are very cautious about this trend. So Russia must regain its credibility as 

a place where foreign investments are welcome and not obstructed or molested and reverse 

Russia‘s proven record of mistreatment of foreign investors
309

. Russian analysts still thinks 

that Japan‘s main reason for reluctance to invest in Siberia is due to the issue of the Kurile 

Islands when in fact it is probably equally due to Russia‘s failure to create viable conditions 

for foreign investors
310

. 

2) The Kurile Islands Issue 

There must be a credible political rapprochement and resolution of the Kurile 

Islands issue. Without a political signal and given bad record of Russian business practice, 

truly large-scale Japanese investments will not happen. Despite both sides‘ numerous past 

missteps or obstructive tactics Moscow will not meet Japanese demands, leading observers 

to depict its calls for rapprochement as being dictated by a desire to balance China, not deal 

credibly with Japan as it really is.  Indeed, Japanese Foreign Minister Katsuya Okada 

expressed Japanese distrust of Russia, saying that without a territorial settlement partnership 

is just world. 
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3) Lack of trust to Russian government and its policy 

Tokyo is lack of creditability to the Russian government and its policy. The issue 

ESPO planning was a painful but great lesson to cautious Japanese that even despite 

decision made on high-official level and signed deals, Russia is still able to change initial 

agreements and act in accordance with its own interests.  If such disruptions of trust could 

happen on governmental level, private companies are even more concerned to deal with 

Russian companies. Transferring the pipeline from its originally agreed route was in favour 

of Russian government and national interests, but it was done without proper explanations 

and consultations with Japanese partners and, definitely was a failure of Russian energy 

diplomacy.   

4) Chinese factor 

Sino-Russian energy cooperation is another anxious factor for Japan. Japan is 

traditionally depends on the import energy resources and their stable and would like to see 

Russia as their important energy recourses supplier. But due to limited nature of hydro 

carbonates it is obvious that the more Russia sell to China the less Japan could get. In 

accordance with recent developments Japan is worried with intensified energy deals 

between Russia and China. China played a crucial role in the failure of the ESPO original 

route and got the main share of Russian oil exports. It was obvious for Japanese 

government that cooperation with Russia is very fragile and is driven by economic, but not 

strategic interests. Moreover, recently, China also signed a great deal with Russian 

Gazprom for long-term supply of high volumes of natural gas which also worried Japan and 

forced it to look for other suppliers than Russia. In order to resolve these problems and 

minimize risks it is very important to maintain and stipulate exchanges between two 

countries, from technological experts‘ consultations to diplomatic dialogs at high level. As 

a Russian Prime Minister Putin said during his last visit to Japan ―Japan is reliable partner 

and Russia will be the same reliable partner for Japan‖
311

. 

Two countries have a huge potential for cooperation in different spheres. The 

importance of energy cooperation is also to elaborate and maintain the stable and effective 

example of cooperation. Russia and Japan are key players in the world‘s energy market and 

important powers in the world arena, especially in the Asia-Pacific region. The successful 

energy cooperation would be a starting mechanism for improving not only economic 
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relation between two countries, but also political.  And, for sure, it would have a great 

importance for energy security and cooperation in the whole Asia Pacific region.  

 

4.5  Theoretic implications of Russo-Japanese energy relations 

Same as in previous chapter, the detailed analysis of impetuses, history, 

development and problems of Russo-Japanese energy relations and strategies provides the 

empirical basis for theoretical comprehension of such relations, and it will be studies with 

the help of assumptions of the concept of Regional Security Complex and theory of 

Strategic Manipulations. 

Buzan and Wæver have defined regional security complexes as follows: ―The 

central idea in RSCT is that, since most threats travel more easily over short distances than 

long ones, security interdependence is normally into regionally based clusters: security 

complexes. …Process of securitization and thus the degree of security interdependence are 

more intense between actors inside such complexes than they are between actors inside the 

complex and outside of it.‖
312

 In other words, the regional security complexes can be seen 

as a group of security dilemmas concentrated into certain geographical area, where essential 

threat perceptions by states (or other actors) are so interlinked and create such strong 

security interdependence, that security of a one state cannot be easily separated from 

security of another. Two components with different dynamics define security complexes. 

Distribution of power between the states in specific geographical area and historical amity 

and enmity patterns of these states.
313

 

 Economic factor, which is the key determinant in the Regional Security Complex 

theory, is the main factor in the energy relations between Russia and Japan. Historical and 

political factors, global energy market forces and regional geopolitics are the influential 

factors which affect the perception of both countries, the same as for Sino-Russian energy 

relations. Russia wants to diversify its markets and customers, in Asia-Pacific region 

Russia is afraid to rely only on China, and thus, the country would loose its possibility for 

political manoeuvre. Thus, Russia desires to expand its influence in Japan and to get better 

bargaining power in the region. Japan is also seeking for more diversified sources of 

energy supply, because of instability in Middle East and African countries and the 
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transportation of Russian energy resources is much cheaper then others. Japan is obviously 

interested in Russian energy resources, but the cooperation only goes as far as the political 

situation allows in both countries. But, despite the obstacles both countries depends on 

each other: Japan needs Russia for providing better energy security and Russia for its 

exporting stability and investments in its expensive energy projects.  Thus, the security of 

one state can not be obtained separately from the other state. Russian and Japanese energy 

securities are so interdependent, that they can not be apprehended separately. The same as 

in the energy relations with China, Russia and Japan are also in the ―diversification‖ race.  

Russia wants to benefit on playing on Japanese dependence on energy supply and to use it 

also in the relations with other buyers, but Japan wants to break this interdependence by 

investing in alternative sources of energy and efficient technologies and by diversifying its 

sources as much as possible.  

According to Stulberg, if Russia is capable of utilizing its market power and its 

domestic regulatory authority to ―manipulate the substantive appeal of alternative policy 

options for risk-adverse targets‖, it should be capable of discouraging the defection of these 

targets and ―guide‖ them toward complying with its energy security interests
314

. Conversely, 

Moscow‗s efforts should, in theory, be thwarted either by: (1) states that are less vulnerable 

then others to market forces; (2) failure of the Kremlin to rally Russian national and private 

energy firms due to a lack of regulatory authority. Same scholar considers that, if these two 

variables are necessary for a ―manipulator‖ to convince specific ―targets‖ to comply with its 

interests, then Moscow's inability to consolidate both of these variables should result in a 

situation of ―target defiance‖. However, Moscow ability to consolidate one of these 

variables should result in a situation of ―mutual accommodation‖
315

. Thus, the Russia‘s 

energy diplomacy toward Japan is also the kind of ―mutual accommodation‖. Russia 

continues to enjoy market power with major suppliers, using its energy resources as a 

―trump card‖. Japan is aware of this game and tries to gain in it, but also securing other 

sources of the supply and trying to get the most from Russia at the same time.  Russia 

continues to enjoy market power with major suppliers, using its energy resources as a 

―trump card‖. Japan is aware of this game and tries to gain in it, but also securing other 

sources of the supply and trying to get the most from Russia at the same time.   
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Also, according the New Energy Strategy of the Japan, the country recognized the 

importance to implement a new energy policy based on stringer and more effective 

domestic energy management, which will diminish the possibilities of Russian 

―manipulation‖ in the energy dialog with Japan.  
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Chapter 5. The implications of the energy relations between Russia, China 

and Japan 

The study of Russian policy towards China and Japan would not be complete 

without the analysis of energy relations within this triangle and Russian policy in it. While 

dealing with both countries together Russian policy changes greatly in unpredictable 

direction and reflects the essense of the country‘s energy diplomacy. This chapter will 

describe the Russian energy interrelations with Japan in Chine in common projects, how the 

country chooses and implements its own energy policy with both partners simultaniously 

and what is the result of such interractions.  

Energy relations within the triangle Russia-China-Japan are mainly concerns about 

oil and gas cooperation, as China and Japan are mostly interested in the import of hydro 

carbonates from Russia. China‘s imports of energy sources are growing fast, making it the 

second largest importer globally and the largest importer in Asia. Japan is traditionally 

depends on the import energy resources and their stable supply in the strategic concern of 

the second economy in Asia and forth in the world. Both countries would like to see Russia 

as their important energy recourses supplier.  

The construction of the East Siberia – Pacific Ocean pipeline reveals the energy 

policies, strategies and interests of each country within the triangle in the most 

comprehensive way, and this is why it should be analyzed in details.  

Nowadays, oil pipelines play an important role and the companies involved in the 

ESPO pipeline being built in Russia‘s Far East understand it very well. The Russian, 

Chinese, and Japanese governments, as well as the petroleum companies of these countries, 

all have interests in seeing oil flow across the continent by pipelines, but their interests 

differ greatly and are  related not only to business and economics, but also national interests.  

The controversial construction of the ESPO proves that instability and shifted power 

balances exist over the energy supply in East Asia. Same as for the earlier Baku-Ceyhan oil 

pipeline construction; geopolitical considerations were much more important then any 

commercial ones.  

There are two significant energy trends determining the competition between 

China and Japan for Russia's ESPO oil pipeline project. First, the need to find additional 

energy supplies to satisfy the economic needs and secondly, and, secondly, the need to get 

more diversified energy recourses in order to secure own energy supplies. And for both 

China and Japan, Russia is a great supplier and would contribute to the import diversity. 

But these trends in energy interests are matched by the dynamic and strong geopolitical 
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rivalry, which is defined by a complex and contradictory set of national interests. Thus, 

within this context, the competition between China and Japan, as well as the Russian role in 

using this rivalry in own interests, is defined by the energy interests of each country. 

 China's position is mostly driven by the demands related to its recent economic 

rise and replacement of Japan as the world's second largest oil importer, with internal 

demands stipulated by the rapidly increasing consumption and substantial energy 

inefficiency. Japan's position is also driven by the challenges originated from its own 

energy insecurity, but also by its weak relations with China and Russia. As for Russia, in 

the short to medium-term perspective, its position is defined by its favorable role as the 

world's second largest oil producer, and its overdependence on revenues from the energy 

recourses export. 

The original version of the Siberian pipeline project was much less ambitious than 

its final route. In 1994, China and Russia started cooperation on feasibility studies to 

investigate the viability of an oil pipeline from the oil fields in Siberia to China‘s Daqing 

province to supply oil to the industrial centers within China. The original parties involved 

to this project were Russian major petroleum company Yukos, the now bankrupted, and 

Chinese CNPC
316

. The feasibility study was a complex technical undertaking due to the 

remoteness of the region and the lack of existing resources from which to conduct the study.  

Yukos and CNPC examined this issue together for almost a decade. During that time, 

governments of both countries tried to help and facilitate the deal. In 1999, Prime Ministers 

Yevgeniy Primakov and Zhu Rongyi signed a framework agreement to investigate the 

export of oil and gas from Russia‘s Far East
317

, which demonstrated governmental interest 

and support to the project.  

But soon the situation started to change. Because of the consequences of the 9/11 

and booming insecurity of the energy supplies from Middle East, countries began to look 

for new solutions to diversify their energy supplies from unstable Middle East region. 

Undoubtedly, this was the main reason for Japan to start to buy Russian oil in 2002. Since 

this time Japan began to consider Russia as a great alternative source the country‘s import 

of crude oil. At the same time, due to the internal power struggle in Russia, the relationship 

between the Kremlin (means government) and Yukos began to worsen which could not to 
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affect the Yukos-CNPC deal. On May 28, 2003 Russian President Vladimir Putin did not 

attend a signing ceremony between Yukos and CNPC to complete the development of the 

Angarsk to Daqing pipeline where Yukos and CNPC signed agreements committing CNPC 

to buy up to 5,13 billion barrels of Russian oil between 2005 and 2030
318

. Beijing 

understood this signal very clear and the relations between two states over the deal began to 

deteriorate. Japanese government had been also actively lobbying the Russian government 

to consider a pipeline not from the original Angarsk to Daqing route, which would supply 

Siberian oil to China, but from Angarsk to the Pacific port of Nakhodka, where it could 

supply oil for the entire Asia Pacific region, but mostly to Japan. For Russia the Japanese 

proposal looked also attractive as the pipeline would fully remain within Russia‘s territory 

and control. Moreover, Japan also offered to Russia the financing of the large portion of the 

pipeline together with investing into exploration and social projects at the bordering 

territories
319

.  

Another important factor which affected Russian shift towards Japan was active 

China‘s policy in NEA.  In 1996 American president President Clinton and President Kim 

Young Sam of South Korea proposed the ''four-party'' talks as a way of overcoming North 

Korea's unwillingness to negotiate directly with its enemy. Russia and Japan were not 

included in the proposal and it meant that theirs role in discussing major regional events 

were not consider as important one, global gegemon USA preferred to rely on rising China. 

Moreover, in 2000 China was activelly lobbying the idea of Inter Korean Summit, not 

inviting again Russia and Japan to join its efforts. It was obvious that China wanted solely 

act as a ―peace maker‖ in the region and, thus, claim its role as a regional super power. 

Under such circumstaneces, Russia and Japan were looking for closer cooperation in order 

to counter balance the role of rising China in NEA, and energy cooperation would work as 

a catalyzator for the Russo-Japanese convergence.  

After considerations Russian government decided to shift to the Japanese proposal 

and in January 2004 Russia announced that the pipeline would be constructed from 
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Angarsk to Nakhodka
320

. The new plan was roughly double in price and the length of the 

pipeline was extended to 3,700 kilometers, significantly longer than planned.  

But, Russian government decided to use the favorable situation in the full extent 

and in one year the plan took another turn when Russian officials and Transneft executives 

reported in January 2005 that the Nakhodka route would include a pipeline spur from 

Skovorodino (located about 48 kilometers from China), which could provide China with 

Russian oil.  

According to Russia's state-owned pipeline monopoly Transneft (which has played 

an important role in the failure of the Taishet-Nakhodka project), the route would extend 

roughly 4000 kilometers, from Taishet, through Kazachinskoye, Tynda, Skovorodino, 

Khabarovsk to the Perevoznaya Bay terminal in the port of Nakhodka1, crossing Russia's 

Irkutsk, Chita, Amur, Buryat and Primorie regions and the pipeline will have a capacity of 

1,6 million barrels per day.  

 

Picture 19. Final ESPO route 

 

Source: http://www.rustocks.com/put.phtml/shACTR_091506.ppt (Retriveied September 20,2011) 

 

Although this option was significantly more expensive than the alternative route to 

Daqing in China, since it covers a greater distance and involves more investment, the 

Angarsk-Nakhodka route will open up a new Pacific port from which Russian oil exports 

could be shipped by tanker to other Asian markets and possibly even North America. But, 
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Russian executives realized there is no need to rush exports to the United States. Transneft 

president Semyon Vainshtok reportedly said that the Marathon terminal in Louisiana could 

only accept approximately 110 million barrels of Urals or Siberian grade crude oil per year. 

Although the Daqing option has been abandoned, China will also obtain exports via the 

Nakhodka route. In an announcement at the 2006 G8 Summit Viktor Khristenko (the 

Minister of Industry and Energy of Russia) affirmed that a spur would be built off the 

Angarsk-Nakhodka pipeline, running into China and terminating in Beijing, making the 

proposed pipeline one of the largest and most expensive ever built
 321

.  

The construction of the East Siberia-Pacific Ocean oil pipeline started in April 

2006. The first stage of the project which connected Taishet, in the Irkutsk region, to 

Skovorodino, in the Amur region in the Far East, was completed in 28 April 2009
322

. Once 

the construction has began, some obstacles to the Nakhodka plan appeared. 

First, financing of the project was challenging. The Siberia-Pacific oil pipeline 

project could become the most expensive pipeline in history, as it would need a larger 

investment than the Alaska oil pipeline, which cost 9 billion USD
323

. Early estimates of the 

cost of an oil pipeline from Eastern Siberia to Nakhodka could reach 11-12 billion USD 

(Russia has only obtained Japanese promises of 7 billion USD for the project). Also, the 

initial pipeline route was too close to the waters of Lake Baikal, a UNESCO protected site. 

The route had been at the center of controversy and protests by environmental groups, who 

argued that Lake Baikal could suffer irreparable damage in the event of an accident on the 

pipeline. In this instance, in April 2006 President Putin ordered that the pipeline should be 

re-routed from its original path, which would have seen it run within 800 meters of Baikal. 

And in May 2006, Transneft head Semyon Vainshtok said the new route should be 

minimum 8 kilometers away from the original plan due to environmental and constructional 

considerations.  

In late July 2005, Transneft announced that it would build an oil terminal in 

Kozmino Bay, instead of Perevoznaya Bay. Opponents of the plan to build the terminal at 

Perevoznaya based their objections on logistical, safety and environmental arguments. 
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Perevoznaya Bay would have required oil tankers to maneuver in shallow waters, through a 

channel dotted with tiny islands, in frequently windy and foggy weather. Moreover, the bay 

is full of chunks of ice about four months of the year. Under these circumstances no one 

would know how to respond to an oil spill
324

.   

The global economy crises of 2008 also had a significant impact on the situation 

about the ESPO. Russia was lack of finance to complete the construction of the pipeline and 

on February 2008 Russia and China announced that China would lend Rosneft 15 billion 

USD and Transneft 10 billion USD in return for the pledge to build the ESPO pipeline 

branch to Skovorodino on the Chinese border by 2011 from which China would build a 70 

kilometers pipeline to Daqing and pump 15 million tons of oil annually to China through 

2031. Thus, this deal ends the long dispute over this pipeline - whether Russia would build 

a pipeline to the Pacific Ocean as favored by Transneft and Japan or first build a pipeline to 

China as Rosneft and China preffered. Actually, this deal seems to be a win-win solution 

for China and Russia. On April 21, 2009 this deal was finalized and signed. China will pay 

a price for this oil based on the price of Brent Crude oil at the Kozmino Bay – projected end 

point of the ESPO from Taishet. Thus, Russia has gotten its first long-term customer who 

lent money for the construction and helped to make the completion of the pipeline. 

But, with more detailed analysis, it becomes clear that Russia did not gain much 

from the deal. The original deal with China for loans that broke down in November 2008 

was not a conclusive deal to build ESPO link from Skovorodino to Daqing in China or 

bailout Russian firms. That deal reflected the fact that despite numerous Russian promises 

since 2006, the pipeline from Taishet was running behind the schedule and over cost 

leading to much pressure from Moscow and Beijing to finish it. The financial crisis and 

huge debts of Russian companies gave China the bargaining power over Russia. It was hard 

bargaining process. The price of the oil and the financing arrangements connected to the 

loan were not announced in November 2008, indicating disagreement over those issues
325

. 

Even though the final price of the oil was agreed to be linked to the Brent crude oil price at 
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Kozmino Bay, but no one could predict now will this price be finally higher or lower then 

the market price at that time
326

. 

Furthermore, it is not clear when the pipeline from Skovorodino to Kozmino Bay 

will be completed, who will finance it? So far, China does not need it and Japan does not 

wish to do so without successful peace treaty negotiation with Russia. Also, it is not sure 

yet how much oil pipeline will be able to carry in fact and its price.  

It is worth to mention the fact that Russian officials are still remaining divided 

about the prospects of the pipeline. The outcome proves that Russia not only tried to play 

between Japan China to get the best deal from them for ESPO, this policy is also linked 

with internal bureaucratic and factional rivalries within Russia. These disputes resulted in 

big delays in the pipeline‘s construction, huge increase in its costs, and undefined strategy 

for dealing with China and Japan. Obviously, it leads to the lost of the confidence in Russia 

as a reliable energy supplier and that China and Japan, as well as other NEA countries, 

started to actively look for other alternatives as Central Asia and Africa.  

As Pavel Baev observed ―for China and other energy-hungry Asian countries, 

Russia shapes up not as an answer to their needs but as a highly unpredictable variable and 

obstacle for their access to the Caspian hydrocarbons. Seeking to harvest the maximum 

dividends from the skyrocketing energy market, Moscow has maneuvered itself into a truly 

tight corner‖
327

. Consequently this deal reflects the rather negative outcome of an ongoing 

bureaucratic and political struggle over the ESPO in Russia as well as a foreign policy 

rivalry between Japan and China for access to Russian oil and gas. Moscow‘s deliberate 

efforts to stimulate that competition prominently featured as an aspect of Russian foreign 

policy in Asia after 2002-03
328

. Transneft wanted to build the ESPO first to its Pacific Coast 

destination at Kozmino Bay and was thus encouraging Japan, who stood to benefit more 

from this route to compete with China. If it had its way, Japan and China would compete 

with each other to Russia‘s benefit and Russia would not depend on a single customer for 

its pipeline, such dependence always being one that victimizes the supplier rather than the 
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consumer. Rosneft, the fiefdom of Deputy Premier and Putin protégé Igor Sechin, opted 

instead for building the ESPO to China first. Apart from the foreign policy implications of 

putting China first, and probably for reasons of cementing partnership with Beijing against 

Washington, this option risked committing Russia to dependence on a single supplier.  

The positive side of this is that in 2008-09 it offered Rosneft a sure market and 

plenty of cash up front for which it is desperate. Gazprom and Rosneft are, in fact, among 

the most highly leveraged firms in Russia. According to Radio Liberty who cites the 

distinguished energy economist Vladimir Milov in 2008, Gazprom and Rosneft are the 

―champions of debt accumulation‖, with total debts of more than 85 billion USD as of the 

third quarter of last year. That accounts for some 20 percent of Russia‘s total corporate debt. 

The chairman of Gazprom‘s board of directors is President-elect Dmitry Medvedev and 

Rosneft‘s board chairman is deputy presidential-administration head Igor Sechin. Milov 

wrote that Gazprom‘s debt-to-earnings ratio has reached 70 percent, while Rosneft‘s was 

already 106 percent, which lead him to conclude the two companies ―are in a deep financial 

crisis that has so far been covered up only by high world oil prices.‖ Milov said the most 

likely outcome would be additional loans to the companies from state banks at the order of 

the government. It is important to understand that the reckless policy of restoring the 

government‘s influence in the oil-and-gas sector in recent years has not been free for the 

country. It has a concrete price and a very high one‖
329

 Thus this process reflected the 

continuation of the parallel Russian bureaucratic and Sino-Japanese rivalries for a pipeline 

route favourable to each of them and ultimately to drive policy.  

As a 2005 report by Russian, Chinese, and Japanese scholars observed: ―in reality, 

it is not China or Japan, but Russia that wants to bring large volumes of its oil and gas to the 

market of Northeast Asia in the most economical way. Also, it is not Japan and China who 

are the main contenders for a pipeline route, but rather diverse interests within Russia. 

Indeed, some interest groups would prefer to explore the oil and natural gas reserves in a 

way that would not necessarily gain local industries and communities, and without 

considering the overall groups that prioritize regional developments, social advancement 

and national energy markets, as well as access to multiple markets in Northeast Asia. The 

problem is that the Chinese decided to side with the former, while the Japanese aimed 
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towards the latter. Tokyo was only supporting, not proposing the pipeline route that 

Transneft already advocated and that President Putin strongly favoured
330

.  

Ultimately Sechin showed greater clout and Rosneft got debt relief and its pipeline 

preference from China while Russia finally got major access to Northeast Asia for its oil 

where it hopes to export much more energy in the future
331

. It also is possible that this 

aspect of debt relief might contribute in some way to relieving the downward pressure on 

the rouble since Russian firms have to refinance a staggering total of 117 billion USD in 

debts in 2009 and that is a factor that has exerted downward pressures on the rouble.
332

 

While Transneft will use the money to build the pipeline first to Skovorodino and then the 

second stage to Kozmino Bay for completion in 2013, Rosneft will use at least 9 billion 

USD to cover its refinancing debts due this year
333

. Given the 2008-2009 economic crises 

that has greatly depressed energy prices and the inveterate rent-seeking and sub-optimal 

organization of the Russian economy from top to bottom this outcome, where China got 

Russian equities in return for loans, a relationship that always implies subordination on the 

part of the borrower. But it does indicate growing Russian dependence and weakness in 

economic terms relative to China.  

Neither will it be the last such deal that registers this process of growing 

dependence upon China as shown below. As Vladimir I. Tikhomirov, the Chief Economist 

at Ural SIB Bank said, ―If the situation remains tense in Russia and the world economy, we 

will see more concessions to China‖
334

. To the degree that the global crisis is prolonged, it 

becomes ever more difficult for Russia to raise the cash it needs to develop Siberian energy 

sites, invest in infrastructure to hold up its end of the ESPO bargain, and pay off its energy 

firms‘ accumulated debts without making concessions to one or another foreign 

lender.Therefore China‘s gains are considerable. The Memorandum of Understanding 

(MoU) outlining these terms conforms to Chinese economic and political desires. Obviously, 

the economic context of the bilateral relationship has now changed very much in China‘s 

favour. For example, Prime Minister Wen Jiabao in 2008 placed cooperation in developing 
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resources at the top of his proposals for economic cooperation with Russia
335

. China still 

holds that energy should be a priority in the relationship as Foreign Minister Yang Jiechi 

said
336

. In other words, China‘s agenda appears to be driving the relationship. At the same 

time this deal is clearly also supposed to advance bilateral political ties, possibly also along 

China‘s agenda or hierarchy of priorities.  

Formally, the two governments announced that the price of this oil would be based 

on a formula based on the floating price of Brent crude oil when it arrives at the projected 

Kozmino Bay terminal
337

. But as there is no pipeline to Kozmino Bay and no clear idea 

about who will pay for it since it is quite unclear whether or not Japan will make the huge 

investment necessary for this pipeline to materialize. Thus, for now energy flows to 

Kozmino Bay will be only those carried by the Russian railway system, an overpriced and 

inefficient way of transporting oil. Second, while Chinese analysts may not be happy about 

this pricing arrangement, as noted above, one or another side will seek to renegotiate it once 

prices move dramatically up or down. Russia may think that it got a stable market and the 

first major step in it is efforts to diversify its energy supplies eastwards, but in fact this deal 

was made out of Russian weakness and not only will China gain access to upstream Russian 

energy assets in the loan and in subsequent deals, it also evidently was able to induce 

Moscow to reorganize its organizational process for negotiating energy deals with China, a 

sure sign of its superior leverage
338

.  

In other words, despite Russian satisfaction that it has a stable market and that 

Rosneft and Transneft were saved,  it appears that China got and will get more and more out 

of this deal than Russia and has increased its leverage over Russia. China has essentially 

effectuated a major victory over Russia and will gain access to equity in hitherto excluded 

Russian firms apart from its leverage over Russia
339

. Russia may proclaim that it could 

become China‘s largest oil supplier in 15 years, but in fact Moscow must accept not only 
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Chinese equity positions in their energy firms, Russia also must accept outcomes that it has 

successfully rejected everywhere else and get less for its products than the market now 

charges
340

. Moreover, China certainly intends that this deal will remain stable and lead 

Moscow to provide it with even more oil, gas, and electricity
341

. Russia also must find 

financing to build oil and gas pipelines from Siberia to the Pacific Coast, and given its own 

shoddy record of construction and the games it has played with Japan, this is by no means a 

certain proposition.  

Since many of Russia‘s decisions here represent a reversal of past Russian 

priorities, e.g. building a pipeline to one Asian party alone and not to the Pacific where it 

could supply all of Northeast Asia and the US, the Sino-Russian deal is impressive 

testimony to China‘s heightened power as a result of its past growth and the current crisis 

and to Russia‘s decline due to its leadership‘s unrelenting cupidity and mismanagement. 

Apart from ensuring large oil shipments through the pipeline to itself, China is abetting 

Russia‘s reorientation of its energy strategy away from Europe if that materializes and has 

clearly induced Moscow to approach it again concerning the project of a gas pipeline from 

the Altai to China for 40 billion cubic meters per year of gas. Gazprom has repented of its 

past decision to abandon this pipeline and has approached the China National Petroleum 

company (CNPC) to participate in retail gas sales in China as a quid pro quo for favourable 

pricing
342

. 

Furthermore, the trend of such relationships may well follow the line indicated by 

Tikhomirov above. This deal also benefits China by committing Russia to a long-term 

uninterrupted supply to China if things go bad in the Middle East or Indian Ocean, or 

Central Asia. And it dramatically increases China‘s leverage over the key sector of the 

Russian economy, energy. As John Helmer reported, ―For China in the medium to long 

term, according to one Russian bank, the new deal will ―provide an impetus to massive 

development of Eastern Siberia from which China is best placed to benefit. ―We believe 

that two options are possible: greater Chinese access to the East Siberian fields (currently 

two upstream projects) via a joint venture with Rosneft, and the potential transformation of 
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ESPO pipeline network into a joint stock company with China getting 49 or 50 percent 

control in it‖… If the latter materializes, that would give Beijing a control stake in an oil 

port to be built at Kozmino Bay, near Nakhodka, on the Sea of Japan. Reporting the loan as 

one of the largest in Russian credit history, a Moscow newspaper speculated that in 

financing the new Russian oil source, ―China will reduce its dependence on deliveries of oil 

from the Persian Gulf, which currently comprise about 80 percent of China‘s oil imports.‖ 

The enormous size of the loan also adds to the strategic influence Beijing will have on the 

development of the Russian economy in the short term. According to Victor Mishnyakov, 

oil analyst at Uralsib Bank in Moscow, ―We think that the development should offer 

support for the rouble and underlines our expectations that the devaluation of the rouble is 

over if crude prices remain at their current level throughout the year‖
343

.Helmer also 

reported that, China‘s undertaking means that new Russian oilfields, such as Rosneft‘s 

Vankor field in central Siberia, will move oil eastwards to Asian markets, rather than 

westwards to Europe. This geostrategic shift of Russian energy flow has been a Chinese 

objective for years
344

. As this loan also indicates, Russia is exchanging equity for debt, a 

classic sign of a colonial relationship, in this case vis-à-vis China. While Sechin may have 

won a round in the Russian domestic bureaucratic struggle, Russia, as a country, has 

probably lost. Instead China has prevailed by gaining its guaranteed supply that is immune 

to Middle Eastern or Gulf of Malacca disturbances, leverage on Russian energy 

developments, and major opportunities for future equity stakes in Russian energy. Russia 

got access to a market or rather the promise of it for price issues are not settled and there is 

no guarantee that it can fulfil its side of the bargain. Meanwhile it still must repay the debt it 

has incurred, find ways to pay for building the rest of ESPO, and is still selling China about 

10-15 million tons of oil shipped by rail annually. At present Russia cannot simply expect 

Japan or other interested governments to pay that bill. Furthermore, once interest is figured 

on the loan from China, it appears that China got Rosneft‘s crude for an actual price of 

about 11,40 USD per barrel once that price is locked in, about one third of Russian crude 

oil‘s current market price. As the Stratfor.com forecasting company observed, ―The 

Russians have essentially locked in the fate of their Far East Strategy to the whims of 

Chinese energy policy, and this is a compromise that could reveal how financially desperate 
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Russia is‖
345

. Likewise, Gazprom now says a joint venture with China, particularly with 

CNPC, may help it offer China a lower price for gas and thus unblock the Russian supply of 

gas to China by obtaining a price based on a link to the ―Japanese crude cocktail.‖ Gazprom 

would want as compensation for this concession the right to sell gas in China through that 

joint venture in return for the ―flexibility‖ in prices involved in establishing the joint venture. 

Prime Minister Putin also said that this gas pipeline might ―in the long term‖ be laid out 

parallel to ESPO‘s courses
346

. This flexibility in pricing means inclining to give China the 

lower, indeed, below market price, it has steadily demanded for Russian gas, is another sign 

of Russian weakness
347

.  

Chinese press reports strongly suggest that China will exploit this opportunity to 

compel Russia to give it lower prices
348

. Chinese analyst Luo Yingjie made it clear that 

China did not at all like the idea of a gas OPEC that Russia was promoting with Iran and 

Qatar because it could have had significant impact upon China, that cartel would curtail 

China‘s freedom of manoeuvre in effecting natural gas cooperation with Russia. Also, 

China is actively building gas pipelines from Central Asia which give it (and Central Asia) 

bargaining leverage vis-à-vis Russia over the terms and prices of gas supplies from West 

Siberia to China (and from Central Asia to Russia). As Luo Yingjie noted ―In the situation 

that is shaping up now, Russia, with the world‘s largest gas resources, a cross-border 

neighbour and an important commercial, economic, and political partner for China, is hard 

pressed to find an economic rationale to move into China‘s market and ward off price 

competition from other gas suppliers to the Chinese market. As Russia sees it, it has to 

boost the gas flow from Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, and Uzbekistan across Russia to Europe 

all the way to the Atlantic. This ambitious goal must be backed up with an adequate 

transportation infrastructure (including construction of a gas pipeline running along the 

Caspian coast, modernization of gas pipelines from Central Asia to Russia‘s heartland and 

from Bukhara to the Urals in Russia) and Russian companies‘ greater involvement in 

drilling projects in Central Asia. If put into effect, these measures will help divert the 
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region‘s gas into the Russian integrated gas supply system in the face of competition from 

projects to send gas to China
349

. 

So, if Russia and Europe are the priority markets and Central Asia and Russia the 

priority construction sites, it is not surprising that energy shipments to China, 

notwithstanding all these glorious plans, are being short-changed and are failing to meet 

their targets. Indeed, Russian oil deliveries to China, which now go by rail, evidently failed 

to meet their targets in 2007 and fell ten percent from January-November 2007
350

. Similar 

trends were already observable in early 2008 as well
351

. But, typically, as well this fall in 

exports was also due to the closing of one of the border exchanges so that Rosneft (i.e. 

Sechin) could prevail over the Russian railroad system as the main exporter to China, a 

move similar to what he then did in the loans for oil
352

. Thus, personal and sectoral interests 

won once again over economic rationality and national interests in Russian policy.  

Similarly as of 2008 Gazprom was trying to get out of its plans to sell gas to 

China
353

. Russia struck the costs associated with designing a gas pipeline from the Sakhalin-

1‘s project 2008 gas budget because Russia cannot produce enough gas to satisfy its Asian, 

domestic, and European markets. Under pressure Gazprom sacrificed China to domestic 

needs, confirming rising suspicions that Russia, under current and foreseeable production 

levels, can not satisfy the rising demand of its Asian, European, and domestic customers for 

energy.  

Further examples of earlier Russian disdain for China‘s gas needs are also visible. 

Russia had to delay construction of its projected gas pipeline to China due to competition 

for other gas sources in China. These sources of competition arose, mainly, due to Russia‘s 

own dilatoriness in negotiating and then building this pipeline
354

. The Altai pipeline, 

designed to ship 30 billion cubic meters of natural gas to China annually from Western 

Siberia was excluded from Russia‘s new blueprint for the gas industry through 2030 

because neither side can agree on pricing and other issues while gas from the Altai pipeline 
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would be less competitive than gas coming to China from Turkmenistan
355

. Similarly the 

giant gas deposits at Kovykta that Gazprom wrested away from TNK-BP will now 

evidently go for domestic consumption in Russia‘s still subsidized domestic market where 

demand is still growing, rather than to its originally intended destination in China
356

.  

Russia stands to lose a great deal by this dilatoriness. Former Ambassador Igor 

Rogachev had previously urged Moscow to negotiate prices for gas exports to China as 

soon as possible and to decide on a timeframe for building ESPO because ―if Russia takes 

too long to decide, China will buy oil in Southeast Asia and in the Middle East.‖ In that case 

China‘s ability to dominate Central Asian energy and economics will grow over time along 

with the inevitable political consequences of that trend. Beyond that, all the evidence to date 

shows that having a Chinese alternative has already enabled Central Asian governments 

who are gas and oil producers to raise prices to Russia considerably
357

. Further development 

of that trend would make it even harder for Russia to sustain its position in Central Asia, as 

the price of doing so would become prohibitive over time. Rogachev could also have cited 

Central Asia as another of the alternative energy sources for China. He also said Russia 

should negotiate a better price despite China‘s holding out for below market 

prices
358

.Russian officials have repeated their opposition to being merely China‘s source for 

raw materials and demand equal status in economic-technological exchanges with China
359

. 

Russian leaders also know that if the country fails to be competitive economic player in 

East Asia it will also will have serious problems in the country and in Central Asia. Ex 

Deputy Prime Minister and Finance Minister Aleksei Kudrin warned that if Russia fails to 

become ―a worthy economic partner‖ for Asia and the Pacific Rim, then China and the 

Southeast Asian countries will steamroll Siberia and the Far East‖
360

. China would then also 

―steamroll‖ Russia in Central Asia too. Certainly Russian energy policy therefore betrayed a 
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definite reserve, if not something stronger, about ceding too much influence in Russia or 

Central Asia to China
361

. 

Thus Gazprom wanted until now to sell gas to China at a price that generates the 

same earning as do gas exports to Europe and equal domestic earnings once domestic prices 

are raised to global levels in 2011. Even if the final formula ultimately differed from those 

of Gazprom‘s European customers, it still sought prices comparable to current European 

contracts of 300 USD/thousand cubic meters
362

. Worse yet, in view of the recent agreement 

in 2008 to buy Central Asian gas at these global prices, Gazprom in 2008 warned its 

European customers and Ukraine that it may have to charge 400-500 USD per thousand 

cubic meters of gas to maintain its profit margin, which is absolutely essential to its survival 

given its mismanagement as seen above
363

. If China balked at paying 300 USD per 

thousand cubic meters for gas it certainly would not pay 400 USD per thousand cubic 

meters, especially as it will undoubtedly encounter other eager sellers in the market. But, 

given rapidly falling prices, Gazprom‘s indebtedness and falling production, it is not even 

clear if China will buy Russian gas in the absence of a viable pipeline. Thus, the economic 

crisis is also driving Gazprom to seek subsidies, either in overt or concealed form, from 

China, and to cut the price at which it would sell China gas, more signs of growing Russian 

subordination to China. And we should have no doubt that Beijing will exploit its new-

found opportunity for all that it is worth.  

 Luo Yingjie also noted other reason that might incline Russia to look more 

favourably upon exporting gas to China, namely the growing competition from the EU in 

the form of its renewed push for the Nabucco pipeline from Central Asia to Europe, 

particularly in the wake of the 2009 Russo-Ukrainian gas war
364

. According to Luo Yingjie 

there is also another outcome of the current crisis that must be examined as well. He notes 

that Russia has consistently striven to lock up Central Asian gas exports even as China and 

Central Asian states have sought to expand their energy trade. The gas cartel or gas OPEC 
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plan and bilateral deals with Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, and Turkmenistan all aimed to give 

Russia favourable position if not virtual monopoly in controlling the destination of Central 

Asian gas flows. As part of that program Russia also acted to block or minimize their gas 

sales to China thereby curtailing their freedom of manoeuvre as well as China‘s
365

. If 

Gazprom has to cut production or what it buys from them as prices are falling those Central 

Asian producers will probably look to sell more to China if the pipelines can be built to 

accommodate Chinese demand and be more likely to take China‘s prices in a depressed 

market. This will doubly strike at Russia, depriving it of a monopoly over their exports and 

of exports to China, and increasing their leverage on prices vis-à-vis Moscow.  

Another important factor in this deal is that, finally, Russia and China are 

discussing trading energy between themselves using their national currencies to bypass the 

dollar. For Russia this is important because it is an artificial way of trying to pump up 

demand for and thus the value of the rouble that has already been devalued once and is in 

very grave danger of further devaluations. But given the conditions outlined here and the 

global environment, analysts like Fedor Lukyanov, Editor in Chief of Russia in Global 

Affairs, warn that, ―It is quite possible that Russia and China may be moving towards using 

their national currencies in mutual trade. Economically the weight of Russia and China is 

hardly comparable. China is so far ahead of us that we should be very careful. Otherwise we 

may find ourselves fully dependent on it‖
366

. Under such circumstances it is not surprising 

that Moscow was looking for closer cooperation with other NEA countries and had signed 

numerous energy deals with Japan and South Korea as well as China and was intensively 

cultivating Japan‘s help to build the ESPO and presumably balance China
367

. Such 

multilateralism or effort to play divide and rule among all Asian interlocutors is an integral 

part of Russia‘s Asia policy in general, not just its energy policy
368

. Clearly, Moscow is 

intensely seeking to evade having to live up to its commitments to China with regard to 

energy or to balance them out with other major customers and escape the trap of 
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dependence upon China as it is balancing its policies towards China with a rapprochement 

with Seoul and Tokyo
369

. 

Perhaps the most outstanding recent example of Russia‘s deals with Japan is the 

opening of an LNG plant at Sakhalin - 2, in February 2009. By this deal, Russia was obliged 

to supply Osaka gas with over 967 trillion cubic feet of LNG per year or 200,000 tons for at 

least the next 20 years. Supposedly this deal also stimulates Russo- Japanese cooperation as 

gas will also go to Tokyo Electric Power and seven other Tokyo gas companies. Sakhalin 

gas has also signed contracts with South Korean and US companies
370

. There are even 

reports (which probably remain speculative or an effort to pressure Japan because it is 

unlikely that such investments will occur without resolution of the Kurile islands issue or 

improved economic practices in Russia) that Japan will also contribute 7 billion USD to the 

completion of the ESPO pipeline even though the costs have risen substantially and are still 

rising
371

. Russia‘s Ministry of Foreign Affairs also reported that both sides reached 

agreement on reinvigorating bilateral cooperation in energy, specifically the possibility of 

creating an LNG plant in Primorye and a gas chemical plant there, as well as the 

development of coal fields in Yakutia and Tuva
372

. Japanese Prime Minister Taro Aso also 

made clear his hope that this project will inspire further efforts at Russo-Japanese 

cooperating to develop energy and other industries in the Russian Far East and to improve 

bilateral political relations, including the search for innovative and even unorthodox ways 

of settling the 65 year old dispute over the Kurile Islands
373

. While Sakhalin gas is to be the 

raw material base for the LNG plant; gas will be supplied through the Sakhalin, Khabarovsk, 

Vladivostok pipeline that began construction later in 2009 and finished in 2011. Clearly, 

this was planned to be part of the developing Far Eastern energy complex with ESPO, and 

the building of tankers to carry LNG to the mainland, railroads and ports
374

.  
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But, it should also be remembered that in 2006 the Russian government forced the 

Japanese companies involved here, Mitsui and Mitsubishi, to sell their majority stake to 

Russia so the reports about Japanese investment in Russia in general and in energy projects 

in particular should be taken with consideration. And in accordance with the experience of 

past years, Japan should be warned of promises that major infrastructural projects would be 

completed on time and at cost, especially under the conditions of the economic crisis. It also 

is possible, in view of China‘s plans or proposals for at least a dozen LNG terminals that 

some in Russia hope to sell China gas from Sakhalin - 2‘s or other facilities‘ future LNG 

holdings now that it has mastered the technology
375

. Finally, President Medvedev professes 

that completion of this project greatly strengthens Russia‘s position as a global gas supplier 

and this may well be the case insofar as Europe is concerned. Thus Gazprom is 

simultaneously looking to get Spanish companies to participate in gas development and 

liquefaction in Russia, first of all at the Yamal project. Russia‘s interest in buying into the 

Spanish firm Repsol is openly linked to this objective of getting Repsol to lead the way in 

such projects, thereby allowing Russia to sell Europe LNG through a company where it has 

a commanding if not controlling stake
376

. Meanwhile, President Medvedev claims that 

Sakhalin-2 will be able, at full capacity to produce around 10 million tons of LNG and up to 

5 percent of global LNG supplies, allowing Russia for the first time to bring LNG to Europe 

as well as through existing pipelines and further extend its hold on Europe‘s gas 

consumption
377

. Certainly there is no danger of a third country blocking seaborne transport 

as is the case with Ukraine and Europe
378

. 

Moscow also professed in February 2009 that it has ―strong hopes‖ of engaging 

Japan politically to resolve the issue of the Kurile Islands and securing Japanese funding for 

future energy plans in Asia as Japan now claims that ―Russia has become a constructive 

partner in the Asia Pacific region‖
379

. Thus Medevedev insisted that Gazprom will be a 

reliable long-term supplier to Japan. This is important for Japan since the Sakhalin-2 project 
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will account for 7.2percent of Japan‘s LNG imports
380

. Indeed, in 2007 Russia approved its 

Eastern Gas Program that calls for spending 28 billion USD to link the Kranoyarsk, Irkutsk, 

Yakutsk, and Sakhalin gas fields into a unified gas supply system (UGSS) that could be 

used with LNG facilities to sell gas to Japan, South Korea and even USA
381

. Nonetheless it 

is clear that extraordinary efforts will have to be made to find a solution to the locked 

political cooperation due to the Kurile Islands issue that has frustrated every effort at deep 

rapprochement since 1945. Apart from the fact that in both countries strong domestic 

factions have powerful political connections in both capitals and equally powerfully 

developed and inflexible views on the issue, it also seems clear that Moscow is unwilling to 

entertain even the question of the islands belonging to Russia, a stance that limits the 

possibilities of progress on this issue from the outset
382

. Thus, Moscow has again recently 

stated that, ‗South Sakahin and the Kurile islands were attached to Russia lawfully by the 

decision the allies made in 1945. They are an inseparable part of the Russian 

Federation….this is an objective reality formed on the results of World War II and solidly 

based on international laws. Thus any attempts to question this reality, no matter what 

reservations they are accompanied with, are unacceptable‖
383

.  

Moreover, Russia also warns Japan against raising the issue, because it could have 

negative effect on bilateral relations including energy deals. It also stated that, ―It is 

absolutely obvious that such statements do not facilitate the joint constructive work of 

developing the Russian-Japanese cooperation and cause significant damage to the general 

positive atmosphere of the bilateral relations, confidence, and good neighbourliness, which 

are indispensable in resolving the existing complex bilateral issues‖
384

.Japan has also shown 

equal intransigence insisting that all four islands be returned as a condition of major 

economic deals
385

. Clearly, despite the Sakhalin-2 deal the prospects for political resolution 

of the Kuriles issue and a subsequent breakthrough on bilateral economic relations 
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(although the main reason for their limitation is Japanese business‘ distrust of Russian 

economic policies and conditions) are not good and that may limit future economic 

cooperation
386

. So, both countries have to find the solution how to solve the Kuril issue 

without disrupting theirs energy dialog. 

Despite these optimistic events involving Japan and other Asian countries and the 

potential for Russia to enter the global LNG market, there is no doubt that the economic 

crisis is still hitting Russia hard and that the problems pointed before have probably recently 

worsened due to the crisis. In his speeches during his trip to this region in connection with 

the opening of Sakahlin-2, Medvedev warned that the government must not stop funding 

major national projects in the Far East and Sakhalin, though it is difficult to see where the 

financing will come for such projects except from government loans and that may not be 

enough given the scope of the problems there
387

. Indeed, because of the peculiarities of the 

Russian energy policy and the serious structural problems of both its energy and overall 

economies, especially in Siberia and the Far East, it looks quite possible that the plans to 

make this area a major energy hub and thus an economically competitive area that will 

allow Russia to compete in NEA could not be achieved.  

China has clearly exploited the opportunities presented to it by this failure and has 

significantly inserted itself into the Russian Far East economy. It has forced Russia to 

accept fundamental reversals in its previous energy policy of playing off Japan and China 

and in preferring a pipeline to the Pacific Ocean rather than to a single Chinese customer. 

Obviously, loans for oil and subsequent agreements proves that emergence of a Chinese led 

order in Northeast Asia based essentially on a modern form of tribute to China leaving 

Russia a nominal sovereignty in the Russian Far East, but in fact mortgaging its economic 

prospects to the future decisions of Chinese investment planners in and out of the state. This 

may be happening elsewhere in Asia as well due to China‘s strengthened economic position 

vis-à-vis Russia and other Asian countries during the current crisis
388

. The pitiful experience 

of the delays in decision-making, cost overruns, personal corruption, and misguided policies 

in the Far East that have led to one-sided terms of the loans for oil deal with China are 
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sufficient testimony. While the opening of the LNG facility is an impressive achievement 

that promises positive gains to Russia and Japan, if relations between China and Russia 

remain stable, it will not have a great impact for China.  

The oil for loans deal also shows the increasingly visible consequences of China‘s 

―peaceful rise.‖ China has evidently begun to exploit the economic crisis by having its 

government and banks subsidize acquisitions of distressed foreign energy firms at low 

prices. Chinese banks have cash to lend and are dealing aggressively. In February 2009 

alone China made agreements with Russia, Brazil, and Venezuela. The country has also 

made other similarly large deals in Latin America and Kazakhstan.  

So, the deal with Russia was the part of a large plan. But it was also an independent 

program of action in some cases by giants like CNPC and Sinopec who occasionally defy 

government efforts to prevent such outflows of currency. It was the rare chance, so it was 

naturally that Chinese companies also decided to go ahead and to use these opportunities in 

own interests. These achievements also put down China‘s trade surpluses while it also 

invests in the global economy thereby reducing pressure from the West to raise the value of 

its currency. According to Stephen Blank ―this overall policy also may have shown Russia 

that China is prepared, when necessary, to put high-powered diplomatic and economic 

muscle behind the acquisition of foreign energy assets that could leave Russia in the cold 

regarding the Chinese market, thereby helping Moscow to accept China‘s terms now rather 

than to continue to stall as it has since 1993 on a final agreement concerning ESPO.
389

 But 

clearly this process shows China‘s readiness to acquire and exercise its leverage in an ever 

more overt albeit peaceful fashion. The danger to Russia from this trend is real, 

considerable, and, most importantly, constantly growing. Russian spokesmen and elites 

have repeatedly warned against the danger of becoming an economic colony of China, 

particularly as regards the Far East. Yet this deal and indeed the overall course of Russo-

Chinese relations suggests that Russia is coming under ever more pressure to follow 

China‘s lead in Asia as its relative dependence upon China grows while China‘s need for 

what Russia can provide diminishes over time.  

Taken together, these entire developments outline a profoundly significant trend 

that if Russia has to implement its own energy strategy in favour of its national interests the 

country should elaborate independent policy. Originally favourable factors could lose its 

power facing financial dependence. 

 

                                                 
389

 Ibid, p. 441.   
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Chapter 6. Conclusion 

In the conclusion, based on detailed analysis of the content and results of Russian 

energy relations with China and Japan made in previous chapters, it is possible to provide 

answers to the research questions of the dissertation.  

1) Definitely, there is a great stimulus for the Russian energy cooperation with 

China and Japan. Russia is one of the major players in the global energy market. The 

country holds the world's largest natural gas reserves, the second largest coal reserves, and 

the eighth largest oil reserves. Russia is also the world's largest exporter of natural gas and 

the second largest oil exporter. In addition the country is rich with uranium and possesses 

developed nuclear plants operating technology. 

North East Asia plays an important role in Russian supplies of energy resources. 

Up to 2030 the country plans to get a substantial place in the regional energy market 

increasing the share of oil export till 22-25 percent and the share of natural gas export till 

19-20 percent. Energy cooperation with China and Japan could also provide great political 

and strategic benefits for Russia. Cooperation in energy sector could serve as a ―gateway‖ 

for Russian involvement to the region and strengthen country‘s positions. 

China is one of the most rapidly developing countries in the world. Together with 

economic development the demand for energy supply is accordingly increasing. China has 

emerged from being a net oil exporter in the early 1990s to become the world‘s second 

importer of oil in 2003. Natural gas usage in China has also increased rapidly in recent 

years, and China has looked to raise natural gas imports via pipeline and LNG. Thus, 

Beijing is very active in the search for stable and substantial supplies of hydro carbonates. 

Japan with its world‘s third largest economy is the third biggest oil importer and 

the third biggest gas importer. Including nuclear power, Japan is still only 16 percent energy 

self-sufficient.  

Japan and China have similar interests in their energy policies: to diversify and 

secure energy supply to the country and, in future, to find out and develop alternative 

energy recourses. Both countries heavily depend on oil import from the non-stable Middle 

East. In addition to the possibility of supply interruption, these countries also have to pay 

the ―Asian premium‖ for imported oil than buyers from other regions. And this dependence 

on import of energy resources is expected to increase in the future.  Long term projections 

for China‘s and Japan‘s economic growth, not stable political situation at the current oil 

exporting countries  and overall growing energy consumption lead Beijing and Tokyo to 

consider that diversification of their energy supplies is inevitable.  In this regard, the 
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development of energy projects with Russia provides them good options for securing their 

energy. Moreover, the potential for extensive environmental deterioration caused by coal 

burning promotes the incentive to look at nearer and more competitive sources of natural 

gas in the Russian Far East.   

In this regard, Russia, as the world‘s biggest natural gas and second oil exporting 

country, becomes an energy solution for NEA countries.  In particular, Russia‘s natural gas 

could provide an alternative to coal and oil for power generation.  Energy cooperation 

would facilitate a reconfiguration of political and economic ties, with Russia moving into a 

position of advantage. Specifically, Russia‘s export of energy could facilitate the investment 

of Chinese and Japanese capital and technology in Russia‘s oil and gas sector too.   Japan 

and China have a vested interest in diversifying their energy supply sources, and its 

proximity to the Russian Far East would lead to a drop in the cost of transporting energy 

sources.   

2) According to different estimations Russia has 60 to 200 billion barrels of oil 

reserves. With the development of new technologies and exploration of West Siberian and 

Arctic oil field Russia would definitely be able to hold its leading position in oil export for 

decades. Russia holds the world‘s largest natural gas reserves, with 1680 trillion cubic feet 

of natural gas, and it accounts for about a quarter of the world‘s total proven reserves. 

Russia owns two-thirds of largest gas fields in the world. The country has very developed 

gas production capabilities, one of the longest pipe routes and thus can be called as the ―Gas 

Empire‖.   Russia is not only the holder of the biggest gas resources, it is also the biggest 

exporter in the world, contributing more than 40 percent of the overall world‘s gas export. 

Thus, it is obvious that Russia has huge potential for gas export not only in usual markets as 

CIS countries and Europe, but also to satisfy the demand of fast growing Asian markets. 

With substantial investment and active geological exploration Russia could become the 

most important player in energy markets of Asia-Pacific and the world.  

As for nuclear energy Russia owns substantial recoverable reserves of uranium-

172 and is the fourth largest uranium producer in the world after Canada, Australia and 

Kazakhstan, supplying around 3500 tonnes of low-grade ore annually.  Currently there are 

31 reactors operating in the country and Russia has a big experience in construction and 

operation of nuclear plants, this is why the country is also able to offer developed nuclear 

technologies to the world‘s market.  

In order to formalize  goals, priorities and key points for different stages of long-

term development of energy policy, methods and means of its implementations Russian 
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government elaborated document called  ―Energy Strategy of Russia for the period up to 

2030‖. The main goal of the Energy Strategy is to achieve maximum effect from usage of 

natural energy resources for economy development, energy and ecological security. The 

new Energy strategy of Russia is aimed to address several specific areas of the strategy at 

the level of tactical details.  

The energy sector strategy is based on estimates that Russia‘s oil production will 

reach 530 to 535 million tons by the year 2030. The production of gas is expected to be 

around 880-940 billion cubic meters. Electricity generation is expected to reach 1,8 to 2,2 

trillion kilowatt hours. The exports of oil are aimed to reach 329 million tons of oil and 

refined products. Gas exports are predicted to reach the level of 349 to 368 billion cubic 

meters. The strategy also considers the geographical reorientation of Russia‘s exports. By 

the year 2030, Eastern countries will account for 20 percent of Russia‘s gas exports. Oil 

exports to the East that currently take only a 6 percent share of all shipments will account 

for 25 percent of the total volume. The overall investment in the energy sector will rise to 2 

trillion USD by the end of the period of the forecast.  

In definitive, this strategy indicates that for Russia in order to regain its great 

power status in a totally different context (that is, in the absence of empire and in 

heightened market competition conditions in global energy markets) it is required to convert 

its economic capacities (i.e. natural resources) into geopolitical levers. In this sense, 

Russia‗s energy strategy is in line with the larger framework of the geopolitics.  

3) Until nowadays, coal dominates China‘s energy resource consumption: 70 

percent of its electricity is generated from coal, and it annually accounts for one-third of 

global coal use. Oil is the second biggest source of energy in China and it makes the county 

the second biggest world‘s oil importer. Natural gas supplies about 4 percent of China‘s 

energy needs, which leaves petroleum (oil) as an energy source keenly sought by the 

country. In 2011 China accounted for 40 percent of global oil demand growth of 1,4 million 

barrels per day. But still, the country manages to have only a fourteen days oil  reserve in 

comparison with Japan, which has an oil reserve that covers over three months usage. 

Chinese economists and politicians are keenly aware of these challenges. It is for this reason 

China has moved to diversify their oil suppliers through a variety of strategies. Gas makes 

up a small percentage of China's energy mix, but successful exploration and pipeline 

infrastructure developments will lead to rapid consumption growth. The continued 

industrialization of China will add to demand, especially with China's growing desire to 

switch from coal to cleaner gas for power generation. China‘s government has set an 
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ambitious target of increasing the share of natural gas in its overall energy mix to 10 percent 

by 2020, thus the country will probably be the world's third-largest consumer. 

Nuclear power represented only about 1 percent of China‘s installed electricity 

generating capacity, but also has received considerable central government attention and 

effort. The country has 13 nuclear power reactors in operation, more than 25 under 

construction, and more about to start construction soon 

Energy is a key strategic issue for China‘s economic development, social stability, 

and national security. So, China sees energy shortages as one of the biggest potential threats.  

China is both a major energy producer and a major energy consumer and, in accordance 

with its energy strategy, Beijing will take an active part in energy cooperation with other 

countries on the basis of mutual benefit. To meet the global energy challenge China is ready 

to strengthen energy dialogue and cooperation with other countries to ensure global energy 

security and stability. 

4) Japan has very limited domestic energy resources and is only 16 percent energy 

self-sufficient. The country is the third largest importer of crude oil and the world's largest 

importer of both liquefied natural gas and coal.  

Oil is the most consumed energy resource in Japan, although its share of total 

energy consumption has declined from about 80 percent in the 1970s to 46 percent in 2009. 

Coal continues to account for a significant share of total energy consumption, although 

natural gas and nuclear power are increasingly important sources. Japan is the third largest 

consumer of nuclear power in the world, after the United States and France. 

The Japanese government's 2006 New National Energy Strategy emphasized 

increased energy conservation and efficiency. The government aims to reduce the share of 

oil consumed in its primary energy mix as well as the share of oil used in the transportation 

sector. Tokyo increases its energy efficiency and expands the use of nuclear power and 

natural gas. Japanese government has been increasingly concerned with the management of 

energy supply and demand in the volatile energy market.  Like many of its counterparts in 

industrialized economies, Japan largely relies   on   market   mechanisms   as   the   prime   

instrument   of   supply   and   demand management. 

Despite the effective management of the two oil crises in the 1970s and increased 

sophistication in Japan‘s energy strategy, several issues remain unsolved.    

First, Japan lacks sufficient indigenous energy sources.   It consumes much more 

than it produces. The country must depend on the  goodwill  of  exporters  and  the  

politico-economic  conditions  of  the  international energy market. The  second  problem  
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is  that  the  Japanese  economy  continues  to  be  highly dependent on oil.  This 

dependence is much higher than in the United States and in the EU. Related is the third 

major issue, that is, most oil imports continue to come from one politically fragile 

region, the Middle East.    

Given these problems, the major pillars of the Japanese energy strategy are: 1) 

the security of supply; 2) reasonable prices; 3) the diversification of energy sources 

(away from oil to non-oil resources, in particular, the development of alternative and new 

energy sources, such as nuclear, solar and wind power); 4) geographical diversification of 

the supply of energy; and 5) energy conservation.  Of these, it is important to note that 

the first four are concerned on the supply side, while the last focuses on demand 

Energy development  in  the  Russian  Far  East  can  be  instrumental  in  helping 

diversify energy supplies and thus enhance energy security.  It will reduce Japan‘s energy 

dependency on the Middle East.  It will also contribute to Japan‘s efforts of diversifying 

its sources away from oil to natural gas.  The Russian Far East is rich in natural gas that 

is less polluting and more efficient in power generation.  The increased use of natural gas 

in Japan could contribute to achievement of the environmental pollution targets of the 

Kyoto Accord.  Finally, the prospect for nuclear power development in Japan has become 

even bleaker with the difficulties in finding new sites and, to maker matters worse, with 

the terrible nuclear radiation accident at Fukushima Daiichi in 2011.  Russian natural gas 

would be able to contribute in filling the gap between energy demand and the amount of 

energy supplied by nuclear power. There also exists the possibility that Russian natural 

gas would be very competitively priced. 

5) As a result of recent developments Russia became China‘s fourth largest energy 

supplier, providing approximately 9 percent of Chinese imports. A doubling of this 

percentage may occur over the next decade, especially if Russian gas comes to China. The 

Sino-Russian crude oil pipeline project was put into operation on January 1, 2011, which 

was seen as a breakthrough in bilateral energy cooperation between the two countries; 

China and Russia also signed numerous gas supply agreements and actively cooperate in 

nuclear sector. But these achievements are far behind from planned results and also its 

development occurs in different way.  

Russia planned to use its energy recourses to enhance cooperation with China and 

benefit from it not only in economic way, but also in political and strategic. Using energy 

factor Russia hoped to manipulate China in its own interests, to dictate own conditions, 
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increase own authority in the region and make pressure to other countries in order to 

bargain over energy recourses prices.   

From the past decade there are two examples of energy cooperation between 

Russia and China which shall be studied in details, because they reveal the essence of this 

cooperation. 

First is the ESPO project. 

The construction of the ESPO route was a great opportunity for Russia to show its 

own power and demonstrate its ―energy trump card‖ in the region. At the beginning Russia 

managed to manipulate between potential customers and bargain better benefits. But the 

outcome of the project demonstrated that Russia was over-manipulating and due to the lack 

of throughout plan, it became obvious that the country has no strategy and acts 

simultaneously, without considerations of the outcomes in long perspective. Economically, 

Russia gained from the final route of the ESPO, getting opportunity to supply its oil to the 

whole region, but strategically the country was perceived as irresponsible partner and lost 

creditability in front of China, Japan, Korea and other countries.  Second is the recent 

Chinese loan to Rosneft and Transneft in exchange of future oil supplies.  

From the first sight it seemed that it was a great success of Russian energy 

diplomacy, because the country would get a necessary financing to complete the 

construction of the pipeline to Kozmino bay and at the same time get the guaranteed 

customer for next 10-15 years, but in fact this loan indicates that Russia is exchanging 

equity for debt, a classic sign of a colonial relationship, in this case vis-à-vis China. China 

has prevailed by gaining its guaranteed supply that is immune to Middle Eastern or Gulf of 

Malacca disturbances, leverage on Russian energy developments, and major opportunities 

for future equity stakes in Russian energy. Russia got access to a market or rather the 

promise of it for price issues are not settled and there is no guarantee that it can fulfil its 

side of the bargain. Meanwhile, it still must repay the debt it has incurred, find ways to pay 

for building the rest of the pipeline, and is still selling China about 10-15 million tons of oil 

shipped by rail annually for the possibly underestimated price. 

So, due to poorly though-out policy and pursuit for the fast-obtained revenues, 

Russia lost its opportunity to manipulate China using its hydro carbonate resources.Moscow 

is trapped by Beijing, because it became Russia‗s principal market and creditor in North 

East Asia; and failed to expand Russia‗s influence in other Asian energy markets such as 

Japan and South Korea while simultaneously reassuring Europe that it will continue to be 

Russia‗s biggest clients. 
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China‗s dominant position among Russia‗s energy customers means that the buyer 

in this instance is at least as influential as the seller, notwithstanding Russia‗s reputation as 

an energy superpower. The energy relation with Japan was also developed intensively for 

the last decade, but have not reached it claimed goals and results. Despite expanding 

bilateral energy cooperation, Japan and Russia are yet to maximize and exploit the 

advantages of it. 

The biggest failure of the Russian energy policy towards Japan was the 

negotiations about the planned ESPO routes. After achieving the agreement with Russia to 

construct the pipeline to the port of Nakhodka in order Japan could receive the substantial 

and stable oil supplies from Russia, Tokyo started to consider Russia as possible and 

reliable partner, despite unsolved territorial dispute. But unpredictable decision of Moscow 

to change the route in favour of Beijing‘s proposal without consultation with Tokyo was a 

great shock. Japan understood that Russian credibility is quite poor and the risk of dealing 

with the country is quite high. Also Tokyo was very worried with intensifying energy 

cooperation between Moscow in Beijing without regard to Japan.  

So, there are no big achievements in oil cooperation between Russia and Japan. 

Japan will buy Russian oil shipped from the port of Nakhodka, but those volumes will not 

be enough to make Russia as an important oil supplier to Japan. Japan continues to rely on 

its traditional suppliers and seeks for new ones.  

Cooperation in gas sector was more successful, probably due to that China is not 

pay same attention to the gas supplies from Russia as to oil. Gas consumption in China is 

much less than in Japan and China treats gas as a resource of the future. Actually the 

development of the gas cooperation between Russian and Japan in Sakhalin demonstrates 

good results and even go further to the exploration of oil fields in East Siberia.  

Such an outcome demonstrates great interests of Tokyo in energy cooperation with 

Russia despite remaining problems and the awareness of intensifying energy cooperation 

with China. With considered approach and substantial efforts to attract Japanese 

investments and resolve the territorial dispute, Russia has good opportunities to enhance 

energy cooperation with Japan which will be beneficial not only economically, but 

strategically also, as it will allow Russia to diversify its customers in the regions and pursue 

more independent policy.  

6) Probably, the best way to define energy relations between Russia, China and 

Japan is to use the theoretical assumptions of the ―Strategic manipulation‖ theory and the 

―Regional security complex‖ concept. 
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It is obvious that Russia, using its energy recourses, tries to pursue an attempt to 

affect the policies of China and Japan.  If Russia does not have this ―trump card‖ both 

countries would behave differently in a way to implement theirs own energy policy.  

In order to evaluate the success of Russia to provide ―manipulation‖ approach 

towards China and Japan, the following factors shall be studied.  

Firstly, manipulation and its results can be estimated only if all parties are aware 

that the manipulation takes place. Obviously, China and Japan understood that Russia is 

going to affect theirs own energy policy using its own advantages as an energy supplier, but 

strategic manipulation can be perceived as a success if the manipulated state perceives the 

compliance to the policy of the other state as more beneficial than other alternatives rather 

than an enforcement that starts contradictions. Russia failed to dictate its own conditions 

and impose its own policy to China and Japan, because while manoeuvring between both 

states, Russia did not provide credibility as a stable supplier and overestimated its own 

position as the ―manipulator‖ in energy relations with China and Japan.  When Beijing and 

Tokyo felt pressure from Moscow they have started to develop alternatives to Russian 

supplies and seek domestic options for adjustment (e.g. strategic reserves; energy efficiency; 

alternative energy sources; new technologies, etc.). 

Secondly, the ―manipulator‖ state should have a weight on the global market in the 

energy sector. This is implicitly applicable to the Russian dominant position on the global 

energy market as the one of the largest world‘s exporter, the owner of a wide pipeline 

network and other energy assets in many countries. Naturally, it provides more chances to 

―impose‖ its will on countries, which are dependent on Russian supplies, have no other 

alternatives due to its geopolitical location and already constructed pipelines. But, even with 

the fact that Russia is one of the leading energy suppliers in the world, it is not the only 

energy supplier for China and Japan. Russia‘s energy reserves are very attractive to both 

countries due to its substantial volume and geographic proximity, but taken into 

consideration together with other ―risky factors‖ Beijing and Tokyo still relies on 

diversified energy supplies and, thus, Russian positions are weaker as it could be.   

  Thirdly, a state should be confident that domestic energy companies (that have 

some kind of control over external energy markets) act in line with the main state‘s policies 

to maximize the statecraft. Having Gazprom as the main state-own company, it looks like 

there are no apprehensions that this actor can create problems in strategically important 

state‘s gas policy-decisions and minimize the statecraft. But the influence of local ―interest 

groups‖ within the country undermines this perception and results in instability and 
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unpredictability of Russian energy policy.  Indeed, both the oil and gas pipeline projects 

have been hindered by the involvement of private companies, whose control of export 

pipelines would undermine Moscow‘s ability to use energy exports for foreign policy 

leverage.  

Taken all of these factors together it could be concluded that Russia has to 

recognize that Russia depends on its customers as just as they depend on Russia, and the 

energy relations between Russia, China and Japan shall be characterized as ―mutual 

accommodation‖ instead of ―strategic manipulation‖.  

With regard to energy relations between Russia, China and Japan, all three states  

find themselves in some sort of ―Regional Energy Security Complex‖ in which the presence 

of old historical antagonisms, global energy market forces and regional geopolitics 

constitute influential factors which shape the way they perceive each other, and their 

relations as a whole.  

On the one hand, Russia is seeking to diversify its markets and supply routes. On 

the other, China and Japan has declared theirs intention to diversify energy sources to 

reduce its dependence from the Middle East. This makes China and Japan formidable 

potential buyers for Russia and Russia a formidable potential energy supplier. However, the 

Kremlin fears an over-dependence on China if it becomes Russia‗s principal market; hence 

its desire to expand Russia‗s influence in other Asian energy markets such as Japan and 

South Korea while simultaneously reassuring Europe that it will continue to be Russia‗s 

biggest clients (East-West manoeuvring). China and Japan, vice versa, fear that they would 

be over-exposed to supply interruptions or reductions from Russia; hence the quest to 

diversify its supply sources as evidenced by many deals concluded with important energy 

producers in Central Asia, the Middle East, Latin America and Africa. Yet, despite their 

mutual fear and reluctance to deepen their collaboration, all three countries need to realize 

that they depend on one and other: Beijing and Tokyo on Moscow for its supply security 

and Moscow on Beijing and Tokyo for theirs market security. This situation can be linked 

to the fact that in a Regional Security Complex, the security of one state cannot be obtained 

separately from that of the other states involved in the complex. 

 Russia‗s energy imperatives and the ones of China and Japan, although of different 

nature, are interrelated in such a way that the energy security of one cannot be considered 

without that of the other to the risk of breaking the ―energy link‖. In other words, Russia‗s, 

China‘s and Japan‘s energy security are both the ―sides of the same coin‖ where the energy 

and security inter-dependences are too important to be apprehended separately.  
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For Russia, the objective is to change the balance of interdependence to its benefit 

by abusing of China‗s and Japan‘s dependence on foreign energy and by playing it against 

other buyers in order to avoid dependence on one single market. For China and Japan, the 

objective is to ―break‖ itself from that interdependence by investing in new energy use 

patterns (alternative energy sources and efficiency technologies) and by diversifying its 

sources through more effective pipeline diplomacy with other energy suppliers. In short, the 

countries are locked in a perception trap which has plunged them in a ―diversification race‗.  

The study of energy policy of Russia toward China and Japan makes also possible 

to evaluate the success on Russian foreign policy in the region for the last decade. 

Russia considers itself as a European and Asian power and wants Siberia and the 

Russian Far East to be directly involved in Asia. Toward this end it offers its abundant oil 

and gas, energy has long been Russia‘s calling card in Asia and the key to the large-scale 

task of rebuilding Siberia, the Russian Far East, and ensuring Russia‘s recognition as a great 

Asian power. As Russian leaders well know and admit the reconstruction of Asiatic Russia 

is only possible in that context of large-scale foreign investment. Yet despite statements of 

Russia‘s readiness for it, little has been done to make such investment attractive for foreign 

investors and firms. It is obvious there is a large gap between Moscow‘s expectations for 

Russia‘s role in the Asia-Pacific region and how the region perceives Russia. 

Failure to intensify the energy cooperation with China and Japan on its planned 

level and make Siberia and Far East attractive for foreign investments has clear and 

profound consequences. If Russia cannot attract foreign investment from Japan, South 

Korea and other regional states it will necessarily have to concede primacy to China with 

the negative results that many Russian leaders and analysts fear. That outcome is the 

conversion of Russia into a kind of colonial raw materials appendage to China with 

equivalent political consequences to follow from this state of excessive dependence upon 

China, China serves as Russia‘s ―gateway‘ into Asia. But equally importantly, if China truly 

is the gatekeeper for Russia‘s entry into Asia that means it can define the limits of that 

Russian engagement with Asia and keep Russia dependent upon it.  

For Russia to avert this Chinese takeover it must devise comprehensive, large-scale 

energy and investment cooperation with Japan and other regional countries. While Russian 

leaders know this they have failed to act upon that insight. Yet it has failed in this effort to 

make those connections to Tokyo or more importantly, regenerate its own economy.  

Definitely, Russia has a great potential to act as a regional power in Asia Pacific 

and enhance its own positions there, but the possession of immense natural recourses is not 
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enough to implement an effective and beneficial policy in the region. The country should 

reconsider its strategy while dealing with different suppliers and make efforts to become 

reliable and stable partner in the region, to become attractive for foreign investments. This 

will make the country as a credible and attractive partner to deal with and decrease the 

country‘s dependence on foreign financing. The successful energy cooperation would be a 

starting mechanism for improving not only economic relation between Russia, China and 

Japan, but also political.  And, for sure, it would have a great importance for energy security 

and cooperation in the whole Asia Pacific region.  
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